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Kelly Lytle
Hernández
The MacArthur fellow delivers
a riveting reappraisal of the
run-up to the 1910 Mexican
revolution in Bad Mexicans:
Race, Empire, and Revolution
in the Borderlands. See our
review on p. 66.
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SPOTLIGHT
ON

A.L. MASTERS

For a boy who seemed “destined” to attend a “special” school, and was
thought to be 90% deaf, the future didn’t seem promising. However,
despite that, A.L.Masters, the boy from a working-class family in an
industrial town in southern England, excelled in school, studied at Oxford
and went on to teach history in Australia. And he did not stop there. He
continued to conquer his destiny by becoming a widely-published author of
senior textbooks, study-guides, and articles in Australia.
Still, despite such feats, Masters felt he is destined for more. Thus, he
decided to give up teaching and focus on his passion: crime fiction. As a
passionate crime fiction fan, he believes in creating characters that are
flawed and believable—protagonists that are relatable and someone you’d
want to side with, and villains that are both ordinary and diabolical. And
this paved the way for his creation of Detective Spence Hargreaves, with
Malicious Obsession as the first of his Spence Hargreaves series.
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Marlene L. Burling is more than just a pastor’s
widow. She is a mother, grandmother,
educator, and active church member. us, it
is no surprise that she would write books that
touch upon the subjects of devotion and faith.
Burling has authored two 365-devotional
books that made use of relatable experiences
and practical examples in real life—A Morning
Walk with God and Daily Walks with God.
rough these books, Burling invited readers
to start their day with God and to continue
believing in him. Her third book, Grandma
Tells Me the Easter Story is designed for a more
personalized and interactive read, where
young children are taught the Word of God.
And an added bonus is that this book was
recommended by the US Review of Books.
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The Week in Publishing
A Book Manufacturers’ Institute
survey of members found hardcover
printers were running at 85% of their
capacity, while printers for softcover
books were at 89%. Publishers have
said it’s been hard to find press time
for summer books.
January bookstore sales rose 11.5%
over January 2021, according to preliminary estimates released by the U.S.
Census Bureau.
Sales were $914
million, up from
$820 million last
year, but they were
7.7% lower than in
January 2020.
Sourcebooks has
acquired Duopress,
which primarily
publishes children's
books. The press
will become a Sourcebooks
imprint, and its founder, Mauricio
Velázquez de León, will stay on as
editorial director.

Online & On-Air
The Week Ahead
With rising inflation and continued
economic volatility and uncertainty, flat funding for libraries on
a federal level is essentially a cut,
according to senior writer Andrew
Albanese.
publishersweekly.com/funding
More to Come
The hosts celebrate cartoonist
Julie Doucet’s historic Grand
Prix win at the Angoulême
6

Quarto Group’s 2021 sales
rose 19% over 2020, to
$151.5 million. Adjusted
operating profit jumped
51%, to $16 million.

Hachette Book
Group will begin
requiring employees to work from
company offices
again on April 18, in a rollout staggered by office location. Each
employee will be required to spend
two days a week in their local office.
International Comics Festival in
France.
publishersweekly.com/doucet
Children's Bookshelf
Creating a space for
children’s book writers
and illustrators to share
and connect has long
been a dream for
Sophie Blackall, who
has now realized that goal in her
launch of the Milkwood retreat in
the Catskills.
publishersweekly.com/catskills
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News
Snow Days Hits the Mark
The ABA’s virtual retreat experimented with new formats, while keeping
the elements that make Winter Institute great

S

now Days, the American Booksellers Association’s
2022 gathering of indie booksellers, replaced
Winter Institute in Cincinnati after it was canceled
due to the spread of the omicron variant. But Snow
Days, which ran March 8–10, was not simply a virtual
Winter Institute under a different name. It became a mashup of Winter Institute and the Association of Writers and
Writing Programs’ annual AWP conference. There was, as
always, a focus on the business of bookselling, but there
was also a new element: a parallel emphasis on the craft
of writing fiction and poetry.
Reminiscent of Winter Institute, Snow Days featured rep
pick sessions and one-on-one appointments with ABA reps
and publishers; panels on unions, Black women bookstore
owners, and mission-driven bookselling; and roundtable
discussions on such topics as postpandemic business
changes—plus the requisite celebrity appearance, this time
by Alicia Keys, who talked up her graphic novel for teens, Girl
on Fire.
There was an exhibit area staffed by 183 publishers, and
a galley room where booksellers could request scores of print
and digital ARCs. There were two author receptions on the
Kumospace platform, which allowed participants to see and
speak with each other.
Kelly Stromberg, owner of Kansas City pop-up bookstore
Helianthus Books, described those two receptions as “uncomfortable and weird”—a sentiment echoed by Carrie Koepke,
the manager of Skylark Books in Columbia, Mo. But Koepke
was pleased overall with this year’s event, praising the ABA
for working to produce a “functional experience.” She cited
the Storytelling in the Cultural Moment keynote, moderated
by author and bookseller Emma Straub, as a conference
highlight. “Having the ability to converse with prerecorded
panelists in the chat area while watching increases the value
exponentially,” she said.
Joanna Demkiewicz, marketing manager at Milkweed
Editions, also praised Snow Days, saying that she was “prepared for less engagement in comparison to an in-person
conference” but noting that the ABA produced a conference that was “even more engaging and user-friendly” than
last year’s virtual Winter Institute. “I also love that they
privileged poetry,” she said. But she’s eager to return to
8
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in-person gatherings: “It’s difficult to replace the spontaneity, on-the-ground enthusiasm, and the postconference
opportunities afforded by visiting a new city with a group of
brilliant booksellers for a few days.”
Despite the lack of serendipitous encounters between
attendees that occurs at in-person gatherings, a consensus
emerged regarding Snow Days’ hottest discoveries. A number
of booksellers have been buzzing about two debut novels,
both by BIPOC authors: Nightcrawling by Leila Mottley
(Knopf, June), Oakland, Calif.’s 2018 Youth Poet Laureate,
who is now a senior at Smith College, and Woman of Light by
Kali Fajardo-Anstine (One World, June), inspired by the
author’s family’s experiences in 1930s Denver.
Koepke described herself as “obsessed” with Nightcrawling and “very excited to read” Woman of Light after hearing
Fajardo-Anstine discuss it on the panel of novelists.
Participation in Snow Days was down about 38% compared
to last year’s virtual Winter Institute, with the numbers of
authors (131) and booksellers (803) approximating those
from the previous in-person Winter Institute in January 2020.
There were 750 booksellers at that gathering and 140 authors,
along with 135 publishers.
Many booksellers contacted by PW said that they were
unable or unwilling to participate in this year’s virtual conference, including Denver’s BookBar owner Nicole Sullivan, who
said she did not attend because of her opposition to the
ABA’s stance on freedom of expression. Most of the booksellers who were unable to attend, however, cited staffing
shortages amplified by the lifting of Covid restrictions.
“I didn’t even sign up for Snow Days,” said Betsy Von
Kerens, front end manager at the Bookworm in Omaha,
Nebr. “We are too short-handed and I can’t take the time
away from the floor.”
And Luisa Smith, buying director at Book Passage in the
San Francisco Bay Area noted, “With in-person events ramping up, this was the busiest week we have had since before
the pandemic.”
Contrary to custom, the ABA did not announce the timing
and location of next year’s winter gathering, but the organization intends to return to an in-person conference format
with Children’s Institute, set for June 20–22 in Phoenix.

—Claire Kirch

News

Other Press Signs
Booker Winner

F

or over 30 years, Nigerian writer Ben Okri has
been at the forefront of international literature.
The author of two dozen books, Okri is perhaps
best known for his novel The Famished Road, which won
the 1991 Booker Prize for Fiction. He has since been
appointed as a fellow of the Royal Society of Literature,
an OBE for his literary contributions, and the vice president of the Caine Prize for African Writing. Yet despite
his renown, Okri has not attained widespread name
recognition in the United States.
Other Press publisher Judith Gurewich wants that to
change. Starting this year, Gurewich will roll out a plan
to publish his front- and backlist titles over the next
several years.
Gurewich discovered Okri’s work when her son read
aloud passages of his 2011 book A Time for New Dreams
during a 2019 art exhibit at Harvard University. She
was moved by the writing and thrilled when Okri’s U.K.
publisher, Head of Zeus, gave her the opportunity to
acquire Every Leaf a Hallelujah, Okri’s illustrated environmentalist fairy tale, for the U.S. It’s been called a
children’s book, but Gurewich felt that it contains
valuable lessons for young
and adult readers alike.
“I preempted Every Leaf a
Hallelujah as quickly as I
could,” Gurewich said, “and
soon discovered to my
delight that Ben hadn’t been
systematically published in
our country. So Other Press
went after his backlist.”
In February, Other Press
published, for the first time
in the States, Okri’s novel
Astonishing the Gods, featuring a new introduction by
the author. “Ben Okri is
exactly the kind of author I
have been looking for,”
Gurewich said. “To me Ben is
a sort of prophet, and Other

The Weekly Scorecard

Unit Sales of Print Books Fell
8.3% in Early March
Unit sales of print books fell 8.3% in the week ended Mar. 12,
2022, from the comparable week in 2021, at outlets that report
to NPD BookScan. Sales in the adult nonfiction category were
down 8.6% compared to the week ended Mar. 13, 2021, despite
a strong showing by three new Bibles from Tyndale House. The
NLT Premium Gift Bible was #1 on BookScan’s adult nonfiction
list, selling more than 91,000 copies, while two other bibles hit
the list with a combined 34,000 copies sold. The Wok by J. Kenji
Lopez-Alt had a good debut, selling more than 33,000 copies,
as did William Barr’s One Damn Thing After Another, which
sold just over 23,000 copies. The 13.1% decline in juvenile fiction
was due in part to another week of difficult comparisons to last
year’s sales of Dr. Seuss books, which were benefitting from
the controversy over Dr. Seuss Enterprises’ decision to stop
publication of six older Seuss titles. Though Seuss sales in the
week ended Mar. 13, 2021, had cooled compared to previous
weeks, they were still higher than normal. Green Eggs and
Ham, for example, sold almost 45,000 copies a year ago, compared to 18,000 copies in the most recent week. And Easter
was 13 days earlier in 2021 than in 2022, boosting sales at
this time last year. Adult fiction sales rose 2.9% over 2021,
helped by sales of three new releases. Run, Rose, Run by James
Patterson and Dolly Parton was the #1 title overall in the most
recent week, selling nearly 113,000 copies. In second place on
the category list was Shadow Reel by C.J. Box, which sold more
than 36,000 copies in its first week.

TOTAL SALES OF PRINT BOOKS (in thousands)
MAR. 13, MAR. 12,
2021
2022

Total

CHGE
WEEK

CHGE
YTD

15,196 13,932 -8.3% -5.6%

UNIT SALES OF PRINT BOOKS BY CATEGORY (in thousands)
MAR. 13, MAR. 12,
2021
2022

Adult Nonfiction
5,728
Adult Fiction
3,052
Juvenile Nonfiction
1,432
Juvenile Fiction
4,098
Young Adult Fiction
524
Young Adult Nonfiction 72

CHGE
WEEK

CHGE
YTD

5,232 -8.6% -9.5%
3,139 2.9% 9.2%
1,238 -13.5% -9.6%
3,563 -13.1% -8.4%
530 1.2% 5.4%
74 3.9% 5.3%

UNIT SALES OF PRINT BOOKS BY FORMAT (in thousands)
MAR. 13, MAR. 12,
2021
2022

CHGE
WEEK

CHGE
YTD

Hardcover
4,720 4,120 -12.7% -8.2%
Trade Paperback
8,174 7,859 -3.9% -2.4%
Mass Market Paperback 789 588 -25.5% 20.0%
Board Books
1,071 961 -11.4% -7.4%
SOURCE: NPD BOOKSCAN AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY. NPD’S U.S. CONSUMER MARKET PANEL COVERS APPROXIMATELY 80% OF THE PRINT BOOK MARKET AND CONTINUES TO GROW.
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News
Press is thrilled to be given the right to be his temple.”
Okri is equally enthusiastic about the partnership. “My
decision to go with Other Press was simple,” he said. “I love
Judith’s energy and passion. When she first encountered my
work she did something admirable, something rare: she
proceeded to read as much of my work as she could find. I
have a great affinity with that instinct. Then she declared that
she wanted to publish everything I’ve written. Well, I have
waited 27 years for such a publisher-reader.”
Okri also admires the vision of Other Press, which he calls
“one of the most adventurous, farsighted, and bravest
publishers in America.”
He is heading to the U.S. at a unique time in his career: for
many years, he has been rewriting several of his books. In
the 1990s, he rewrote his novel Dangerous Love; last year,
he rewrote Mental Fight; and for the past few years, he has
been rewriting The Last Gift of the Master Artists. “I was
doing it anyway, purely for myself,” he said.
When Head of Zeus suggested the rewritten edition of the
latter be published, Gurewich joined the effort. The Last Gift
of the Master Artists, previously published in 2007 in the
U.K. by Ebury Publishing’s Rider imprint as Starbook, will
be published by Other Press in fall 2022.
Describing Okri’s rewriting project, Gurewich said,
“Think of it this way: if we were lucky enough to be artists
ourselves—Ben is an artist when he writes—wouldn’t we
love to ‘rewrite’ our lives and edit parts of them with what
we know now and missed before? I have no idea why great
writers have not done this before—it makes so much sense!”
Okri said he took up the rewriting project “because I saw
how the books could be transformed while remaining what
they were.” Rewriting Dangerous Love, he found the right
tone that he had been looking for. Rewriting Mental Fight,
he sorted out the issue of meter. And in tackling The Last Gift
of the Master Artists, he stumbled on an even greater discovery: “I realized that the tone I had used for the book blunted
its political depths,” he explained, recalling that the novel
was initially “taken for a fairy tale”
when it was first published. “So

Call for

Information

Feature: Health Books
Deadline: April 4 Issue: May 23
This feature will look at books relevant to all aspects of physical and
mental health. Of particular interest: equity and inclusivity in health,
healthcare, and the wellness industry. Pub dates: end of May
through November. New titles only, please; no reprints. Submission
deadline is April 4. Visit publishersweekly.com/healthmay22 to
submit your titles.
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new language was needed. But in rewriting it, I saw that its
internal architecture had to change. It became a major act
of transformation.”
Okri knows that revising his previous novels might
alienate fans of the books’ older iterations. “A few people
prefer the earlier versions of books I have rewritten—sometimes the earlier books are rougher and truer for that,” he
said. “Those who like the early versions have not entered
the rabbit hole of rereading.”
His decision to revisit his oeuvre has not just been aimless
tinkering—it has been a purposeful endeavor, guided by
intuition. “Rewriting can become an excuse for not finishing,”
he said. “You can lose sight of your vision. With the books I
have rewritten, I have at last had the true vision of what they
are, what they can be.”
Currently, Other Press intends to publish Okri’s books
through spring 2025. In addition to The Last Gift of the
Master Artists, the poetry collection A Fire in My Head is
coming in fall 2022. In 2023, the press has tentative plans
to publish the novel Dangerous Love, the essay collection A
Time for New Dreams, the poetry collection Mental Fight,
and the play Changing Destiny.
Four more books are set to be
released in 2024 and 2025.
Going all in on an author with
little name recognition in the States
is a gamble, but Gurewich is confident not only in Okri’s talent as a
writer but in his importance as a
cultural figure. “Okri stands for a
new way of thinking, seeing, and
writing,” she said. “His work can
actually help us change our lives
and shed our preconceptions and prejudices.” With Other
Press behind him, she hopes his stature will grow here.
Publishing, Okri lamented, has become too safe. “For me
the real courage of publishing is with the unknown,” he said.
“That’s where the magic is.”
—Sophia Stewart
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Feature: Fall 2022 Adult Announcements
Issue: June 20 Deadline: April 6
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Taking place in a small European country occupied by the Nazis during World War II,

A Key to Treason by Marvern Wallace explores the struggles of the dedicated citizens
during these times of uncertainty. The young hero, Thad, holds a high rank that
conspirators resent and maneuver to undermine. The powerful elitists opposing him
obstruct his endeavors to unite factions and protect the nation’s treasury before the
Nazi invasion. Inspired by the author’s experiences serving for the Third Army in World
War II, this thought-provoking historical fiction novel illustrates the desperation and
self-sacrifice of those determined to make a difference.
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Berrett-Koehler Bounced Back in 2021

B

errett-Koehler Publishers, known for its
David Marshall, BK’s CEO and CFO. ”We are well
books on socially responsible career
positioned for our next wave of growth as we start
paths and values-based leadership, has
our fourth decade.”
published nearly 1,000 titles on business, ecoKatie Sheehan, associate director of communomics, social justice, and personal developnications, said, “Business has always been our
ment since it was founded by Steven Piersanti in
sweet spot, and we still have all our franchise
1992. Piersanti, who stepped down from a leadauthors: our Ken Blanchards, our Brian Tracys.”
ership role in 2019 but remains a full-time acquiIn 2021, 69% of BK’s print sales made through
sitions editor, touts the company’s “mission of
its distributor, Penguin Random House Publisher
David Marshall, CEO and
‘connecting people and ideas to create a world CFO, Berrett-Koehler
Services, were through Amazon, accounting for
that works for all.’ ”
33% of BK’s overall revenue, according to v-p of
Publishers
BK sales first topped $10 million in 2018 but slipped to $8.9
sales and marketing Kristen Frantz. Digital sales (e-books,
million in 2020, the first year of the pandemic, before posting
audio, and online training programs) accounted for another
27% of revenue. BK also sells its business books direct to HR,
an 18% revenue gain in 2021, to $10.5 million. “We’ve heard
managers, C-suite executives, and employees. Recently, when
from long-standing BK community members that 95% of
American companies plateau or fold before they reach $10
doing bulk sales for companies’ virtual events, BK bundled
print books, e-books, and audiobooks; attendees could
million in revenue, but for the companies that achieve this
choose their preferred formats, and it made it easier for
milestone, it marks the beginning of a big growth curve,” said
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Start something you won’t want to stop.
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Mystery aficionado Jane Bennett Munro puts a grisly spin on a timeless Christmas carol
in her latest page-turner, The Twelve Murders of Christmas. After pathologist Toni Day
receives a Christmas card depicting a dead body, she discovers it’s more than a morbid
holiday message—it’s a murder clue. Tapping into her sleuthing skills, she quickly
uncovers that the suspect is a recent parolee targeting jurors that convicted him. Even
worse, he is dangerously obsessed with Toni. With the help of Twin Falls’ detectives,
she races to put an end to the Jury Killer’s revenge plot before he comes after her.

www.iuniverse.com
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News
Emergent Strategy author adrienne maree brown.
The publisher takes chances on “younger people with
great ideas we can push out into the world,” Sheehan said.
When titles do well, “we take our 20% profit from them and
feed it into five more first-time authors. Five years ago we
made the commitment to taking on more authors of color,
including Sonya Renee Taylor, Tamara Winfrey Harris [Dear
Black Girl], and Mary-Frances Winters [Black Fatigue]. With
the profits generated from those three authors, we jumpstarted books by 10 or 12 women of color, and five more
books are coming.”
Promoting and celebrating BIPOC authors is part of BK’s
“long-standing commitment to advancing diversity, equity,
inclusion, and justice, beginning with Cultural Diversity in
Organizations by Taylor Cox, published in 1994,” said BK
president and publisher Johanna Vondeling. This year, BK
hired a consultant to help it design a long-term action plan to
ensure it stays accountable in terms of its DEIJ efforts,
Vondeling noted, adding that BK will prioritize recruitment,
retention, development, and advancement of BIPOC
employees in the years ahead.
Significant changes to BK’s workplace culture have also
arrived in the form of remote employment. In late 2019, BK
extended its office lease in Oakland through
2026, but most employees began working
remotely in March 2020. That fall, BK
polled its staff: “70% said they would prefer
“My window looks out onto a
their primary workstation to be their home
London square garden, where there
office,” Marshall said. Given those results,
are always children playing. . . .
BK is seeking to sublease all or part of its
This activity is as important . . .
new space in 2022, and will likely continue
as having the right kind of books
with a smaller physical space with shared
and pictures available to everybody,
workstations. BK sees potential in hiring
and as having time to mooch about
on your own if you want to, without
remote-only candidates and hosting Bay
anyone telling you what you ought
Area events and retreats for staff as circumto be doing or thinking or reading
stances permit.
next. It’s certainly the stuff of
After 30 years in the book business,
which inspiration is made.”
Marshall wants BK to evolve in the years
ahead. “We are committed to transitioning
the company from a more traditional book
publishing business model to a media
enterprise,” he said, “supported by our
1927–2022
three growth areas: online training programs targeting newer generations of
woman and an extraordinary talent.
learners, data-driven advanced direct
marketing to engage with our customers,
You will be missed.
and BK Professional, our new vertical
publishing area.”—Nathalie op de Beeck

overseas participants to access content.
BK became a certified B Corp in 2011 (recertified in 2018),
and in 2015, it was the first book publisher to become a
California Benefit Corporation—a category that requires
the publisher to meet high standards of corporate, social,
and environmental performance. (“We are the only book
publisher in the world that is both that we know of,” Marshall
said.) Adhering to those principles increased the difficulty
of operating through supply chain disruptions. Recycled
paper for reprints is hard to come by, and though hardcovers
have cachet in the business community—the Wall Street
Journal bestseller list features only hardcover titles—production costs and shipping delays led BK to put a moratorium
on hardcovers for 2022.
Even with hardcovers on hold, BK’s paperback list continues to perform well, and audiobook sales went up by 33%
in 2021over 2020. Sonya Renee Taylor’s bestseller The Body
Is Not an Apology was a particular success. “It’s a body
justice book and it’s a social justice book; it just really hit its
time,” Sheehan said. “We sold through the 30,000-copy first
printing and ordered 70,000 copies of the second edition.”
BK has high hopes for the May launch of Taylor’s new
title, Journal of Radical Permission, cocreated with
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DEALS

By Rachel Deahl

DEAL OF THE WEEK

of New Jersey.” William Morris Endeavor’s Claudia Ballard
represented the author, who is a creative writing lecturer at
the University of Pennsylvania and has an MFA from
Columbia. A Quitter’s Paradise is set for summer 2023.

■ Shearer’s ‘River’ Flows to Berkley
Berkley’s Kate Seaver preempted North American rights
to River Sing Me Home, the debut novel by Eleanor
Shearer, for a reported six figures. Comparing it to Homegoing and The Vanishing Half, Berkley
said the book follows “a mother’s
journey across the Caribbean to find
her stolen children in the aftermath of
s l ave r y. ” S h e a re r wo r k s a s a
researcher at the Institute for Government think tank in London and is the
granddaughter of Caribbean immigrants, as well as the goddaughter of
Shearer
British bestseller Jeanette Winterson.
She is represented by Laurie Robertson at Peters Fraser
+ Dunlop. Rebecca Folland, rights director at the U.K.’s
Headline Publishing Group, handled the sale to Berkley.
River Sing Me Home is slated for spring 2023.

■ Atria Dips Maxwell’s ‘Spoon’

© lucinda douglas - menzies

Jessa Maxwell sold The Golden
Spoon to Atria’s Lindsay Sagnette in
a two-book, North American rights
deals (which excludes the European
open market). Atria said the novel is
a murder mystery set at a Vermont
estate during the filming of a new
season of “America’s hit TV baking
show,” and that all the characters “are
Maxwell
suspect.” In addition to a number of
foreign rights sales, TV rights to the book have been
optioned by Hulu, with Aline Brosh McKenna (Crazy Exgirlfriend) attached as writer/producer. Alexandra
Machinist at ICM Partners represented Maxwell.

■ Bold Type Takes In Martin’s ‘Orphan’

In a six-figure preempt, Sarah Cantin
at St. Martin’s Press acquired The One
That Got Away by Charlotte Rixon.
The publisher said the novel is about
“a first love with life-changing consequences—and the explosive incident,
20 years later, that sheds new light
on events of the past,” adding that
the book should appeal to readers of
Rixon
Jodi Picoult and Jill Santopolo. Sarah
Levitt at Aevitas Creative Management handled the North
American rights agreement on behalf of Caroline Hardman
at Hardman & Swainson, a London literary agency.

American Orphan by Kristen Martin
was acquired, at auction, by Hillary
Brenhouse at Bold Type Books. In the
narrative nonfiction work, Martin, a
cultural critic, combines memoir and
social history, deconstructing “America’s obsession with fictional orphan
stories,” according to the publisher.
The book examines “the gap between
Martin
these myths and the lived experiences
of dependent children from the 1800s to the present day.”
Jamie Carr at the Book Group handled the North American
rights agreement for Martin.

courtesy of the author

■ St. Martin’s Nabs ‘One That Got Away’

■ Random House Buys Donner’s ‘Scholl’

For six figures, Erin Wicks at SJP Lit
preempted Elysha Chang’s debut
novel, A Quitter’s Paradise. The book
is the first acquisition for Sarah Jessica Parker’s imprint at Zando and is
about, the publisher said, a young
woman dealing with the death of her
mother, “whose story becomes intertwined with those of her family,
charting decades of their movements
Chang
from the military villages of Taipei to the cloistered suburbs

NBCC winner Rebecca Donner sold
I Am Sophie Scholl, at auction, to
Random House’s Marie Pantojan in
a North American rights deal. The
publisher said the nonfiction work
“tells the inspiring story of the legendary German resistance member
who was executed for treason at just
21 years old, and her anti-Nazi group
Donner
the White Rose.” Bill Clegg, who has
an eponymous shingle, represented Donner.
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■ SJP Lit Enters Chang’s ‘Paradise’

FROM THE ARCHIVE

August 3, 1964

With the Bologna Children’s
Book Fair set to hold its
first in-person event in
three years March 21–23,
we took a look back to the
very first show held in 1964.
The event attracted 200
exhibitors, but only one U.S.
publisher made the trip:
Franklin Watts. American
publisher attendance was
so low, we said, because
the Bologna committee
“did a bad job of publicizing
the event in the U.S.”

For the complete article in the
Publishers Weekly archive,
go to publishersweekly.com/
aug-3-1964.
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Behind the Bestsellers

MAR. 6–12, 2022

BY CAROLYN JURIS

J. Kenji López-Alt’s first cookbook,
The Food Lab, won a James Beard
Award and has sold 650K print copies
since its 2015 publication. It debuted
at #7 on our hardcover nonfiction list.
This week, his follow-up, The Wok,
is #1 on that list and the #3 book in
the country. “The intricacies of wok
culture are brilliantly explored in this
definitive offering from chef and New
York Times cooking columnist LópezAlt,” per our starred review. “While
the more than 200 recipes are nothing
to scoff at, what makes this a stunner
is the extensive coverage of cooking
techniques and
culinary history.”

Dolly Parton and James Patterson have the #1 book in the country with Run, Rose,
Run, “an exhilarating rags-to-riches story,” our review said, that “revolves around
the troubled past of plucky singer/songwriter AnnieLee Keyes.” The star power of
the multi-hyphenate entertainer helped make for an exceptional first week, even by
the standards of perennial bestseller Patterson.

••

➟

JUNE 2021

262%

••

AUG. 2021

••

••

36,830

SEPT. 2021

NOV. 2021

••

22,483

15,338

JAN. 2022

MAR. 2022

It is a truth universally acknowledged that Jane Austen fans are insatiable when it
comes to their beloved author. Jane Austen’s Table by Robert Tuesley Anderson,
#6 on our hardcover nonfiction list, aims to satisfy their cravings with more than
50 recipes inspired by her life and work. For instance, Henry Tilney’s Nice
Mushroom Patties with the Nicest Onion Jelly pokes fun at a
Northanger Abbey character for mansplaining the proper usage
of the word nice. Mrs. Cassandra Austen’s Scrambled Eggs,
served on brioche with soured cream and Parmesan and named
for the novelist’s mother, is pure flight of fancy; “Mrs. Austen
and her daughters,” Anderson writes, “usually ate only a very
modest breakfast.”

N E W & N O TA B L E

IN LOVE
Amy Bloom
#13 Hardcover Nonfiction
In what our starred review called
“a stunning portrayal of how love
can reveal itself in life’s most
difficult moments,” Bloom, whose
previous books include the novel
White Houses, “looks back on the beauty
and turmoil of accompanying her husband
through the final days of his life.”

112,737

60,348

17,480

MISSION POSSIBLE
Tim Tebow
#3 Hardcover Nonfiction
“Former Denver Broncos and
New York Jets quarterback Tebow
seeks to help Christians identify
their God-given purpose in this
earnest and often quite funny
motivational guide,” per our review. “This pep
talk will spark the hearts of faithful readers
(particularly sports fans) needing a kick start.”

••

First-Week Print Unit Sales for James Patterson’s
Recent Hardcover Adult Fiction

TOP 10 OVERALL
RANK TITLE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Run, Rose, Run
Shadows Reel
The Wok
How to Catch a Leprechaun
It Ends with Us
Atomic Habits
Verity
One Damn Thing After Another
High Stakes
Green Eggs and Ham

ALL PRINT UNIT SALES PER NPD BOOKSCAN EXCEPT WHERE NOT
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AUTHOR

IMPRINT

Parton/Patterson
C.J. Box
J. Kenji López-Alt
Wallace/Elkerton
Colleen Hoover
James Clear
Colleen Hoover
William P. Barr
Danielle Steel
Dr. Seuss

Little, Brown
112,737
Putnam
36,119
Norton
33,374
Sourcebooks Wonderland 26,555
Atria
25,086
Avery
24,096
Grand Central
24,001
Morrow
23,010
Delacorte
21,835
Random House
18,470

INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY NPD BOOKSCAN. COPYRIGHT © 2022 THE NPD GROUP. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

UNITS

Information supplied by NPD
BookScan. Copyright © 2022
The NPD Group. All rights reserved.

Adult Bestsellers | MAR. 6–12, 2022
Hardcover Frontlist Fiction
RANK

LW

TITLE

AUTHOR

IMPRINT

ISBN

UNITS

1

– Run, Rose, Run

Parton/Patterson

Little, Brown

9780759554344

112,737

2

– Shadows Reel

C.J. Box

Putnam

9780593331262

36,119

3

– High Stakes

Danielle Steel

Delacorte

9781984821713

21,835

4

1 The Paris Apartment

Lucy Foley

Morrow

9780063003057

14,709

5

– The Lightning Rod

Brad Meltzer

Morrow

9780062892409

13,223

6

2 One Italian Summer

Rebecca Serle

Atria

9781982166793

10,969

7

– Berserk Deluxe Vol. 10

Kentaro Miura

Dark Horse Manga

9781506727547

10,293

8

5 The Club

Ellery Lloyd

Harper

9780062997425

8,413

9

4 House of Sky and Breath

Sarah J. Maas

Bloomsbury

9781635574074

7,963

3 The Atlas Six

Olivie Blake

Tor

9781250854513

6,080

– The Golden Couple

Hendricks/Pekkanen

St. Martin’s

9781250273208

5,975

Laura Dave

Simon & Schuster

9781501171345

5,868

10
11
12

11 The Last Thing He Told Me

13

9 The Lincoln Highway

Amor Towles

Viking

9780735222359

5,824

14

8 The Maid

Nita Prose

Ballantine

9780593356159

5,450

John Grisham

Doubleday

9780385546027

5,020

J.D. Robb

St. Martin’s

9781250278210

4,804

15
16

10 The Judge’s List
6 Abandoned in Death

17

13 The Stranger in the Lifeboat

Mitch Albom

Harper

9780062888341

4,361

18

17 The Wish

Nicholas Sparks

Grand Central

9781538728628

3,785

19

12 The Horsewoman

Patterson/Lupica

Little, Brown

9780316499774

3,654

20

15 Nothing to Lose

J.A. Jance

Morrow

9780063010062

3,509

AUTHOR

IMPRINT

ISBN

Hardcover Frontlist Nonfiction
RANK

LW

TITLE

UNITS

1

– The Wok

J. Kenji López-Alt

Norton

9780393541212

33,374

2

– One Damn Thing After Another

William P. Barr

Morrow

9780063158603

23,010

3

– Mission Possible

Tim Tebow

WaterBrook

9780593194003

12,368

4

– The Great Reset

Glenn Beck

Forefront

9781637630594

11,427

5

5 Atlas of the Heart

Brené Brown

Random House

9780399592553

10,425

6

– Jane Austen’s Table

Robert Tuesley Anderson

Thunder Bay

9781645179139

9,632

4 Red-Handed

Peter Schweizer

Harper

9780063061149

9,316

Jennie Allen

WaterBrook

9780593193389

8,069

– How Do I Un-remember This?

Danny Pellegrino

Sourcebooks

9781728247984

7,677

– From Strength to Strength

Arthur C. Brooks

Portfolio

9780593191484

7,598

7 Life Force

Tony Robbins et al.

Simon & Schuster

9781982121709

7,331

Lysa TerKeurst

Thomas Nelson

9780785232483

6,005

Amy Bloom

Random House

9780593243947

5,987

Elie Mystal

New Press

9781620976814

5,479

Steven R. Gundry

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

12 Find Your People

10 I’ll Start Again Monday
– In Love
39 Allow Me to Retort
– Unlocking the Keto Code

Harper Wave

9780063118386

5,278

16

35 Principles for Dealing with the Changing World Order Ray Dalio

Avid Reader

9781982160272

5,180

17

11 The 1619 Project

Nikole Hannah-Jones

One World

9780593230572

4,657

18

17 The Real Anthony Fauci

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.

Skyhorse

9781510766808

4,214

Beacom/Hassing

Simon Element

9781982178352

3,777

Sarah Young

Thomas Nelson

9781400215584

3,730

19
20

– The Real Food Table
19 Jesus Listens

LW: rank last week
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Adult Bestsellers | MAR. 6–12, 2022
Mass Market Frontlist
RANK

LW

TITLE

AUTHOR

IMPRINT

ISBN

1
2

UNITS

1

Sooley

John Grisham

Anchor

9780593359532

7,287

2

Finding Ashley

Danielle Steel

Dell

9781984821485

4,519

3

4

Afraid

Jackson/Ivy/Childs

Zebra

9781420153637

4,416

4

3

Fast Ice

Cussler/Brown

Putnam

9780593327883

4,399

5

10

Daylight

David Baldacci

Grand Central

9781538761663

4,159

6

9

A Wish upon a Dress

Debbie Macomber

Mira

9780778312215

3,249

7

20

The 20th Victim

Patterson/Paetro

Grand Central

9781538700747

3,119

8

5

The Violent Storm

Johnstone/Johnstone

Pinnacle

9780786047437

3,054

Sunrise on Half Moon Bay

Robyn Carr

Mira

9780778331483

3,052

Dead River

Johnstone/Johnstone

Pinnacle

9780786049103

2,711

9

11

10

6

11

12

Book of Dreams

Nora Roberts

Silhouette

9781335284778

2,671

12

19

Springtime Sunshine

Debbie Macomber

Mira

9780778312208

2,535

13

8

Before Buckhorn

B.J. Daniels

HQN

9781335639882

2,518

14

15

Highland Wolf: Highland Brides

Lynsay Sands

Avon

9780062855435

2,469

15

21

Secrets by Nightfall

Nora Roberts

Silhouette

9781335147561

2,442

16

7

Dangerous Mountain Rescue

Christy Barritt

Love Inspired Suspense

9781335554857

2,404

17

17

Double Jeopardy

Stuart Woods

Putnam

9780593188392

2,386

18

24

The Palm Beach Murders

James Patterson

Grand Central

9781538750032

2,356

19

16

Death & Texas

Johnstone/Johnstone

Pinnacle

9780786048502

2,211

20

34

Dancing in the Moonlight

RaeAnne Thayne

Harlequin

9781335406262

2,175

TITLE

AUTHOR

IMPRINT

ISBN

UNITS

Trade Paperback Frontlist
RANK

LW

1

2

Verity

Colleen Hoover

Grand Central

9781538724736

24,001

2

5

The Love Hypothesis

Ali Hazelwood

Berkley

9780593336823

11,581

3

7

People We Meet on Vacation

Emily Henry

Berkley

9781984806758

10,681

4

6

Where the Crawdads Sing

Delia Owens

Putnam

9780735219106

10,431

5

4

Reminders of Him

Colleen Hoover

Montlake

9781542025607

10,075

6

–

Toilet-Bound Hanako-Kun, Vol. 0

Aidairo

Yen

9781975324810

9,812

7

1

My Hero Academia, Vol. 30

Kohei Horikoshi

Viz

9781974727155

9,446

8

8

Steal

Patterson/Roughan

Grand Central

9781538703526

7,578

9

9

The Silent Patient

Alex Michaelides

Celadon

9781250301703

7,546

10

10

The Lost Apothecary

Sarah Penner

Park Row

9780778311973

6,951

11 21
Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba:
			 Stories of Water and Flame

Ryoji Hirano

Viz

9781974728381

6,746

12

16

Woman on Fire

Lisa Barr

Harper

9780063040885

6,472

13

18

The Paris Library

Janet Skeslien Charles

Atria

9781982134204

6,274

14

11

2022 Large Scale Road Atlas

–

Rand McNally

9780528023781

6,255

15

3

Hook, Line, and Sinker

Tessa Bailey

Avon

9780063045699

6,175

16

12

The Splendid and the Vile

Erik Larson

Crown

9780385348737

5,728

17

20

Hostage

Clare Mackintosh

Sourcebooks Landmark

9781728250502

5,700

18

14

Sooley

John Grisham

Anchor

9780593359525

5,641

19

13

The Spanish Love Deception

Elena Armas

Atria

9781668002520

5,420

20

24

The Library of the Dead

T.L. Huchu

Tor

9781250767783

5,295

LW: rank last week
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RANK TITLE

AUTHOR

IMPRINT

ISBN

UNITS

1
2
3
		
4
		
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
		
13
14
		
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Jeff Kinney
Dav Pilkey
Scott Cawthon

Amulet
Graphix
Graphix

9781419749155
9781338784855
9781338741162

14,026
13,162
10,288

Martin/Epstein

Graphix

9781338616040

10,230

Sutherland/Holmes
Dav Pilkey
Lincoln Peirce
Natasha Preston
Holly Jackson
V.E. Schwab
Krystal Sutherland
Martin/Chau

Graphix
Graphix
Andrews McMeel
Delacorte
Ember
Greenwillow
Putnam
Graphix

9781338730852
9781338680454
9781524871574
9780593125014
9781984896438
9780062835772
9780593110362
9781338304602

9,121
6,457
6,067
5,647
5,500
5,271
4,613
4,569

Stephenie Meyer
Martin/Farina

Little, Brown
Graphix

9780316629454
9781338762518

4,239
3,925

John Patrick Green
Jennifer Lynn Barnes
Dav Pilkey
Rebecca Zamolo
Jeff Kinney
Holly Jackson
Aaron Blabey
Liu/Issakhanian
Dav Pilkey
Dav Pilkey
Dustin Thao

First Second
Little, Brown
Graphix
HarperCollins
Amulet
Delacorte
Scholastic
Quill Tree
Graphix
Graphix
Wednesday

9781250220066
9780759555402
9781338741032
9780063025134
9781419756979
9780593379851
9781338329544
9780062741158
9781338741087
9781338741063
9781250762030

3,872
3,227
3,214
3,022
2,913
2,809
2,667
2,628
2,615
2,578
2,534

RANK TITLE

AUTHOR

IMPRINT

ISBN

UNITS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Wallace/Elkerton
Dr. Seuss
Dr. Seuss
Schertle/McElmurry
Sadler/Bollen
Dr. Seuss
Dr. Seuss
Eric Carle
Martin/Carle
Dr. Seuss
Natalie Marshall
Hepworth/Warnes
Wallace/Elkerton
–
Dr. Seuss
Dr. Seuss
Dr. Seuss
Calliope Glass
P.D. Eastman
Greening/Lynch
Numeroff/Bond
Brown/Hurd
Martin/Archambault/Ehlert
P.D. Eastman
McBratney/Jeram

Sourcebooks Wonderland
Random House
Random House
Clarion
Random House
Random House
Random House
Philomel
Holt
Random House
Silver Dolphin
Tiger Tales
Sourcebooks Wonderland
Cottage Door
Random House
Random House
Random House
Disney Press
Random House
Make Believe Ideas
HC/Balzer + Bray
HarperFestival
Little Simon
Random House
Candlewick

9781492632917
9780394800165
9780394800134
9780544938090
9780394861029
9780679805274
9780394800011
9780399226908
9780805047905
9780394800387
9781684126187
9781589255517
9781492638179
9781680524772
9780679882817
9780394800301
9780394800769
9781484722107
9780394800202
9781800582682
9780694014224
9780694003617
9781442450707
9780679890478
9781536210637

26,555
18,470
16,487
16,296
15,669
14,699
14,383
14,142
11,355
10,977
10,578
9,439
9,238
9,027
8,819
8,789
8,248
8,090
8,077
7,720
7,665
7,430
7,364
6,951
6,824

Big Shot (Diary of a Wimpy Kid #16)
Perspectives (Cat Kid Comic Club #2)
The Fourth Closet
(Five Nights at Freddy’s Graphic Novel #3)
Good-Bye Stacey, Good-Bye
(The Baby-Sitters Club Graphic Novel #11)
The Brightest Night (Wings of Fire Graphic Novel #5)
Mothering Heights (Dog Man #10)
Beware of Low-Flying Corn Muffins (Big Nate #26)
The Fear
Good Girl, Bad Blood
Gallant
House of Hollow
Kristy and the Snobs
(The Baby-Sitters Club Graphic Novel #10)
Midnight Sun
Karen’s School Picture
(Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphic Novel #5)
Braver and Boulder (InvestiGators #5)
The Inheritance Games
Dog Man (Dog Man #1)
The Game Master: Mansion Mystery
Rowley Jefferson’s Awesome Friendly Spooky Stories
As Good as Dead
The Bad Guys in They’re Bee-Hind You!
Wingbearer
Brawl of the Wild (Dog Man #6)
Dog Man and Cat Kid (Dog Man #4)
You’ve Reached Sam

Children’s Picture Books
How to Catch a Leprechaun
Green Eggs and Ham
One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish
Little Blue Truck’s Springtime
It’s Not Easy Being a Bunny
Oh, the Places You’ll Go!
The Cat in the Hat
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
Fox in Socks
You’re My Little Honey Bunny
I Love You to the Moon and Back
How to Catch the Easter Bunny
Hippity, Hoppity, Little Bunny
Dr. Seuss’s ABC (board book)
Dr. Seuss’s ABC
Happy Birthday to You!
Disney Bunnies All Ears
Go, Dog. Go!
Never Touch a Grumpy Bunny!
Happy Easter, Mouse!
Goodnight Moon
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
Are You My Mother?
Guess How Much I Love You
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Spirituality Sneaks Up
Religious identities are changing, and publishers are paying
close attention
By Cathy Lynn Grossman

I

t seems like everyone is “spiritual” these days. However,
nearly one in three U.S. adults don’t believe in God,
turning instead to a self-selected “higher power,”
according to a Pew Research survey released in 2018. And
recent surveys by Pew and others show the percentage of
“nones”—people who check the box for “none” when asked their
religious identity—has climbed from a statistical blip three
decades ago to 16% in 2007, to 29% in 2021.

American Adults Religious Identity,
2007–2021

SOURCE: PEW RESEARCH CENTER

No wonder the publishing marketplace is hot for titles
ranging from handbooks on personal transcendence to academic examinations of how the swell of secularism became a
force in American culture and politics. And pastors are writing
books reaching out to the unchurched, in hopes of drawing
them back in. They may need long arms.
One pastor and author, Donna Schaper, who has officiated at
over 500 weddings where couples share few common religious
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beliefs, has written Marriage After
Religion: A Practical and Spiritual Guide
(Rowman & Littlefield, Jan. 2023). Her
book suggests working toward “higher
syncretism,” she says. “It is a blend of
paganism, religion, spirituality, interfaith or multifaith practice.” However,
she admits, “we are making a lot up as
we go along.” (See “Marrying Different
Beliefs,” p. 28, for our q&a with Schaper.)
Many upcoming books celebrate
wonder, inspiration, happiness, and healing found beyond the
bounds of traditional Western religions’ doctrines, worship, and
practices. Are You Still Watching? Using Pop Culture to Tune In, Find
God, & Get Renewed for Another Season by Stephanie Kendell and
Arthur Stewart (Chalice, Oct.) explores the spirituality in entertainment, like the theological lessons embedded in Ted Lasso and
Schitt’s Creek. Chalice president and publisher Brad Lyons says,
“Opportunities to reflect and strengthen our faith sneak up on us
in snappy dialogue, a redemptive story arc, or a lyric or rhythm
or mind-boggling dance move that sticks in our head. Sometimes
all it takes to catch a glimpse of the inspiration that’s all around
us, all the time, is a reminder to open our minds to the
possibility.”
CICO Books lets seekers immerse themselves in awe with
Around the World in 80 Spiritual Places: A Guide to the Most
Sacred and Meaningful Destinations by Alice Peck (June). The
usual spots—Stonehenge, Machu Pichu, Angor Wat—are
included along with some unexpected ones, like La Forêt de
Soignes in Belgium, with beech and oak tree branches arching
overhead like a natural cathedral. Peck tells PW, “Visiting
someplace for the first time or as if it were the first time,
paying attention and truly being with the landscape and the
sky, fully breathing the air, hearing sounds, and seeing through
the patina of the present to the past and beyond that to a
deeper, perhaps infinite present, changes us. That moment of
change, of true presence, is where spirituality abides. No
matter where we go.”

Destination: Buddhism

While some people are mulling different ideas and philosophies,
not ready to commit, others take a serious dive into Eastern

newharbingerpublications
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“Faithful Antiracism is bound to become a standard
in churches and religious organizations that aspire
to pursue racial justice. . . . Whether you’ve been
committed to antiracism for years or you are just
beginning the journey, Faithful Antiracism will
equip and inspire you for the struggle.”

—JEMAR TISBY, author of The Color of Compromise

Learn more at faithfulantiracism.com.

shop ivpress.com

traditions. “Spiritual but not religious”
readers often are drawn to the emphasis
on breathing and mindfulness found in
Buddhism and in yoga. According to
Nikko Odiseos, president of Shambhala
Publications, people look to Buddhism
for “a corrective to the very deep-seated
urges of our psyche that do not get to
the root of many of the causes of suffering—emotional or otherwise—that
being alive is inseparable from.” And
yoga, he points out, goes much deeper than saying “namaste”
and doing poses. It is “fundamentally a spiritual endeavor,
deeply rooted in a highly evolved religious context,” he says.
Among Shambhala’s upcoming titles are How We Live Is How
We Die (Oct.), by Buddhist nun and bestselling author Pema
Chödrön, about “the Tibetan teachings on what happens
between this life and the next,” according to the publisher, and
Pause, Rest, Be: Stillness Practices for Courage in Times of Change
(out now), by veteran yoga teacher Octavia F. Raheem, which
teaches restorative poses.
Other 2022 Buddhism titles:
● Buddhish: A Guide to the 20 Most Important Buddhist
Ideas for the Curious and Skeptical by C. Pierce Salguero
(Beacon, out now) is “an accessible but authoritative entry
point for contemporary readers intrigued by Buddhism, but
wary of doctrinaire religious belonging,” says editorial director
Amy Caldwell.
● Go Slowly, Breathe and Smile by Rashani Réa and Thich
Nhat Hanh (Mango, out now) pairs wisdom from the late
Vietnamese Buddhist monk with artist Réa’s collages designed
to “inspire mindfulness and reduce stress levels,” according to
the publisher.
● Hope Leans Forward: Braving Your Way Toward
Simplicity, Awakening, and Peace (Broadleaf, Nov.), by
dharma teacher Valerie Brown, who trained with Thich Nhat
Hanh, draws on her identity as Black, Buddhist, and Quaker
to offer guidance on dealing with “emotional and spiritual
alienation,” says senior acquisitions editor Lil Copan.
● A Life in Light: Meditations on Impermanence
(Bloomsbury, June), by bestselling author Mary Pipher, offers
life lessons in balancing despair and joy in difficult times.
Editor Nancy Miller says Pipher finds in Buddhism the source
and the framework for “her sense of resilience and acceptance.”
● The Other Side of Nothing: The Zen Ethics of Time,
Space, and Being (New World Library, May) cuts through
the complications of philosophy and “duality” for “anyone
interested in the truth about life, and how understanding that
truth makes it obvious that we ought to treat each other nice,”
writes the author, Zen teacher Brad Warner.
● Transcendent: Art and Dharma in a Time of Collapse
(Melville, out now), by cultural critic Curtis White, is “a collection of inventive, playful, and penetrating essays that reveal
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the connections between Western art, Buddhism, and our deep
need for transcendence,” says editor Carl Bromley.

F R O M B E STS E L L I N G AU T H O R

J A M E S B R YA N S M I T H

Heal yourself

Many self-proclaimed spiritual people want what religion can
offer: rituals for celebration, forgiveness, and solace; connections; transcendence—minus the religious context. Mind-bodyspirit publishers answer this longing with books specifically
referencing the heart, love, healing, and compassion. And the
answers are usually found within the reader, not in religious
authorities or scriptures.
In these books, almost any activity can be imbued with spirituality. And so can activity’s opposite—stillness—according to
Justin Talbot Zorn, a public policy maker who also teaches
meditation, and leadership coach Leigh Marz. They are the
authors of Golden: The Power of Silence in a World of Noise
(HarperWave, May). Senior v-p and publisher Karen Rinaldi
says Golden connects silence to “deepening the understanding
of the self, of accessing compassion for others, and of being the
place where the problems of the world can find peaceful resolutions. It seems to me that religions, in their most successful
expressions, seek to do the same. But if religious practice isn’t
where one finds this kind of inspiration, one might try to enter
silence instead.”
Upcoming titles on self-love, compassion, and healing:
● Be the Love: Seven Ways to Unlock Your Heart and
Manifest Happiness (St. Martin’s Essentials, May), by podcaster and author Sarah Prout, lends advice and meditations
for “radical and magical inner transformation,” according to
the publisher.
● Becoming the One (Chronicle, Apr.) by Sheleana Aiyana,
leader of a spiritual collective and online community called
Women Rising, guides people in healing practices for mind
and body. The goal is for readers to become “the One,” which
the author describes as “the most magnetic, empowered, and
authentic version of yourself.”
● The Burnout Antidote: A
Spiritual Guide to Empowerment
for Empaths, Over-givers, and
Highly Sensitive People (Llewellyn,
Apr.), by spiritual teacher Anne
Bérubé, proffers techniques for
reclaiming oneself and gaining
“access to limitless spiritual energy,”
according to the publisher.
● How to Be Loving: Heart
Centered Tools for Healing
Yourself and Our World (Sounds
True, Oct.), by blogger and speaker Danielle LaPorte, argues
that the heart is “our greatest source of intelligence” and offers
practices, meditations, reflections, and rituals to engage it.
● Love Notes to My Self: Meditations and Inspirations
for Self-Compassion and Self-Care by Tanya Carroll

"James Bryan Smith has given us a valuable

guide to caring for our souls in The Good and
Beautiful You. Convinced that Christ is the
way to the wellness of the soul, Smith points
us to paths where we can find healing for
our damaged souls. This book will help
many people!"

BRIAN Z AHND,
coauthor of When Everything’s on Fire
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What divides us?
And how do
we solve those
problems?
Acclaimed researcher
and popular author
Ryan P. Burge returns,
bringing facts to the
headlines that divide us.

MARRYING DIFFERENT BELIEFS
Confronted by the rising number of unchurched people with
vague or no religious ties, pastor-authors often call out to
them, “Come home!” Not Donna Schaper. At 74, she has
logged decades of pastoring and written 38 books. And her
upcoming title, Marriage After Religion: A Practical and Spiritual
Guide (Rowman & Littlefield, Jan. 2023), offers no defense for
denominational religion. Instead, she writes, “Tribal religion
is in hospice. It is on its way out. Fewer and fewer people will
observe traditional religious practices or want to marry inside
their tribe. The trend is clear.” Also clear: Schaper still sees a
hunger for the divine in choose-your-own-adventure spirituality.
Jonathan Sisk, v-p and senior executive acquisitions editor
for Rowman & Littlefield, says Schaper is distinctive: “Rather than seeing marriage outside one’s tribe as a threat to institutions, Donna rolls up her sleeves and helps readers
sort through all of the challenges of relationships in a postreligious world.”
Schaper—who is affiliated with both the American Baptist Church and United Church
of Christ, is married to a Jewish man, and leads a Congregational church—offers insight
on the rise of spirituality and the advent of “postsecularism.”

Why write a book on marriage now?
Since I have done more than 500 weddings, most for people marrying outside their
tribe, including people who say they are “nones,” I thought I should write about how
I do premarital counseling and what is at stake.

You write about “lighting each other’s candles”—being open to each other’s
spiritual practices. Why do you think that God approves of couples who don’t
share the same beliefs?
I think the Creator intends for us to be all mixed up, but not in a vanilla way. God
wants us to get over ourselves. This mixing is a whole new revelation of the divine.
Instead of seeing only the God of your origin, God is saying, “See something new.”

You use the term postsecularism. What does this mean?

978-1-5064-8201-9
$23.99

Also by Burge
The Nones
Where They
Came From, Who
They Are, and
Where They Are
Going
978-1-5064-6585-2
$19.99

Order Now | 844-993-3812
Fortress Press books are available
from all major distributors

N

It means that even people who are nones are not only over religion; they also are over
secularism, which is seen as the default position. People don’t want just to be secular.
They want a higher power. They want transcendence. They want to be a part of something larger. It is too easy to become captive to the culture’s individualism when you
are secular. But if I don’t trust in God, then I feel like it—life—is all up to me, and I’m
terribly alone and afraid.

Couples often tell you not to mention God at their wedding. You do anyway. Why?
I bring the divine into my conversations with couples. I just don’t use parochial or creedal
terms. I talk about energy or force or spirit, something larger than we are that guides
the values that you share: how you educate your children; how you spend your money
and time; how you stay together through conflict. God is going to sneak up on you.

—C.L.G.

Richardson (Workman, Mar.) presents 200 meditations, mantras, and more. She
writes that “self-love has a ripple effect and that being good to yourself makes you a
more caring, compassionate person to others as well.”
● Mood Magick: Wellness Spells and Rituals to Find Balance in an Uncertain
World (Harbinger, out now) by spiritual teacher Ora North offers witchcraft rituals
and spells to help people “create a sense of profound peace” and resilience in chaotic
times, as well as the confidence to ride the unpredictable waves in life.
● Ritual as Remedy: Embodied Practices for Soul Care (Inner Traditions, May),
by yoga teacher and “spirit coach” Mara Branscombe, gives detailed instructions for
rituals “that awaken freedom, intuition, self-love, and your inner mystic,” according to
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the publisher.
● Soul Authority: Liberatory Tools to Heal from Oppressive Patterns and Restore Trust in Your Heart Compass
by Loraine Van Tuyl (North Atlantic, Apr.) combines shamanic
wisdom and clinical psychology to “nourish your inner power,”
she writes.
● You Can Remember Who You Were Before Life Made
You Forget: How to Transform Your Pain, Redefine Your
Story and Rediscover Your Soul Signature (Welbeck, July),
by psychotherapist and spiritual coach Janny Juddly, lays out
seven steps for healing from trauma that can lead readers back
to their true selves, according to the publisher.

Privately spiritual, publicly secular

The march away from the doctrines and rituals found in a church,
synagogue, or mosque significantly influences political and social culture. When religion and spirituality are all seen as private
matters, how do people make public moral choices? Scholars of
American history and religious studies see believers who insist
that the U.S. has always been a Christian nation dueling with
secularists who point to the Constitution, which never mentions
God. Upcoming books examine the impact of rising secularism.
Christianity’s American Fate: How Religion Became More

Conservative and Society More Secular
(Princeton, Oct.), by American studies
scholar David A. Hollinger, examines
the role of Christianity in national
politics. With a heavy dash of economic conservatism, Hollinger focuses
on the face-off between “highly educated ecumenical Protestants” allied
with Jews along with other non-Christians, and “white evangelicals allied
with conservative Catholics on issues
of sexuality, gender, and the limits of civic authority,” according
to the publisher.
This Earthly Frame: The Making of American Secularism (Yale
Univ., out now), by historian David Sehat, features what the
author calls a “social history of secularist ideas.” The book tracks
contesting claims of traditional religious and secular worldviews
on issues of “liberalism, pluralism, legitimacy, authority,
democracy, privacy, and governance” through Congress, the
courts, and the culture.
The Secular Paradox: On the Religiosity of the Not Religious (NYU,
June), by religious studies scholar Joseph Blankholm, zeros in on
commonalities between churchgoers and the unchurched.

New World Library

publishing books that change lives

THE OTHER SIDE
OF NOTHING
The Zen Ethics of Time,
Space, and Being

THE HOLY WILD
GRIMOIRE
A Heathen Handbook of
Magick, Spells, and Verses

RECOVERING YOU
Soul Care and Mindful
Movement for Overcoming
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ANGEL WEALTH MAGIC
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Paperback | $18.95
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AVAILABLE IN MAY
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Paperback | $18.95
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Blankholm recalls in the book that an Ethical Culture Society leader told him, “Every
community needs traditions. Rituals are traditions which are freighted with symbolic
meaning.” He writes, “Christianity shapes our world even if we are not Christian,” but“its
gravity is weakening.”

Gone but not forgotten

The unchurched may be out of sight of institutional religion,
but they’re certainly not out of mind for many pastors and
chaplains. In upcoming books, they address the critics, the
doubters, and those who have turned to a more personalized
versions of spirituality.
Becoming the Church (IVP, Dec.) draws on author Claude
Richard Alexander Jr.’s decades as a pastor and leader in seminary, ministry, and media roles, but it begins with a simple
concept that might be news to folks who have given up on
church. “God has not and does not give up on the church” is
Alexander’s message, according to the publisher. He writes that the road back into church
is through the Bible. Alexander focuses on the Book of Acts, which describes how the
apostles were transformed by Christ. It models how Christ can transform any believer.
Humbler Faith, Bigger God: Finding a Story to Live By (Eerdmans, Mar.) is by Samuel
Wells, an Anglican vicar in London facing some dismal numbers. A recent survey found
nearly 52% of Anglicans in the U.K. say they never attend church. Wells’s rebuttal to
what he describes as the shortcomings, misdeeds, and arrogance of the institutional
church is to be “honest about where Christianity has gone wrong, and [seek] a renewed,
gentler, yet even more dynamic faith.” PW’s review says, “Readers looking for a modern
approach to Christian devotion will appreciate Wells’s rigorous and nuanced analysis.”
Chaplaincy and Spiritual Care in the Twenty-First Century (Univ. of North Carolina,
May), edited by Wendy Cadge and Shelley Rambo, is a textbook that takes on a newly
urgent issue: people with no religious institutional ties still need spiritual care in difficult times. Executive editor Elaine Maisner calls the book “a sorely needed primer.”
After all, says Maisner, “Who has not encountered a chaplain in some circumstance—in
a hospital room or a hospice, perhaps—and wished for a chaplain who could better
understand where you and your loved one were coming from?”
Do I Stay Christian? A Guide for the Doubters, the Disappointed, and the Disillusioned
(St. Martin’s Essentials, May) by Brian McLaren, a theologian and former pastor, offers,
according to PW’s starred review, a “gloves off critique of the ‘Christian-industrialproject,’ ” which McLaren finds rife with racism, colonialism, and stale theology. So why
stay? In Christianity, one finds the “uniquely extraordinary” character of Jesus, says
McLaren. And following Christ can be a force for progressive change in the church and
in society, he argues.
Next Sunday: An Honest Dialogue About the Future of the
Church (IVP Praxis, June) offers two different generations’
views on how the church can attract and hold disaffected
believers. The authors are a boomer, Nancy Beach, who moved
from programming at a suburban megachurch to work with
a downtown Chicago congregation, and her millennial
daughter, Samantha Beach Kiley, a writer, performer, and
creative arts pastor at a Texas church. They “balance an honest
look at the church’s shortcomings with an abiding hope that
it is still the transforming community God has called it to
■
be,” says associate editor Ethan McCarthy.
Cathy Lynn Grossman is a veteran religion and ethics writer living in Washington, D.C.

publishersweekly.com/pwd

Hopes are high for the first London Book Fair since 2019
ED NAWOTKA

T

he London Book Fair is looking
forward to holding its first inperson show in three years
Tuesday–Thursday, April
5–7. The fair was canceled
abruptly in 2020, just a week before it was
scheduled to start, and then offered as a
virtual event in 2021. Now with industry
members returning to London, fair organizers have high expectations for 2022, even
if it is scaled back from the 2019 event.
The number of exhibitors registered for this
year’s LBF is 860, down somewhat from the more
than 1,000 registered in 2019. Of the 860, 477 are
coming from 56 countries outside of the U.K. Currently, 156
exhibitors are from the U.S. In addition to stands from the U.K.
and Canada, the LBF will have large pavilions for China, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, and Turkey. Sharjah, in the United Arab
Emirates, is the market focus country and will offer a robust
program of literary and cultural events. The fair will also feature
a special program highlighting authors from Catalonia.
Fairgoers will see numerous changes this year, not the least
being a renovated Olympia London exhibition center, which
has necessitated some layout changes for the fair. These include
relocating the International Rights Center to the ground floor.
LBF will still retain many of the features that make it distinct,
such as the Literary Translation Center, which will again be
sponsored by AmazonCrossing and will offer more than 20
sessions, and the Authors HQ, sponsored by Kindle Direct
Publishing. The Ivy Club pop-up, which provided a private
meeting space within the fair, has been replaced this year by a
pop-up of the Groucho Club.
In all, organizers expect 15,000–20,000 attendees, down
from the typical 25,000. Some of this is the result of lower
attendance from the U.S. Americans will be required to show
CDC-approved proof of vaccination and a passport to enter the
fair, and masks will be required. “We have confirmed that all
the biggest publishing houses—Penguin Random House,

HarperCollins, Hachette, and Macmillan—are
participating,” says Andy Ventris, LBF
director, “though they are primarily relying
on staff from the U.K. offices.”
David Shelley, CEO of Hachette UK, says,
“It feels very exciting to have the chance to
see publishing friends from around the
world at the LBF. After so long apart, it will
be fascinating to compare notes, talk about
the books we’re excited about and share our
experiences together. I can’t wait.”
Most U.S. publishers are sending a handful of
executives or foreign rights personnel. “As far as the
U.S. is concerned, the strongest interest has come from the
agents side,” Ventris says. He adds that all 480 tables available
at the International Rights Center have sold out.
Ventris is overseeing his first fair, having taken over the role
of fair director in November 2020 following the resignation of
Jacks Thomas, who had been running LBF since 2013 and who
now oversees the BolognaBooksPlus program of the Bologna
Children’s Book Fair.
continued on p. 34

The USA Pavilion at the 2019 London Book Fair.
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LBF will also host three conferences: Introduction to Rights
(on April 4), the Writer’s Summit (April 5), and the Research
and Scholarly Publishing Forum (April 6).
In all, LBF will host 120 events, seminars, presentations, and
panels. The fair’s Main Stage is presenting a series of panels
focusing on best practices and trends in book publishing. These
include “Covid-19: What’s Next for Publishing?” (April 5),
with Kate Wilson, managing director of Nosy Crow; Chantal
Restivo-Alessi, chief digital officer at HarperCollins; Eoin
Purcell, head of Amazon Publishing UK and Germany. The
changing workplace is the topic of “The Future of Work Is
Hybrid” (April 5), featuring Tsedal Neeley, professor at Harvard
Business School; Heather Emslie, Asia Pacific director, Google
Workspace; and Lisa Waterman, head of HR for adult trade and
IT, and group talent acquisition director at Hachette. The
International Publishers Association is also sponsoring three
sessions focused on sustainability in book publishing.
Once again, LBF’s International Excellence Awards are highlighting some top practitioners in global publishing. Findaway,
from the U.S., won Audiobook Publisher of the Year; Cărtures,ti
from Bucharest, Romania, was named Bookstore of the Year;
Karadi Path Education Co. in India won the Educational
Learning Resources Award; the Inclusivity in Publishing
Award, supported by the U.K. Publishers Association, was
given to Hachette UK; the Ghana Library Authority was honored with the Library of the Year Award; the Literary Translation
Initiative Award went to Editora Trinta Zero Nove of
Mozambique; and finally, Nora Mercurio, from Suhrkamp
Verlag in Berlin, received the Rights Professional Award.
Concerning the ongoing war in Ukraine, LBF issued the following statement: “RX [LBF’s parent company] strongly condemns the Russian invasion of Ukraine. RX stands in solidarity
with the people of Ukraine, particularly with our employees
around the world who have family and friends in the Ukraine.
We also stand in solidarity with our Russian employees working
in challenging conditions.” The organizers said that “by mutual
agreement,” there will not be a Russian pavilion at the fair, and
that they were in conversation with the Ukrainian Book
Institute to find a way to showcase books from that country.
While some in the U.S. have expressed doubt that Reed
Exhibitions, which previously ran BookExpo and BookCon,
would continue to support LBF, Ventris is confident that the
2022 fair will eliminate any doubt that it’s here to stay. “The
fact that we have so many big hitters heading to Olympia in
April is a huge vote of confidence in the fair, and a testament
to the power of meeting face-to-face to network and do business,” he notes. “While Covid restrictions have affected the
travel plans of representatives from some territories, we are
delighted to have such a strong international presence, and as
always are thrilled to welcome first-time exhibitors from the
U.K. and beyond to the fair. There is excitement building,
and we can’t wait to open our doors to so many international
exhibitors, agents, and visitors this April.”
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U.S. publishers are testing the book fair waters in London
BY JIM MILLIOT

T

wo years after Covid-19 forced a last-minute cancellation of the 2019 London Book Fair, four of
America’s Big Five publishers will be sending
small delegations to the fair, which runs Tuesday–
Thursday, April 5–7, at Olympia London.
Penguin Random House will not have anyone from the U.S.
in London and is leaving its participation at the event to its
U.K. subsidiary, although U.S. employees in certain departments will work with their U.K. colleagues. “We are looking
forward to returning to an in-person London Book Fair this
year, with a strong contingent from across Penguin Random
House U.K. attending,” a spokeswoman says.
Representatives from the other four major New York publishers
stressed that those going to London will do so on a voluntary
basis. “We have 10 people attending from the U.S., with representatives from publishing, subsidiary rights, and sales,” an S&S
spokeswoman says. “All attendance, whether from the U.S. or
our U.K. company, is on an entirely optional, voluntary basis.
We are appreciative of the steps and measures LBF has put in
place to maintain the health and safety of our staff and the
publishing community, and look forward to productive, inperson meetings with colleagues from around the world.”
Macmillan Trade US will be attending the fair in a limited
fashion, a spokeswoman confirms. The contingent will include
individuals from rights and editorial, who are attending the fair
at their discretion, she adds.
Hachette Book Group’s publishers will have a small contingent at LBF this year, a spokeswoman says. The HBG rights
team, she adds, “will stay closely connected through video meetings with publishers and coagents in the weeks leading up to the
fair, and will be making separate trips to London after the fair.”
HarperCollins is sending a small group of volunteers to LBF,
a spokeswoman says.
The American Collective Stand/Combined Book Exhibit,
which typically organizes one of the largest exhibits at LBF, will
bring 22 companies and about 75 people (including some U.K.
colleagues) to Olympia, says ACS/CBE’s Janet Fritsch. Fritsch
adds that she hopes the in-person Bologna Children’s Book Fair
(held March 21–24), followed by LBF, “will continue the trend of
international book fairs becoming, once again, part of everyone’s
yearly schedule. The need for personal interaction is essential in
this business, and the publishers and companies participating
with ACS/CBE at LBF 2022 are attending for the same reason.”
Some of ACS/CBE’s participating companies are Fox Chapel
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Publishers, Inner Traditions International, Mango Publishing,
and WTA Media. Some companies, Fritsch notes, are sending
more people to the fair than usual. She adds that while Ingram
Content Group will not be sending its whole U.S. contingent,
“they will be very well represented at LBF this year.”
Independent publishers contacted by PW expressed mixed feelings about traveling to London. Kensington Publishing CEO
Steve Zacharius says he still isn’t comfortable sending staff overseas, but he expects to be going to the Frankfurt Book Fair this
fall. Sourcebooks will be conducting virtual meetings as it has
for the past two years, publisher and CEO Dominique Raccah
says. The company is monitoring trends and is “hopeful to resume
international travel in the very near future,” she adds.
Chronicle Books president Tyrrell Mahoney will be in London
with publisher Christine Carswell. The Chronicle team will be
operating without a base: it has no stand, and a last-minute effort
to buy a rights table
came up empty
since the tables
were sold out. At
the fair, Mahoney
and Carswell plan
to meet with
European publishers to both buy and sell rights, as well as with
some customers. “It does sound like the turnout will be strong,
with a good deal of pent-up interest in seeing both people and
books in person,” Mahoney says.
Cynthia Sherry, publisher of Chicago Review Press, will
attend her first show since the pandemic began when she makes
the trip to London. Sherry notes that while some of the people
and companies that have traditionally gone to London won’t be
there, she still has set up “plenty of appointments.” Also
making the trip is CRP sister company IPG, which will be
represented by CEO Joe Matthews, Brooke O’Donnell of
Trafalgar Square Press, and Paul Murphy, v-p, managing
director of IPG’s academic and professional publishing program. It will be the first LBF for the distribution company since
its acquisition last year of U.K.-based United Independent
Distributors.
Seven Stories Press publisher Dan Simon will be in London
for just two days of meetings since many of the publisher’s
contacts are not making the trip. “It feels weird to be going,
with the war in Ukraine raging just two days’ drive to the east,”
Simon notes.

North American rights professionals are excited to see their international
colleagues in person at LBF, even as pandemic uncertainty lingers
BY RACHEL DEAHL

A

fter two years during which North Americans
rights professionals have overwhelmingly
stayed away from international rights fairs,
many are making a return at this year’s London
Book Fair. And though this is cause for celebration, the continued uncertainty surrounding the pandemic and
the war in Ukraine has left some feeling a little unsettled.
The fair is offering 480 tables in the International Rights
Center, and all are booked, according to the organizers. The IRC
will be smaller than in previous years, when it offered nearly
700 tables—a consequence of renovations at the Olympia
London exhibition center that necessitated moving the center
to the ground floor, closer to exhibitors.
Though most people contacted by PW say
they’re excited to once again be face-to-face with

It’s the first inperson fair we’ve been
to in years, and, like our
first interactions after
quarantine, we all have
so much to catch up on.”

–Hannah Brattesani, the Friedrich Agency
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their international colleagues, questions about LBF linger.
Putting aside the war in Ukraine—which all respondents say is
devastating but is unlikely to affect the fair—many worry that a
new development with the pandemic could cause them to change
their plans to attend. Some also lament the fact that attendance
by their European counterparts could be lower than usual.
“It has all been more tentative this year,” says Gail Hochman
at Brandt & Hochman. She adds that although she is going, the
buildup has not been as it was in the
prepandemic years. “Usually, the
minute we get back from Christmas we
are bombarded by the scouts and publishers and coagents asking for meetings. This year, no such flurry.”
Hochman, like many agents interviewed, says she decided to attend the
fair in February, and only because she
knows she can still cancel and get a
refund. But she remains optimistic. “I Hannah Brattesani
think the mood of the people who have
decided to go is relatively positive
about the fair itself,” she explains. “If
we were not optimistic, we would
cancel our plans and simply not go.”
Hannah Brattesani at the Friedrich
Agency, who is based in Scotland,
says she was already planning a trip
to London around the time of the fair,
so the decision to attend was an easy
one. Without a table in the rights
center, she will be “squatting and Susan Velazquez

London Book Fair Preview
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having coffees.” She’s looking forward to attending a few
parties, which, she notes, run the gamut from predinner
cocktail hours to late jazz nights. “It’s the first in-person fair
we’ve been to in years, and, like our first interactions after
quarantine, we all have so much to catch up on.”
The Cheney Agency’s Beniamino Ambrosi says his decision
to attend in person was made in early January and now the
excitement is tempered. “Book fairs are, in many ways, what
our professions are about,” he explains. “There has been a sense
of measured excitement and anticipation, but it feels ill-advised
to make predictions about the mood at the fair now, particularly
in light of the recent events in Ukraine.”
At JABberwocky Literary Agency, subsidiary rights director
Susan Velazquez Colmant says the agency noticed “substantial
activity” at last year’s Frankfurt Book Fair, despite the low
in-person turnout. When it saw the omicron infection rate
numbers dropping, it wanted to be on the ground in London.
For this year’s LBF, only the founder, Joshua Bilmes, is
attending, but the agency is expecting a positive event. “It
won’t be as lively as previous years,” Colmant predicts, but
“it’s the first time many of us will be able to connect with our
foreign partners in several years, and there is some joy in that.”
Szilvia Molnar, director of foreign rights at Sterling Lord
Literistic, confirms that the agency’s table in the rights center
had been rolled over from 2020. While she’s looking forward
to seeing international colleagues after such a long pause, she
is watching the situation in Ukraine
and is particularly concerned about
colleagues there and in Russia. “We
have been able to adapt to canceled
book fairs since the pandemic,” she
says, “so should the book fair not end
up happening, we will make sure to
promote our authors’ translation
rights in other ways.”
Melissa White, v-p and director of
subsidiary rights at Folio Literary
Szilvia Molnar
Management, says, “I made my plans
in December, trying to be cautiously
optimistic. In January I wasn’t really
sure I or anyone else would be going,
but in the last two to three weeks,
I’ve heard from so many who are.”
White adds that she thinks the mood
will be “one of joy and excitement—
the book business is flourishing, and
it will be nice to get back to some
sense of normalcy.”
Peter McGuigan
Peter McGuigan, the founder of
Ultra Literary, is even more emphatic, when asked what he
expects: “Folks who are used to seeing each other three times a
year seeing each other for the first time in two and a half years?
■
I predict it will be awesome.” 
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New titles support and
celebrate Asian American and Pacific
Islander communities

What are some of your most successful recent AAPI
titles, and your most anticipated forthcoming AAPI
titles? How do these books reflect your acquisitions
strategy in this category?
Smith: Our mission is to be inclusive in our publishing and
bring vibrant stories to children. We remain steadfast in our
aim to publish books where our creators from any and all identities can share their authentic stories freely, and readers from any
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CALVIN REID

and all identities can see themselves reflected in their full
humanity. To that end, we are grateful to the tireless work of
librarians like all those involved at the Asian Pacific American
Labor Alliance, educators like Sarah Park Dahlen, and organizations like We Need Diverse Books, who continually push the
publishing industry to think critically about the kinds of art
and stories we publish that center—not just feature—AAPI
characters. We know that the best stories, the ones that are told
with love and will resonate most, come from within one’s own
community.
Some of our most successful recent titles include Piece by
Piece: The Story of Nisrin’s Hijab by Priya Huq, in which a
traumatic event forces a young Bangladeshi American to study
her religion more closely, and
Where Three Oceans Meet by
Rajani LaRocca, a celebration
of multigenerational love.
Our most anticipated forthcoming titles include Little
Red Riding Hood and the
D r a g o n b y Yi n g C h a n g
Compenstine, illustrated by
Joy Ang; My Sister’s Big Fat
Indian Wedding by Sajni Patel;
Karthik Delivers by Sheela
Chari; Goodbye to All of You by
Alex Lu, illustrated by Thom
Kurtzhals; and Super Boba Helen Atsma

ALLISON HOOBAN

n defiance of continuing anti-Asian violence, Asian
American and Pacific Islander authors are publishing
new works of vivid fantasy and imagination; nonfiction
works ranging across varied AAPI communities; titles
on the immigrant experience and intergenerational
relations; and books examining the languages, complexity, and
diversity of the global AAPI diaspora.
PW reached out to a variety of publishers to discuss their
approach to finding and publishing books by and about AAPI
communities. Publishers sharing details about their latest
AAPI-focused titles include Helen Atsma, v-p, publisher at
Ecco; Ruoxi Chen, an editor at Tordotcom; Tricia Lin, an
editor at Random House Books for Young Readers; Abigail
McAden, an associate publisher at Scholastic; Monique
Patterson, v-p, editorial director, acquisition outreach at
St. Martin’s; Andrew Smith, senior v-p, publisher at Abrams
Children’s Books; Kristine Swartz, senior editor at Berkley;
Andrea Tompa, executive editor at Candlewick; and Hilary
Van Dusen, senior executive editor at Candlewick.

AND
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Café by Nidhi Chanani.
Swartz: At Berkley, we’ve
seen great success with several
recent AAPI titles across
genres—from Mia P. Manansala’s mystery Arsenic and
Adobo to Jackie Lau’s rom-com
Donut Fall in Love to the ingeniously genre-bending Dial A
for Aunties by Jesse Q. Sutanto.
Berkley has so many great
novels coming that feature
AAPI characters: Set on You,
Amy Lea’s debut rom-com
Ruoxi Chen
featuring a biracial heroine;
doctor and author Madi Sinha’s second novel, At Least You Have
Your Health; Death by Bubble Tea, the first installment in a new
mystery series by Jennifer J. Chow set in Los Angeles’s night
market scene; and Roselle Lim’s third novel, Sophie Go’s Lonely
Hearts Club. Berkley editors are always looking for stories that
reflect the world readers live in—novels that highlight many
different life experiences so all readers can see themselves on
the page.
Tompa: It’s been such a joy to see the Newbery committee
recognizing AAPI creators in recent years, and of course, we
were particularly thrilled to see Thai American author
Christina Soontornvat honored with Two Newbery Honors in
2021, for two very different but equally incredible projects:
the Thai-inspired fantasy A Wish in the Dark and All Thirteen,
a nonfiction account of the 2018 Thai cave rescue. This spring,
we are overjoyed to have titles from two recent AAPI Newbery
Honorees on our list: The Last Mapmaker, another brilliant
middle grade fantasy by Soontornvat, and I’ll Go and Come
Back, a heartwarming picture book by Rajani LaRocca about
the relationship between a girl who lives in the United States
and her grandmother who lives in India. This season we are
also proud to have published Love in the Library by Maggie
Tokuda-Hall, detailing the story of how her grandparents met
at Minidoka, a Japanese American incarceration camp.
Atsma: Ecco is committed to continuing to publish books in
the AAPI category with an eye for strong literary and upmarket
voices. Our most recent successes in this category include
Afterparties by Anthony Veasna So and Beasts of a Little Land by
Juhea Kim. We’re so excited to be publishing Nishant Batsha’s
debut novel Mother Ocean Father Nation and Daniel Nieh’s new
novel Take No Names this coming summer. As with a title like
Afterparties—a major literary publication by a Cambodian
American writer—we strive to publish voices and perspectives
that illuminate a full range of experience.
Lin: At Random House Books for Young Readers, we’re thrilled
to have published books including kids’ book veteran Lisa Yee’s
most personal novel yet, Maizy Chen’s Last Chance, and the 2021
Newbery Medal winner When You Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller.
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As for upcoming titles on our list. In April we’re publishing
Keller’s Jennifer Chan Is Not Alone, her first new novel after her
Newbery win, a gripping and emotional story about shifting
friendships, right and wrong, and the power we all hold to
influence and change one another. I’ve been working with
author Katie Zhao on Winnie Zeng Unleashes a Legend, an epic
fantasy series opener inspired by Chinese mythology—and
Chinese food!
Above all, we look to acquire books that are accessible and
universal—stories that resonate widely and deeply, and that
young readers will love. Our aim is to publish stories that make
kids feel seen and celebrated—both for those within AAPI
communities, and those who live alongside it. When I first read
Winnie Zeng Unleashes a Legend on submission, I teared up—not
because the read was sad, but because before that moment I had
never seen my own childhood reflected so precisely in a book.
Ultimately, it’s moments like these that drive us to publish the
books we do.
McAden: One recent standout success is Kelly Yang and her
Front Desk books, titles that are personal and speak to readers
with remarkable clarity about the immigrant experience.
Another book that has really resonated is Maleeha Siddiqui’s
Barakah Beats, which features a very relatable girl finding her
own voice. As for upcoming books, we’ve received a fabulous
reception for Sayantani DasGupta’s YA debut Debating Darcy.
She’s the author of the middle grade fantasy Kiranmala series,
but Debating Darcy is placed firmly in the real world of high
school debate competitions and also happens to be a reimagining of Pride and Prejudice. As
usual, Sayantani turns colonialism on its head even as
she’s delivering an homage to
the great Jane Austen.
I think the breadth of our
AAPI publishing really speaks
to our acquisition strategy,
which is, quite simply, to try
to publish as much of it in as
many categories as possible.
This intention is apparent in
the many ways we publish
books by AAPI creators,
whether it’s Sabina Khan’s Tricia Lin
Meet Me in Mumbai in YA, Debbi Michiko Florence’s Sweet &
Sour and Wendy Wan-Long Shang’s The Secret Battle of Evan Pao
in middle grade, or Amy Kim Kibuishi’s The Rema Chronicles
in graphic novels.
Patterson: The St. Martin’s Publishing Group is dedicated to
uplifting voices that have been underrepresented in publishing,
including AAPI authors across a variety of genres. A recent
standout success is Wednesday Books’ bestselling 2021 debut
YA novel You’ve Reached Sam by Dustin Thao, a Vietnamese
American writer living in New York City. This heartfelt novel

The manga adaptation of the
beloved novel by Rainbow Rowell!
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is about love and loss and features a diverse cast, including
AAPI characters. It continues to top bestseller lists.
Among our most anticipated forthcoming titles on the
Minotaur Books list are Things We Do in the Dark by Jennifer
Hillier, a Canadian writer of Filipino descent who focuses on
the experience of Filipino characters who are part of the diaspora. Peril at the Exposition is by Nev March, a Parsee Zoroastrian
whose books deal with issues of identity, race, and moral
boundaries. The protagonists in Peril are Jim Agnihotri, an
Anglo-Indian veteran, and his wife Diana Framji, who, like
March, is a Parsee woman born in Bombay. Peril is the followup to March’s award-winning, Edgar finalist debut novel,
Murder in Old Bombay.
In Radical Radiance: 12
Weeks of Self-Love Rituals to
Manifest Abundance, Beauty,
and Joy, author Angela Jia
Kim draws upon her Korean
beauty heritage to present a
guide to skin care as a self-care
ritual. And on the YA list, at
o u r We d n e s d a y B o o k s
imprint, we’re excited about
The Charmed List by Julie Abe,
a Japanese American author
who features characters of
Japanese descent in the novel.
A s f a r a s a c q u i s i t i o n Monique Patterson
strategy, all the imprints at SMPG recognize the need for
diversifying our list and publishing more works by authors
from historically marginalized groups, including AAPI authors.
To that end, our editorial teams have been expanding their
outreach to a wider net of literary agents who represent authors
from a variety of backgrounds.
Chen: What I love about our upcoming 2022 slate is the
breadth of genres and subgenres these books contain, how
they each push speculative fiction forward while effortlessly
floating between genres and influences. In May, readers will
discover Nghi Vo’s Siren Queen, a queer, magical historical
fantasy inspired by the real life career of groundbreaking,
early 20th-century Chinese American actor Anna May Wong.
Vo draws on the very real history of nonwhite actors in the
early days of Hollywood and infuses the story with fear,
beauty, and magic.
R.R. Virdi’s debut novel, The First Binding, is a gorgeous
love letter to epic fantasy, full of the taverns, singers, and old
gods that will feel familiar to many English-language readers
of core fantasy. Also coming in August is Sunyi Dean’s contemporary fantasy debut, The Book Eaters, a sprawling family
saga in which the family in question happens to be able to
consume books to acquire their knowledge. It’s a story of
motherhood, sacrifice, and hope—of queer identity and
learning to accept who you are. These titles reflect that there

ROD GOODMAN
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is no particular AAPI narrative we’re looking for; we recognize
that our community is global and diasporic, and we want
stories that resonate, whether they’re in our own worlds or in
kingdoms and galaxies far, far away.
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What are some new topics emerging in North American AAPI communities that you plan to reflect in your
publishing program?
Van Dusen: Two emerging topics we’ve noted are an increased
interest in language learning and a growing desire to read works
in translation. This summer, MITeen Press is publishing The
Hanmoji Handbook: Your Guide to the Chinese Language Through
Emoji. The use of emoji has become ubiquitous in people’s messaging and online communication, and Chinese language
instruction is available in many schools across the country. This
guide cleverly explores the parallel between Chinese Han characters and emoji, inviting readers to learn basic Chinese along
the way.
In June we are publishing Dragonfly Eyes, the second novel
by Hans Christian Andersen
Award–winning Chinese
a u t h o r C a o We n x u a n .
Translated from Chinese by
Helen Wang, this middle
grade novel is set in Shanghai
during the Cultural Revolution. Wang’s translation
offers invaluable insights into
both Cao’s distinctive, expansive prose style and aspects of
20th-century Chinese life;
through it, 21st-century
readers get an unwavering
Andrew Smith
view of how one family is
affected by prejudice and the governmental policies of China
during the late 20th century.
Smith: One emerging topic that we aim to reflect in our program is confronting issues of race, color, and class within one’s
community and culture. It’s something that should be talked
about with greater nuance. We have two upcoming titles that
address some of these topics. Sajini Patel’s My Sister’s Big Fat
Indian Wedding challenges the infatuation with light skin and
straight hair in Southeast Asian society. It also presents a
nuanced perspective on arranged marriage, particularly since
it’s not a topic that’s often seen in YA. In Sheela Chari’s Karthik
Delivers, the main character’s crush thinks she does not like
Indian boys, even though she herself is Indian American.
Another topic is intergenerational relationships and what it
is to feel like you’re straddling two different worlds, especially
for those with immigrant parents with complicated histories to
unpack. We also see differences in values between generations
and being an immigrant vs. U.S.-born. In Maisie Chan’s recent
novel Danny Chung Sums It Up, Danny thinks he has nothing in
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common with his own grandmother because she only speaks
Chinese and he only speaks English. Hyewon Yum’s Grandpa
Across the Ocean also explores intergenerational relationships
across cultural and language barriers in a very engaging way for
young children.
Lin: There has been a call for books that feature diverse representation in ways that uplift and normalize the experiences of
those in traditionally marginalized communities. We’ve been
hearing this rallying cry in AAPI communities as well, especially with the recent increase in anti-AAPI actions. We want
to challenge long-standing clichés that so many kids within
AAPI communities continue to experience today—including
the dread that still accompanies bringing homemade lunches
to school, or feeling as if you aren’t beautiful because your
physical features don’t adhere to traditional Western standards. We want to tackle these norms head-on and publish
books that overturn them. And we hope that our books will
foster understanding and compassion—that readers of all communities will connect with, be entertained by, and grow from
reading these stories.
McAden: We’re keenly aware there are as many stories as there
are individual readers out there, and our goal is to try and reflect
as many different readers’ experiences as possible and to keep
intersectionality—how race, class, gender, and other personal
aspects overlap—at the forefront. In Saadia Faruqi’s new series
Must Love Pets, the main character’s identity is not a plot point,
nor is it invisible to readers. Ensuring AAPI characters are the
focus of all the kinds of stories we publish is paramount.
Chen: AAPI literature has never been a monolith, but I do
think there’s been less pressure on authors to write certain types
of narratives that have traditionally appealed to white reading
audiences. As part of the community, I feel a double responsibility as an editor to provide a safe home for authors coming to
us with their stories. Handing your book over to a publisher is
an incredibly vulnerable act, especially when you’re from a
marginalized community with the burden of both creative
expression and representation on your shoulders. I’ve seen AAPI
writers respond brilliantly and intimately to the anti-Asian
violence that’s been sweeping North America in the last few
years, and I’ve also seen writers feel no pressure to address it
directly. That freedom to choose is incalculably important. It’s
been very exciting to see our publishing program launch AAPI
authors who come from a vast spectrum of experiences that
reflect how rich and varied the community is.
What are your plans for future books on AAPI peoples
and communities?
Smith: We are excited to have recently launched Surely Books!,
a graphic novel line dedicated to elevating queer creators,
headed up by Mariko Tamaki. The forthcoming title Homecoming
by Kaitlin Chan is a graphic novel memoir that explores the
author’s coming-out experience through stories of the queer
community in Taiwan.
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Swartz: Berkley will continue to publish great books
that allow authors and readers to explore their identities. Anytime a reader is searching for a book that
reflects themselves, I want a bookseller or librarian to
have a book they can hand over and say, “This is the
book you’re looking for.”
Tompa: In addition to the titles mentioned above,
we are honored to be publishing A Life of Service:
The Story of Senator Tammy Duckworth this fall. This
picture book biography of an influential Thai
American hero is the work of two Thai American
creators: author Christina Soontornvat and illustrator Dow Phumiruk. We have more to come from
Rajani LaRocca, as well, beginning with the picture
Hilary Van Dusen
book Masala Chai, Fast and Slow, illustrated by
Neha Rawat Battish, due out in 2023.
McAden: At Scholastic, we serve readers at every level and with every kind of interest,
so we’ve spent a lot of time drawing back and looking at the list to see what—and
really, who—isn’t present. We are always looking to include AAPI creators and are
eager to tell more kinds of AAPI stories.
Chen: The history of science fiction and fantasy as genres is rich with Asian and
AAPI influences, but it’s only been more recently that Asian and AAPI writers
have been platformed more extensively. I’m always on the lookout for stories that
find fascinating ways of weaving speculative worldbuilding and elements into
Asian American narratives and history—particularly written by voices from communities that have been historically underrepresented in AAPI literature—and it’s
always our priority to give those authors and books
our full support.
Lin: At Random House, we plan to publish
books that center the stories of those who have
lived in the margins. For readers in AAPI communities, we want each of them to know that
they can be the main character of their own
story, and that they can be proud of their
heritage. And through our books, we aim to
encourage this in ways that feel authentic
and meaningful, by amplifying the
voices of creators within AAPI
communities.
On a personal level, as an editor
who loves fantasy, I also plan to
continue looking for books that
take fantastical inspiration from
mythology and folklore based in
AAPI cultures, and spotlight
protagonists from AAPI communities. As a lifelong fantasy
reader, I’ve always dreamed of
being a hero with magic powers
or superhuman abilities—and I’d
love to be able to show that this is
within reach for young readers in
Kristine Swartz
AAPI communities everywhere. ■
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few things took Kirsten Miller by
surprise in her 40s. One was when
women her age would whisper the
word menopause. “It’s like it was a
shameful secret they could barely
stand to acknowledge,” she says via Zoom from the
sunny Park Slope, Brooklyn, apartment that she shares
with her teenage daughter and their cat.
Another was that women in the New York advertising world, where she made her living for two
decades, would hit their mid-40s and suddenly become
disposable. “When you reach a certain age in the ad
industry, you start getting what I call the nudge,” she
says. “You know, ‘Thank you for your service, but
maybe it’s time for you to go.’ ”
Miller speaks of friends who filed age-discrimination lawsuits because they were ousted from jobs when
they were at the peak of their powers. “One of their
lawyers told my friend almost all of his clients were
women in their 40s and 50s, and the
problem was just getting worse,”
she says.
Miller’s new book, The Change
(Morrow, May), is her first novel for
adults after more than 15 years of
writing YA and middle grade novels.
Filled with disgust for men who
slack, cheat, lie, grope, and appropriate women’s accomplishments,
The Change has been described by
Morrow as Big Little Lies meets The
Witches of Eastwick, and it combines
dark humor, mystery, and magical
realism to express the rage that can
burn particularly hot for women in
midlife.
Set in a wealthy, fictional Long
Island beach town, it follows Harriett
Osborne, Jo Levison, and Nessa
James—three women who
have developed superpowers
in middle age and have come

together to solve the murder of a local girl.
“It feels very relevant,” says Rachel
Kahan, Miller’s editor at Morrow, of the
book. “As Kirsten has said, some of
these stories are ripped from the
headlines, which also makes it feel
very satisfying, because here they
come with a shot of witchery,
revenge, and justice.”
The story opens with Harriett
holed up in her modern masterpiece of a home. She hasn’t been
seen since she received a pink slip
instead of the promotion she was
expecting at her ad agency, and
since her husband left her for a
younger woman. In the meantime, she has embraced her
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Righteous
Rage

Kirstin Miller captures
midlife female fury
and lets it rip through
her debut adult novel,
The Change
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Author Profile
superpower—an ability to bend nature to her will—and turned
her property into a jungle. The neighbors aren’t happy, and the
president of the town’s snooty homeowner’s association visits to
warn her that she’ll be fined if she doesn’t clean things up. The
next morning, a giant plant with toothed leaves has consumed
an entire flower bed on his front lawn.
Next we meet Jo, owner of a women’s gym called Furious
Fitness. She’s filled with fury about her many experiences
involving terrible men, and she knows about a rape cover-up at
a hotel where she previously worked, dealt with an infuriatingly
sexist banker when looking to finance her business, and endures
an out-of-work husband who doesn’t pull his weight around the
house. Jo’s superpower is harnessing the hot flash: she can literally burn things up with the grip of one hand, not to mention
punch a hole in a wall.
The story’s primary protagonist, Nessa, comes into the story
when she joins Jo’s gym. Nessa is a former nurse, the mother of
college-age twins, and the widow of a police officer. Her superpower is hearing the dead, though she hasn’t in a long time. The
story takes off when a dead girl starts whispering to Nessa about
the location of her discarded body. Nessa heeds the call, Jo gets
involved, and then eventually so does Harriett. The women
harness their powers to set things right in a town (and a world)
gone very wrong.
Miller, 49, never intended to become a writer. “Writing was
always something I did for fun,” she says. “I didn’t ever
imagine I could make money doing it. This was beyond my
wildest dreams.”
She also didn’t consider herself a feminist, even
after coming to Barnard College from rural
North Carolina, where she grew up. Her
mother, a math teacher turned realtor, was
the primary breadwinner of the family and
well respected in their community. She
wore cowboy boots, blue jeans, and rode
motorcycles. Miller described her as fair,
but also terrifying and a total badass.
“It never even occurred to me that there
would be a need for feminism,” Miller
says. “I grew up in her shadow, and my
father was her biggest fan. He was not
going to tell his daughters that they
couldn’t do anything. So I didn’t think
feminism was necessary.”
Indeed, at Barnard, she remembers
sitting in freshman seminars discussing the topic and thinking, “What
the hell are they talking about? Why
is this important?”
It wasn’t until Miller was in her 30s and
working in Manhattan as an account strategist
that she discovered men her age and at her same
career stage were making substantially more

money than she was. That’s when she realized how much harder
women had to work to achieve success and what feminism was
all about.
The inspiration for Miller’s first novel, In the Shadow City,
came to her one morning when she was watching the news
before work and saw that a giant sinkhole had opened up in
front of a nursing home on Chrystie Street in lower Manhattan. “They took a rope, attached a video camera to it, and
lowered it into the hole to see what was down there,” she
recalls. “At the bottom of the hole was a perfectly preserved
room from the 1900s.” Miller leapt off the couch and ran from
her apartment on Ninth Street to see. “It was like a switch
had flipped, and suddenly I saw the world in a very different
way,” she adds.
Not long after, 80 pages of a novel about a second city below
the streets of New York was born, along with the young spy,
Kiki Strike, and a band of fearless Girl Scouts gone bad (aka
the Irregulars). Miller wrote the book primarily to entertain
herself, but mentioned it to a colleague at work whose boyfriend worked at Bloomsbury. He liked the initial draft and
passed it along to an editor in the YA department, and they
wanted it. Miller then signed on with WME’s Suzanne Gluck,
who has been her literary agent ever since.
After completing 12 novels in 13 years, Miller says she felt
burned out and couldn’t find the creative fire to write another
book for a while. But watching the fall of cultural icons like Bill
Cosby and Matt Lauer around the time that the #MeToo movement took off brought back that fire.
“I had been looking around, and I noticed all of the women
my age were incredibly angry, furious, like, apoplectic,” she
says. “It wasn’t something they could contain.”
She would capture this fury in a dark and yet funny way in
The Change.
Gluck says that making the leap from the Kiki Strike books
to writing for an adult audience made perfect sense for Miller,
whom she calls “as wildly imaginative as her characters.” She
adds, “Kiki Strike’s early readers have grown up and are ready
for a gang of women who figure out how to right some wrongs
in the world. And kick some ass along the way.”
Of the fan letters Miller has received over the years, she
especially loves those about Kiki Strike. The main message of
those books, she says, is that if you’re young and female, people
are going to underestimate you. But when they do, you get
the opportunity to take them by surprise and use that to your
advantage.
“I’ve had a number of people write and tell me it was their first
feminist hand book,” Miller says. “That makes me feel amazing.”
The Change takes that message to the next level, showing
readers that tactic works even more powerfully for fully grown
■
women at the top of their game .
Renée Bacher is a freelance writer whose work has appeared in the New York
Times Magazine and the Washington Post Magazine.
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Fiction
★ Avalon
Nell Zink. Knopf, $27 (224p) ISBN 978-0-59353489-2

Zink (Doxology) delves into class, art, and
American culture in a characteristically
witty bildungsroman. The narrator,
Brandy, is raised on a topiary nursery in
semi-rural California, where she provides
unpaid labor from a young age in exchange
for necessities; her late mother’s partner,
Doug, also works there. Life improves
when Brandy befriends Jay, an upper-class
kid in love with flamenco, who enrolls at
UCLA and crushes on classmate Peter, an
East Coast intellectual-in-waiting. When
Brandy meets Peter while visiting Jay, the
two almost immediately fall in love, and
the rest of the novel sets Brandy’s rough-cut
brilliance in tension with Peter’s academic
ambitions. She spends less time working for
Doug and more time with Jay, sleeping on
his floor and helping with film projects.
Meanwhile, Peter gets engaged to a welloff woman who promises to make life
“uncomplicated.” The characters let forth
some hilariously caustic barbs against the
film program’s bland progressive politics,
such as when Peter encourages Brandy and
Jay to upend a “social change” assignment:
“You want to find out how you can tweak
speculative utopias to make them palatable
to your social-justice-warrior film school,
and I think with libertarianism you’re on
the right track.” Even more impactful than
the intellectual ballistics is the tortured
romance story. The style is all Zink’s own,
and she’s as brilliant as ever here. (May)

Liarmouth
John Waters. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $26
(256p) ISBN 978-0-374-18572-5

Filmmaker and author Waters (the
memoir Mr. Know-It-All) makes his fiction
debut with a hilariously sleazy story of a
con artist in which the villains are good
guys, the good guys are silly, and everybody
gets down and dirty. The heroine, Marsha
“Liarmouth” Sprinkle, knows she is “better
than other people” (and “smarter, too”).

Gabriela Alemán returns with Family Album, a
dazzling and witty story collection (reviewed
on p. 50).

She teams up with a guy named Daryl
who lives for the deal they’ve struck: once
a year, amid their airport baggage scams
and false accident claims, he gets to sleep
with her. But Liarmouth is out to swindle
everyone; not only Daryl but her daughter,
Poppy, leader of a band of misfit trampoline fanatics who literally bounce through
life; and her mother, Adora, who performs
cosmetic surgery on pets. Liarmouth also
wants her ex-husband dead, while selfrighteous Poppy and Adora want her killed.
Waters miraculously sustains the wacky
humor in just about every line (here’s a
throwaway description of a punk rocker
who aged poorly: “No mosh pit for this
guy. He’s too fat to catch!”). Along the
way, characters air their grievances over
the indignities of airports and cheap hotel
rooms and wryly observe the cheery
indulgences of Provincetown, Mass.,
where a family of parents and children
sport matching “I EAT ASS” sweatshirts.
Raunchy and exhausting, it’s a must for
fans of high camp. (May)

Acts of Service
Lillian Fishman. Hogarth, $27 (240p)
ISBN 978-0-593-24376-3

Fishman’s alluring if punctilious debut
poses questions about sex, sexuality, and
power via the story of a young woman’s
exploration of desire. Eve, 27, a bisexual
waitress living in New York City who had
previously chosen to sleep exclusively with
women, posts some nudes on an online
message board without her girlfriend’s
knowledge. When a woman named Olivia
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messages her and asks her to meet up, Eve
does, and she is soon embroiled in a torrid
affair with the upper-class Olivia and
Nathan, a tall, hetero, 30-something
investment banker Olivia was already
sleeping with, who gets off (and gets them
off) on erotic passages from his book collection. Eve begins to question the power
dynamics of the threesome after she learns
that Olivia works for Nathan; she also
wonders about the politics of her heterosexual lust: “So I’m supposed to think I
can’t damage myself, that things don’t hurt
me, if I choose them, if I see them clearly?
Isn’t that just the deepest submission to
power?” The prose is smooth and smart,
and the sex scenes elicit maximum titillation, but the result, which conforms to
contemporary sub-dom lifestyle dynamics
as the narrator explores her conflicting
desires, ultimately feels more tame than
transgressive. Fishman has a great deal of
talent, though this feels a lot like 50 Shades
of Grey for the Ivy League set. Agent: Dan
Kirshen, ICM Partners. (May)

An Olive Grove in Ends
Moses McKenzie. Little, Brown, $28 (336p)
ISBN 978-0-31642-014-3

McKenzie’s beautiful debut, set in a
predominantly British Jamaican neighborhood of Bristol, England, exhibits
both a tenderness for the residents and an
unflinching examination of their struggles.
Sayon Hughes has fantasized since he was
a child about owning a house outside the
city. Despite early academic promise,
Sayon has grown disillusioned after his
school years with the almost impossible
project of saving enough money through
legitimate means, so, like several of his
former classmates and relatives, he’s turned
to dealing drugs. Then, Sayon kills a man
who is assaulting his cousin Cuba. Wracked
with guilt and the fear that his longtime
girlfriend, Shona Jennings, will split if she
finds out, he tries to go straight, moving
into Shona’s parents’ house, only to
encounter hypocrisy and cruelty from her
pastor father. Questions of faith and its
manifestations predominate in the novel’s
second half, as Sayon grapples with
whether to remain in the Christian church
of his youth or to start anew with Islam.
McKenzie renders the neighborhood’s
rich and complicated social and familial
networks as a study in contrasts, where
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violence and betrayal coexist with generosity and kindness. It’s a gorgeous debut
that nurtures an unlikely sort of hope that’s
predicated on countless losses. (May)

★ Elektra
Jennifer Saint. Flatiron, $27.99 (304p)
ISBN 978-1-250-77361-6

Saint (Ariadne) returns with a virtuosic
feminist revision of the Greek myth of the
House of Atreus. As in the Aeschylus plays,
the lives of three powerful women intersect
through war and vengeance: Cassandra,
daughter of the king and queen of Troy;
Clytemnestra, wife of Agamemnon; and
Elektra, daughter of Clytemnestra and
Agamemnon. In alternating chapters, each
woman relays her own story and is treated
to generous and bold character development. Cassandra, kissed by the god Apollo,
receives the gift of prophecy and is disregarded by her family despite the fates she
sees for them. Agamemnon wages war
against Troy beginning with a treacherous
act that Clytemnestra cannot forgive.
Clytemnestra soon bears Agamemnon’s
son, a child she finds difficult to love
because of his association with Agamemnon, and joins forces with her nephew,
Aegisthus. Saint enriches the tense story
with psychological depth, showing, for
instance, how Elektra simmers with resentment of her mother and Aegisthus for their
betrayal of Agamemnon. The author also
does a splendid job managing the timeline, with rich and sustained scenes and
seamless jumps. Out of a canonical myth,
Saint has built a commanding story of
rebellious women. (May)

When Women Were Dragons
Kelly Barnhill. Doubleday, $28 (352p)
ISBN 978-0-385-54822-9

Newbery winner Barnhill (The Girl Who
Drank the Moon) makes her adult debut

★ Planes
Peter C. Baker. Knopf, $27 (256p) ISBN 978-0-593-32027-3

I

nspired by the North Carolina Stop Torture Now
coalition, Baker’s arresting debut charts the effects
of rendition on an Italian Muslim convert and an
American former anti-war activist. Amira, 32, feels
like an outcast living in the small Rome apartment she
once shared with her Moroccan husband, Ayoub, who
was detained in Pakistan, then extradited and tortured
for suspicion of unspecified crimes. When Ayoub returns
after years of silence except for the redacted letters he
sent to Amira, he is not the man Amira once knew, and
though an American lawyer is working on his case, the
future seems dubious for them both. Running alongside
this narrative is the story of Melanie, a real estate agent in North Carolina who is
cheating on her husband with Bradley, a member of the local school board. Bradley
also happens to be the president of Atlantic Industries, a small Air America–style
operation that stands accused of providing rendition flights. Now, Melanie becomes
consumed with guilt over her hesitancy to help her old activist friends dig into
Bradley’s shadowy activities. Baker masterly juggles the two concurrent story lines,
never losing the urgency of either as Amira and Melanie grapple with hard truths
and seek justice and indemnification. Along the way, the author digs deep into
the nuances of love, pain, betrayal, and the promise of deliverance. This moving
debut buzzes with relevance. Agent: Chris Clemans, Janklow & Nesbit Assoc. (May)

with a deeply felt exploration of feminism
in an alternate fantastical history. Alex
Green was a child in Wisconsin in 1955
when over 600,000 American women
spontaneously turned into dragons,
including her beloved Aunt Marla, and
flew away. Alex’s mother brings Marla’s
daughter Beatrice to live with them and,
like the rest of American society, refuses
to even discuss dragons. Alex grows up
adoring her younger cousin, and their close
friendship assuages the stress she feels from
her mother’s pressure to succeed at school,
as well as from her chauvinist father. After
Alex’s mother dies of cancer, her father
moves the girls into a tiny apartment

where he offers meager financial support
and forbids Alex from shopping at the
grocery store, afraid people will think he
can’t provide for them. Determined to get
to college, Alex plows through high school
with the help of a librarian; she also cautions Beatrice over her “dangerous” attraction to images of angry dragons. Meanwhile, flyers promising the truth about the
“Great Dragoning” begin to appear around
town, and scientists try to determine the
cause of the women’s metamorphosis.
Barnhill makes palpable Alex’s sense of
loss as well as the strictures of mid-century
American life. This allegory packs a punch.
Agent: Steven Malk, Writers House. (May)
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Bad Girls
Camila Villada, trans. from the Spanish by Kit
Maude. Other Press, $24 (208p) ISBN 978-163542-202-3

Argentine actor and writer Villada
debuts with a mystical if diffuse portrayal
of travesti (trans women) sex workers in
Córdoba, Argentina. Camila, 21, attends
college by day and at night joins a group
of tight-knit travestis in Sarmiento Park,
servicing johns from all walks of life. After
Auntie Encarna, the group’s 178-year-old
leader, finds an infant boy in a park ditch,
she gets the other women to help her care
for him. The novel is grounded by Camila
and Auntie Encarna, but each chapter
introduces new travestis. There is Deaf
and mute Maria, who slowly turns into a
bird, and La Machi, their medicine woman
whose gravitas makes her an authority
figure, among others. These portraits
enrich a series of painful stories about the
violence in the women’s lives and point to
a central tension, that travestis are both
desired and despised by the world (“To
punish us they say no one will want us.

But life couldn’t go on without us there,”
Camila narrates). While the chronicle
finds strengths in its convincing characters, driven by sympathetic Camila, the
disparate portraits and episodes don’t all
hang together. Still, Villada makes this
thoroughly heartbreaking. (May.)

Family Album
Gabriela Alemán, trans. from the Spanish by
Dick Cluster and Mary Ellen Fieweger. City
Lights, $15.95 trade paper (120p) ISBN 978-087286-882-3

Ecuadorian writer Alemán’s sparkling
collection (after the novel Poso Wells)
brims with humor and adventure. In the
poignant “Baptism,” an unnamed bartender and expert on Alexander Selkirk,
inspiration for the Robinson Crusoe
character, befriends Max, an 81-year-old
customer who convinces the narrator to
take him on an underwater voyage in the
Galápagos in search of Selkirk’s long-lost
treasure. The shadowy narrator in “Family
Outing” finds work in Ecuador escorting
young, overzealous missionaries attempting

★ The Latecomer
Jean Hanff Korelitz. Celadon, $28 (448p) ISBN 978-1-250-79079-8

K

orelitz (The Plot) returns with an irresistible
dramedy of errors about a singularly unhappy
family. There’s no love lost among Salo and Johanna
Oppenheimer’s triplets as they head off to college
in 2000. Harrison, “the smart one”; Lewyn, “the weird
one”; and Sally, “the girl,” each have their own separate
ambitions. Then there’s Phoebe, “the latecomer,” born
that June from the Oppenheimers’ leftover frozen embryo.
The strife in the couple’s difficult marriage originates in
the 1970s, when they were students at Cornell. Salo was
driving a Jeep that rolled over, killing his girlfriend,
Mandy Bernstein, and a fraternity brother. Salo and
Johanna, a friend of Mandy’s, bond in common grief, but quickly realize they have
little else to connect them, and, indeed, as time goes on, Salo loves art more than he
does his wife or their children. He becomes a collector of outsider art, stashing his
spoils in a warehouse while his family enjoys a privileged life on the Brooklyn
Heights waterfront. While Sally and Lewyn sort out their lives at Cornell, and
Harrison at an ultraconservative two-year college, Salo makes regular trips to the
West Coast to visit a documentary filmmaker he admires, whose life was also shaped
by the fateful accident. A birthday clambake on Martha’s Vineyard in early
September 2001 sets the stage for a cataclysmic culmination that uncovers a series of
festering, self-destructive lies. Korelitz builds several satisfying twists into the crisp
and panoramic narrative, and a coda from high schooler Phoebe in 2017 offers an
acute look at the family affairs. This is a sizzler. Agent: Suzanne Gluck, WME. (May)
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to convert the native Huao people, with
whom the missionaries unexpectedly end
up in a violent confrontation. A widow in
“Marriage” discovers her recently deceased
husband isn’t the failure she always
thought he was after stumbling across
large bank accounts, cash, and references
to children that aren’t hers, leading her
on an investigation involving a nefarious
notary. “Honeymoon” finds an overweight,
balding real-life John Wayne Bobbitt in
Buenos Aires, where he goes home with a
woman he meets at a film screening and
weeps while listening to her Ecuadorian
records, which remind him of his ex-wife,
Lorena. Alemán’s sly wit and descriptive
power—Max, underwater, looks to the
bartender “like a moss-covered statue
from an ancient civilization”—portray the
beauty and ravages of South America.
This dynamic collection has a lot to offer.
(May)

The Bar at Twilight
Frederic Tuten. Bellevue Literary, $17.99 trade
paper (288p) ISBN 978-1-954276-03-1

Novelist and critic Tuten follows up
the memoir My Young Life with a heartfelt
collection exploring existential quandaries and creative pursuits. “Winter, 1965”
depicts a writer whose excitement over an
acceptance from a literary journal turns
sour after the story isn’t published. The
title story depicts a New Yorker down on
his spirits who enters a bar only to be swept
up in conversation with the bartender about
romantic notions of the city, the dangers
of love, and death. “In the Borghese
Gardens” investigates the last years of
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s life from the perspective of a husband who imagines the
latter days of writers and artists while anticipating the inevitable end of his marriage.
In “The Lives of the Artists,” Tuten probes
the frustration and failure of an exhausted
artist, depicting a painter so struck with a
creative block that she turns to written
accounts of other artists’ challenges for
help. No matter whether Tuten is chronicling the creative or romantic lives of his
characters, he renders their struggles with
a sense of hope and yearning, committing
to sentiment without getting too overwrought. Tuten has long been viewed as a
writer’s writer, and this one offers special
resonance for his audience. (May)
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Reservations for Six
Lindsey Palmer. Wyatt-MacKenzie, $15.95
(302p) ISBN 978-1-954332-32-4

The amusing if overheated latest from
Palmer (Otherwise Engaged) follows three
couples in western Massachusetts over the
course of a year in which their marriages
are tested. The six people are connected in
a dizzying number of ways, which Palmer
touches on in short chapters, and they are
brought together for the birthday dinners
they’ve been celebrating for years at an
Italian restaurant. A cascade of events is
set into motion when Nathan, an adjunct
math professor who just turned 40,
announces that he is leaving his wife for a
student. As that scenario plays out, another
couple deals with infertility, while the
third decides to try out an open marriage
arrangement. Palmer divides her attention among the six protagonists as well as
Nathan’s new young lover, and in doing so
reveals the challenges of marriage as well
as the rewards. While the mounting
crises pile up a bit high, particularly in
the novel’s fraught home stretch, Palmer
has a sure hand with her characters. This
amounts to a shrewd but affectionate portrayal of marriage in middle age. Agent:
Joëlle Delbourgo, Joëlle Delbourgo Assoc. (May)

The Summer Place
Jennifer Weiner. Atria, $28 (438p) ISBN 978-15011-3357-2

A family’s secrets and entanglements
flare up during a Cape Cod wedding in
this first-rate page-turner from Weiner
(Off Season). Ruby Danhauser, 22, plans to
marry her boyfriend, Gabe, at her stepgrandmother Veronica’s beach house, and
the choice of venue sets off a cascade of
consequences. Veronica, who’s thrilled to
be hosting a large family gathering before
putting the house on the market, frets
about a plan for everyone to take DNA
tests and talk about their origins, because
there’s a good chance her children were
conceived in an extramarital affair. Her
daughter, Sarah, thinks Ruby is too young
to get married, and can’t understand why
her husband, Eli is acting distant and
haunted. Turns out he once had an affair
with Gabe’s mother. Meanwhile, Sarah’s
widowed twin brother, Sam, is raising his
stepson Connor after his wife, Julie, died.
The characters’ various secrets are thrust
into the light when they gather on the

Home Is in the Heart
Two authors grapple with migration and national belonging in
their short story collections.

A Down Home Meal for These Difficult Times
Meron Hadero. Restless, $26 (224p) ISBN 978-1-63206-118-8

Ethiopian-American writer Hadero delivers in her illuminating debut collection
a series of nuanced perspectives on immigration. In “The Elders,” which takes place
during the funeral for an Ethiopian immigrant in Texas, a mourner asks, “Can we
really let others define what it means to belong? For any of us?” Hadero excels at
creating small moments with high stakes such as these, investigating
the minefield of interrelations and frictions her characters face amid
competing cultural imperatives. There’s also Getu, the 18-year-old
hero of “The Street Sweep,” who seeks an escape from the drudgery
of his job in an Ethiopian city and financial stability for himself
and his mother. Getu’s hopes are briefly raised by a friendly if
deceptive NGO staffer, and the encounter offers a disappointing
lesson. In the beautiful title story, two Ethiopian women living in New York City
go through recipes from the Good Housekeeping Illustrated Cookbook, a ritual Hadero
describes “as a sort of superstitious offering... to pay homage to this most sacred
and difficult task of staying put.” Throughout, Hadero achingly shows how her
characters attempt to communicate their regrets, sorrows, and dreams. This assured
debut is well worth a look. Agent: Julia Kardon, HG Literary. (May)

Are We Ever Our Own
Gabrielle Lucille Fuentes. BOA Editions, $17 trade paper (224p) ISBN 978-1-950774-61-6

Fuentes’s haunting and lyrical collection (after The Sleeping World) explores
Cuba’s legacy of wars and far-flung diaspora. In “Ana Mendieta Haunts the Block,”
Cuban American artist Ana’s ghost haunts a museum located on a former a military
site in Marfa, Tex., and forms a special connection with a teenaged member of the
cleaning crew. “The Burial of Fidelia Armando Castell,” set in U.S.-occupied Cuba,
depicts the fateful misadventure of teenage children Fidelia and Rosa, whose wealthy
families live together in a grand mansion. One night, Fidelia
smuggles the anxious Rosa out to a dance, leading to a series of tragic
events that forever links their families. “Palm Chess,” about a filmmaker’s travels from Miami to Havana in the 1940s, combines
contemplative journal entries with excerpts of an impressionistic
screenplay. In “Two-Gallon Heart,” 12-year-old Frankie summons
her mother’s ghost, who is said to have died before she was born in
their small prairie town and returned to her physical state to give birth. Now,
Frankie’s mother returns again, “limbs like willow branches, lithe and pulled back,
ready to snap,” and wants to take Frankie back from her caretaker. In luminous prose,
Fuentes offers insights on themes of belonging, national identity, and family. With
these finely crafted and wide-ranging stories, Fuentes’s talent is on full display. (May)

Cape for the wedding, with well-wrought
twists and turns. Weiner is a master of
emotionally complicated narratives, and
her smart and witty writing is on full
display here. This engrossing novel will
please her legions of fans. Agent: Celeste
Fine, Park & Fine. (May)

The Foundling
Ann Leary. Scribner/Rucci, $27.99 (336p)
ISBN 978-1-982120-38-2

Leary’s gripping latest (after The Children) chronicles a naïve young woman’s role
in a eugenics program at a Pennsylvania
asylum in 1927. Mary Engle grows up in
an orphanage and, at 18, gets her first job
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as secretary to Agnes Vogel, head of the
Nettleton State Village for Feebleminded
Women of Childbearing Age, where
women are imprisoned for reasons including
prostitution, same sex or biracial relationships, drinking, or having children while
unwed. These “unfit” women are forced to
perform unpaid farm labor until they are
past childbearing age, at which point they
are released. Mary is in awe of the accomplished Vogel until she recognizes new
inmate Lillian, who was a close friend at
the orphanage and was sent to Nettleton
for having a child out of wedlock with a
Black musician. Lillian begs Mary to help
get her out, but Mary initially remains
loyal to Vogel. Meanwhile, Mary falls in
love with a journalist who tells her that
Vogel and the institution are corrupt. As
she learns about Vogel’s cover-ups of black
market liquor dealings and the sexual
assault on an inmate, she realizes neither
Vogel nor Nettleton are what they claim to
be. Leary makes an engrossing drama out of
Mary’s shifting allegiance, and this ends
with an impressive twist. Readers will rip
through this tale of historical injustice.
Agent: Dorian Karchmar, WME. (May)

My Name Is Yip
Paddy Crewe. Overlook, $28 (368p) ISBN 9781-4197-6229-1

Crewe debuts with a rollicking picaresque set in early 19th-century Appalachia. The night Yip Tolroy is born, his
father disappears. Yip is raised by his
single mother, who runs a general store
and treats Yip as something of an afterthought, mainly because the boy grows
up mute. He is also bald and short, so
people tend to dismiss him as a simpleton.
When Yip turns 14, gold is discovered
nearby and Yip witnesses firsthand the
violence that gold fever can bring. Forced
to flee town after killing a man in selfdefense, Yip is
accompanied by
the resourceful
Dud Carter,
who becomes
his guardian
angel. The two
reluctantly help
a man who
escaped from
slavery on a
quest to find his

sister, and Yip is abducted by the operator
of a traveling show, who makes Yip play
the part of a wild boy kept in a cage. After
a “short spell,” Yip and Dud are reunited
and they return home for a reckoning with
their destiny. Yip, who narrates as an
adult, is an enthusiastic storyteller, and
his relationship with Dud forms the fervent
backbone of the episodic narrative. This
memorable string of adventures reads
like a one-of-a-kind mash-up of Charles
Dickens and Cormac McCarthy. Agent:
Zoe Waldie, RCW. (May)

Poetry
Ante body
Marwa Helal. Nightboat, $16.95 trade paper
(80p) ISBN 978-1-64362-142-5

The genre-bending second book from
Helal (Invasive Species) offers a poetic
sequence that examines systemic injustice
and the psychological effects of contemporary inequalities and calamities. In lines
that eschew standard punctuation and
syntax rules, the poet circumambulates
the topics of capitalism and patriarchy,
using the white space on the page to selfconsciously push the boundaries of poetic
form. On one such page, “joe the firefighter
is” appears at the top, and “this is use of
white space” at the bottom. The opening
poem “why I so wise” remarks: “it wasnt so
much a doubled consciousness, but more
akin to a doubled gaze.” Elsewhere, Helal
offers wisdom, wit, and social commentary:
“it’s still going badly./ but i intend to make
the most of my time,” and “im retiring as a
human and becoming a/ parrot where i only
repeat men’s lies (sal-/ ary: commiserate
with experience).” In the prose poem “the
days is numbered,” Helal offers an alliterative sequence: “the days is numbered startling semiannual saccharine sensitivity to
sentencing in a season of severing and severances to so called civil servants of streachery
and separation.” Moments like these can be
hard to parse, but Helal’s always intriguing
use of form will engage readers who enjoy
experimental poetry. (May)

★ The Hurting Kind
Ada Limón. Milkweed, $22 (128p) ISBN 978-163955-049-4

The tender, arresting sixth collection
from Limón (The Carrying) is an ode to the
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cycle of birth, death, and rebirth that
characterizes the natural world. The work
is divided into four sections (after the four
seasons), and is frequently set in the poet’s
garden. In this Edenic location, Limón
observes the flora and fauna, which can
lead to personal revelations. In “Foaling
Season,” the speaker describes a pasture
full of mares and their foals, which allows
her to reflect on her decision not to have
children. Limón’s descriptions of animals
are richly evocative; a groundhog is “a
liquidity moving, all muscle and bristle...
slippery and waddle-thieving my tomatoes.” The title poem movingly pays
homage to the poet’s family and ancestors
as she recalls how her grandparents told
her “never/ to kill a California King,
benevolent/ as they were, equanimous like
earth or sky, not// toothy like the dog
Chaco who barked/ at nearly every train
whistle or roadrunner.” In the “Summer”
section, Limón contemplates cockroaches
and spiderwort, then briefly recalls a trip
to Argentina before declaring, “And now
the world is gone. No more Buenos Aires
or Santiago.” Limón’s crystalline language
is a feast for the senses, bringing monumental significance to the minuscule and
revealing life in every blade of grass. (May)

★ Time Is a Mother
Ocean Vuong. Penguin, $24 (128p) ISBN 9780-593-30023-7

Vuong’s powerful follow-up to Night Sky
with Exit Wounds does more than demonstrate poetic growth: it deepens and
extends an overarching project with 27
new poems that reckon with loss and
impermanence. Braiding past and present,
Vuong’s speakers contextualize personal
traumas within larger systems of dehumanization. Gold becomes a key visual motif
for capitalist tendencies: “There is sunlight
here, golden enough to take to the bank”
and “Because everyone knows yellow
pain, pressed into American letters, turns
to gold.” His skillful technique is evident
in elegies such as “Dear Rose,” which
describes a mother’s life punctuated by
poignant asides (“are you reading this dear/
reader are you my mom yet/ I cannot find
her without you”). “Dear T” offers a meditation on the artistic process: “look—a bit
of ink on the pad/ & we’re running down
the street again/ after the thunderstorm/
platelets still plenty// in veins beneath
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your cheek.” Yet there’s a new, biting
insouciance and self-awareness in Vuong’s
voice, “Oh no. The sadness is intensifying.
How rude,” turning his trademark epigrammatic flair to darkly humorous effect:
“Because when a man & a man/ walk hand
in hand into a bar/ the joke’s on us.” This
fantastic book will reward fans while winning this distinctive poet new ones. (Apr.)

The Trees Witness Everything
Victoria Chang. Copper Canyon, $17 trade
paper (128p) ISBN 978-1-55659-632-2

The elegant and reflective fourth collection from Chang (Obit) presents a moving
elegy for both her deceased mother and
the dying Earth, using form to capture
the fleeting nature of life. Many of these
poems are written as Japanese wakas—
short, syllabic-based poems that give
shape to a stark image or idea. They revolve
around elements of the natural world—
flora and fauna—often with spiritual
connotations suggesting that nonhuman
animals are just a hair’s breadth from the
divine: “I’ve watched so many spiders/ lift
one last leg toward God.” In moments like
these, the poems seem like fragments of
enlightenment collectively working toward
a revelation. A longer poem titled “Marfa,
Texas” explores the scenery and inhabitants
of the city, with a focus on human-animal
connections: “My day/ was this horse... This
horse is also all the hours/ of my life that are
unlived.” The collection ends with a long
poem titled “Love Letters,” an ode to resilience in the face of profound loss, and the
significant, necessary role that grief plays
in life: “We are made of sorrow./ It threads
through us and/ holds our organs together.”
For those who are grieving and those who
have grieved, Chang offers beautiful
insights, and a path toward healing. (Apr.)

★ Now Do You Know Where
You Are

Dana Levin. Copper Canyon, $17 trade paper
(96p) ISBN 978-1-55659-633-9

Written between the dawn and dusk of
the Trump presidency, Levin’s luminous
latest (after Banana Palace) reckons with
the disorientation of contemporary
America. In these poems, things are falling
apart: “Metabolic system, financial system,
political system, ecosystem—/ [...] And
everywhere [...] the oracular feint of a joke
future.” These poems oscillate between

hope and despair: “Maybe,” Levin writes,
“was about all that I could muster––on
the question of whether this world.../ will
flourish.” Through the fog of doubt, Levin
summons ferocious intellect and musters
hard-won clairvoyance. From telling the
story of her own
birth, to her sessions with an
osteopath who
calls himself an
“Incarnation
Specialist,” to
grief over putting down a
beloved cat, to
her reflections
on the history
of the world––“every empire that ever/
rose and fell spread out on discs [...] like/
records spinning—all playing the same
song”—she writes with profound selfawareness, spinning experience into meditations on how to exist. The answer is
uncertain, but this terrific book will
ground readers in the art of questioning,
even as the ground quakes. (Apr.)

These Trees, Those Leaves,
This Flower, That Fruit
Hayan Charara. Milkweed, $16 trade paper
(112p) ISBN 978-1-57131-541-0

Charara (Something Sinister) offers in her
ruminative fourth collection poems that
challenge the moral and metaphysical
hierarchies in deceptively simple language. “Which is holier,/ the cathedral/
burning// or the spiders/ under the pews?”
he asks in one poem. Nor do political
hypocrisies evade Charara’s penetrating
lyricism: “In a big country/ the leader
warns the leader of a small country/
there must be change or else.” Whether
chronicling Arab American experiences of
discrimination or relating uncomfortable
episodes in a marriage, these poems favor
an honesty that will elicit laughter if it
doesn’t make one cry, as in a suite of
short poems simply titled “Mean,” in
which Charara writes, “you broke my
heart./ And I thanked the sun, stars, and
moon/ when you got sick/ and did not
come back.” These surprising and transgressive poems confront the everyday
contradictions of living with equal parts
biting insight and grace. (Apr.)

Refusenik
Lynn Melnick. YesYes, $18 trade paper (116p)
ISBN 978-1-936919-88-8

Unafraid to share deep vulnerabilities
with detail and deadpan, Melnick (Landscape with Sex and Violence) brings energy
and intelligence to her self-possessed third
collection. “If you ask me why all my
poems are the same,” she writes, “I’ll admit
all my impulses are sexual and all my
grudges are biblical.” She confronts both
her own trauma and that of her Jewish heritage: “I want to remember/ that we’ll never
know the murder weapon/ but we do
know it, of course,/ dozens of metaphors
deep.” The title poem moves at breakneck
speed over nearly 30 pages in sprawling
stanzas that revolve around her relationship
with “V,” who “showed up/ on a plane from
the Soviet Union” with his family as they
struggled to build a new life in “the glorious excess of 1980’s Los Angeles.” In
another poem, the speaker finds herself
apologizing to a man who sexually
assaulted her: “I’m sorry you had to leave
the party and that your wallet got stolen
and he said it’s okay, though he avoided
me after that and told our friend that he
couldn’t respect me because I’m not a
serious enough person.” Readers will find
Melnick’s voice a welcome presence that
never shies away from the pain and beauty
that life brings. (Mar.)

★ Bless the Daughter Raised by
a Voice in Her Head

Warsan Shire. Random House, $17 trade
paper (96p) ISBN 978-0-593-13435-1

The commanding debut from Shire
captures the loneliness of migration in
crystalline language punctuated by the
menace of patriarchal violence. In the
collection’s strongest piece, “Home,” Shire,
who is a British writer born to Somali parents in Kenya, writes vividly of impossible
choices made by people forced to migrate:
“No one leaves home unless home is the
mouth of a shark. You only run for the
border when you see the whole city running
as well.” While this poem makes a strong
political statement, it is also deeply personal, evoking the ways in which one’s
sense of self can be lost: “My beauty is not
beauty here. My body is burning/ with
the shame of not belonging, my body is
longing.” Elsewhere, the speaker’s religion and perceived foreignness rob her of
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intimacy and companionship: “Love is not
haram but after years of fucking/ women
who are unable to pronounce your name,/
you find yourself totally alone.” The collection is haunted by those who did not survive migration: “If the moon was Europe,
my father was an astronaut who died on
his/ way to the moon.” Shire’s assured voice
teems with righteous fury, tempered by
rich language to create a memorable and
powerful book. (Mar.)

Mystery/Thriller
Kalmann
Joachim B. Schmidt, trans. from the German
by Jamie Lee Searle. Bitter Lemon, $16.95
trade paper (352p) ISBN 978-1-913394-68-4

Kalmann Ódinsson, the 33-year-old
neurodivergent man and self-proclaimed
sheriff of the remote village of Raufarhöfn, Iceland, who narrates this endearing
slice-of-life mystery, Swiss Icelandic author
Schmidt’s English-language debut, fills his
days hunting Arctic foxes and catching
sharks to ferment into the delicacy called
hákarl. Lonely, Kalmann longs for another
close relationship like the one he shares
with his ailing grandfather, who helped
raise him to be empathetic and independent. Kalmann’s discovery while hunting
of a frozen pool of human blood coincides
with the disappearance of a wealthy but
debt-ridden local hotel owner whose
influence and shady business dealings
touch many of Raufarhöfn’s residents.
When Birna, a Reykjavík police officer,
arrives to investigate, Kalmann winds up
navigating the insular social dynamics of
the once-thriving fishing community in
his efforts to help her, even though he’s
underestimated as little more than the town
fool. The narrative charms of Schmidt’s
unlikely detective will keep readers turning
the pages. Nordic crime fans won’t want to
miss this unusual take on a familiar story.
(June)

★ Bad Actors
Mick Herron. Soho Crime, $27.95 (360p)
ISBN 978-1-64129-337-2

The disappearance of Sophie de Greer, a
“superforecaster” who predicts voter reactions to British government policies, drives
Herron’s terrific eighth Slough House novel
(after 2021’s Slow Horses). Since de Greer

might be a Russian plant, two important
people want her found: Anthony Sparrow,
the prime minister’s slimy enforcer,
because he hired de Greer and wants to
spare the government humiliation, and
Diane Taverner, MI5’s ruthless chief,
because she knows Sparrow will blame
her if de Greer turns out to be a spy. The
actual work of finding de Greer falls to
the so-called slow horses of Slough House,
“the fleapit to which Regent’s Park consigns failures, and where would-be stars of
the British security service are living out
the aftermath of their professional errors.”
Every piece counts in the intricate jigsaw
puzzle of a plot, but the book’s main
strength is its dry, acerbic wit (Sparrow is
“a homegrown Napoleon: nasty, British
and short”). The result is an outstanding
mix of arch humor, superb characterizations, and trenchant political observations.
The forthcoming Apple TV adaptation of
the series is sure to win Herron new fans.
Agent: Juliet Burton, Juliet Burton Literary
(U.K.). (May)

The Murder of Mr. Wickham
Claudia Gray. Vintage, $17 trade paper
(400p) ISBN 978-0-593-31381-7

This enchanting mystery from YA
author Gray (Defy the Stars) answers the
question long in the mind of every Jane
Austen fan: Did all the couples from her
novels live happily ever after? In 1820,
Emma Woodhouse Knightly, social as
ever after 16 years of marriage, decides to
host a house party for her friends, including
Elizabeth and Fitzwilliam Darcy and their
20-year-old son,
Jonathan, and
Juliet Tilney, the
17-year-old
daughter of
Emma’s good
friend Catherine
Tilney from
Northanger
Abbey. Emma
definitely did
not plan on
George Wickham, despised widower of
Elizabeth Darcy’s sister Lydia, showing up
unannounced during a raging thunderstorm. Age has not improved Wickham’s
character. He’s now a financial “advisor”
whose latest investment scheme has
brought several of his clients to the brink of
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ruin—including more than one of Emma’s
guests. When Wickham is murdered, no
one in the house party is above suspicion.
The younger generation rises to the occasion when Jonathan and Juliet make a secret
plan to uncover the murderer. The middle
section drags a bit, but Gray perfectly captures the personalities of Austen’s beloved
characters. This is a real treat for Austenites.
Agent: Diana Fox, Fox Literary. (May)

Friend of the Devil
Stephen Lloyd. Putnam, $26 (240p) ISBN 9780-593-33138-5

TV producer and writer Lloyd’s middling debut, a gory horror thriller set in the
1980s, starts strongly, but underdeveloped
characters and a familiar plotline undercut
the momentum. Hard-boiled insurance
investigator Sam Gregory, a Korean War
vet, is dispatched by his employer to
Danforth Putnam, an upscale prep school
located on its own island off the Massachusetts coast. A valuable 11th-century
manuscript was stolen from a supposedly
uncrackable library safe, a crime the police
don’t take seriously. Sam interviews students
and staff members to get some leads, an
inquiry that coincides with a rampage on
the island by a possibly demonic something that cuts a bloody swath through
the island’s residents. The slaughter gives
the gumshoe another, and more pressing,
mystery to solve at his own peril. The
unremarkable depiction of a creepy
boarding school harboring dark secrets
from its past matches a climax unlikely to
impress or surprise those who have read
this kind of book before. Seekers of genuine
scares will have to look elsewhere. Agent:
Richard Abate, 3 Arts Entertainment. (May)

My Summer Darlings
May Cobb. Berkley, $27 (368p) ISBN 978-0593-10116-2

Jen Hansen has many admirable qualities—she’s a devoted mother and dedicated
yogi—but astute judge of character doesn’t
appear to be among them, as the freshly
divorced homemaker discovers, at her peril,
in this breezy romantic thriller from Cobb
(The Hunting Wives). After an acrimonious
split from her philandering husband, the
financially strapped 39-year-old and her
teenage son relocate from Austin to her East
Texas hometown, where she’s gobsmacked
to meet a golden-haired Greek god of a man
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Dale Brown. Morrow, $28.99 (400p) ISBN 9780-06-301508-1

Bestseller Brown’s worthy sequel to
2021’s Arctic Storm Rising finds former
U.S. Air Force intelligence agent Nick
Flynn, now with the Quartet Directorate,
a private intelligence outfit, in Austria
for a clandestine rendezvous on a ski
slope with Arif Khavari, “a high-ranking
official in Iran’s state-owned shipping
company.” While Khavari is talking
about modifications being made to an oil
tanker in an Iranian shipyard, a Russian
sniper shoots him dead. Flynn flees the
scene and eventually links up with fellow
agent Laura Van Horn, who appeared in
Arctic Storm Rising. The pair travel to
Florida, where they try to figure out what
the Iranians and their Russian helpers
are planning with the modified tanker.
Meanwhile, Pavel Voronin, the head of a
syndicate that supplies military services
to private companies and operations
overseen by Russia’s autocratic president,
isn’t pleased to learn that the unknown
operative who met with Khavari eluded
his team of assassins. The full, worldshaking scope of Voronin’s secret project
involving the tanker comes out only late
in the novel amid twists, revelations, and
a terrific final fight scene. Military action
fans will be enthralled. Agent: Robert
Gottlieb, Trident Media Group. (May)

PW Talks with Claudia Gray

Jane Austen Meets Agatha Christie
Science fiction author Gray’s first mystery, The Murder of Mr. Wickham
(Vintage, May; reviewed on p. 54), features Jane Austen characters.
This book is a departure for you.
How have your years of writing Star
Wars novels prepared you for carrying
on the stories of Jane Austen’s wellknown characters?
My Star Wars novels have to slot into
the existing canon, which is everevolving thanks to a constant stream
of other books, comics, TV shows,
and so on. But both fan fiction and
licensed Star Wars fiction provided
me with tools to
write The Murder of
Mr. Wickham. I still
had a canon to work
with, but in this
case it hadn’t
changed in more
than 200 years. I
had practice recreating character
voices and determining precisely
what elements made
those personalities
distinctive.
stephanie knapp

Countdown to Midnight

[Q&A]

How long had you
been planning to
write The Murder of Mr. Wickham?
I’ve been a huge Austen fan for many
years. The concept for the book began
about 11 years ago, when I read Death
Comes to Pemberley by P.D. James. I
was so hyped for the book, and then it
didn’t hit me the way I’d expected. It
took me a while to recognize that I
was judging not the novel she wrote,
but the novel I’d wanted to read—one
where the murder victim was someone
we were interested in, and where the
beloved characters were themselves
suspect. Since James hadn’t written
©

moving into the neighborhood. Not only
does this charming if somewhat mysterious
newcomer, Will Harding, seem taken with
Jen but, as she breathlessly reports to the
two childhood BFFs with whom she has
reconnected, Kittie Spears and Cynthia
Nichols, he’s single. As emerges from
Jen’s, Kittie’s, and Cynthia’s alternating
accounts, unbeknownst to one another,
all three become dangerously besotted
with Will. Though suspenseful hairpin
twists lead to a smashing if far-fetched
finale, the numerous mutual betrayals of
Jen by Kittie and Cynthia—both of
whom pretend they are trying to advance
their single friend’s chances with Will
while secretly pursuing him themselves—
leave a somewhat bitter aftertaste. Those
looking for a beach-ready escape, though,
will be satisfied. Agent, Victoria Sanders,
Victoria Sanders & Assoc. (May)

that book, I eventually realized I had
to do it.
Your sleuths are two non-canonical
characters: Juliet Tilney, the daughter
of Catherine and Henry Tilney from
Northanger Abbey, and Jonathan Darcy,
the son of Darcy and Elizabeth from
Pride and Prejudice. Did you create
Jonathan and Juliet using elements of
their parents’ personalities?
Juliet has elements
of her parents’ personalities, but she’s
not an amalgam of
the two, but
someone who Catherine Morland and
Henry Tilney would
have raised. She has
her own personality
and outlook on life,
along with certain
tendencies toward
wit and adventures.
Initially, Jonathan
was simply going to
be “more Darcy than
Darcy”—but as I
began writing, his character emerged
in a very different way. Once I had
the insight that Jonathan might be
neurodivergent, it opened up many
fascinating questions. He lives in a
world which has no conception of
how, or why, he differs from other
people—so how is he misunderstood?
Elizabeth and Darcy are loving and
understanding—though not perfect!—
parents to a son whose needs differ
from the norm. Writing that family
dynamic intrigued me.
—Donis Casey
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★ The Lost Summers of Newport
Beatriz Williams, Lauren Willig, and Karen White. Morrow, $28.99
(400p) ISBN 978-0-06-304074-8

T

hree stories elegantly intertwine in this clever and
stylish tale of murder and family lies from Williams,
Willig, and White (All the Ways We Said Goodbye).
In 2019, Andie Figuero arrives at Sprague Hall, a
crumbling Newport, R.I., summer home, to host an
episode of Makeover Mansions, a TV reality show. An
architectural historian, Andie has seen her job dwindle
from dispensing information about authentic restoration
techniques to doing kitchen makeovers “while keeping up
a rambling stream of salacious details about the families.”
She must also contend with the demands of elderly heiress Lucky Sprague, who lives
in the hall. Meanwhile, in 1899, Ellen Daniels teaches music to sweet and simple
17-year-old Maybelle Sprague, whose stepbrother is determined to marry her off
to an Italian prince, and, in 1957, a young Lucky shows a penchant for choosing
unsuitable men. The superbly paced plot reveals more than one violent death as it
races along from period to period. As Joanie, Lucky’s daughter, says, “We must
banish all secrets, and all ghosts of the past from these walls. It is the most important
part of any renovation.” This crackerjack novel offers three mysteries for the price
of one. Agents: Alexandra Machinist and Amy Berkower, Writers’ House. (May)

★ Goering’s Gold:

A Ructions O’Hare Novel

a lot more of O’Hare. Agent: Lisa Moylett,
Coombs Moylett Maclean Literary. (May)

Richard O’Rawe. Melville House, $17.99 trade
paper (400p) ISBN 978-1-61219-965-8

Denver Noir

In the prologue of O’Rawe’s superior
sequel to 2021’s Northern Heist, Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering sends an aide
to Ireland on an important mission in 1944.
In 2009, four years after Ructions O’Hare
stole £36.5 million from the National
Bank of Ireland in Belfast, a heist blamed
on the IRA, the IRA is hunting O’Hare,
who’s been lying low in France. They are
seeking both a share of the loot and
O’Hare’s help exonerating them. Meanwhile, members of a neo-Nazi group
break into the home of Serge Mercier, a
Frenchman who helped O’Hare launder
much of the proceeds of his robbery,
because they think he possesses Goering’s
ceremonial baton, a gift from Hitler. Mercier turns for help with the neo-Nazi threat
to O’Hare, who learns the baton is considered the key to finding a legendary lost
cache of gold bullion that Goering possibly concealed in Northern Ireland. As the
plot moves at a breakneck pace, O’Rawe
adds more depth to his already complex
antihero. Crime fiction fans will hope to see

Edited by Cynthia Swanson. Akashic, $16.95
trade paper (288p) ISBN 978-1-63614-029-2

The 14 stories in this average Akashic
noir anthology span time periods, neighborhoods, and milestones in the Mile High
City’s history. The action starts on Colfax
Avenue, which, according to the editor’s
introduction, Playboy allegedly deemed
“the longest, wickedest street in America,”
with David Heska Wanbli Weiden’s
“Colfax and Havana.” This emotive tale
accentuates the street’s gritty reputation
as racism and rashness undermine an
attorney’s ambitions and chivalrous good
deeds. Set in 1893, Swanson’s potent
“Pieces of Everyone, Everywhere” mines
the region’s macabre history, offering a
memorably dark tale of defilement and
desecration as a gravedigger, concealing
painful secrets, is tasked with relocating
thousands of dead bodies from a paupers’
cemetery. Another high point is Manuel
Ramos’s powerful “Northside Nocturne,”
which explores gentrification and racial
hostility as rising violence, vigilantism,
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fear, and suspicion tear through a previously tight-knit community. In contrast,
“A Baker’s Duckling,” R. Alan Brooks’s
comic-strip story of community efforts to
expose a white supremacist, feels out of
place. Though some weaker contributions
by less seasoned writers tarnish the overall
quality, the ranging styles and broad
variety of diverse voices will provide noir
fans with plenty to savor. (May)

Pillars of Salt
J.A. Adams. Atmosphere, $17.99 trade paper
(258p) ISBN 978-1-637528-25-9

In this promising debut, Adams effectively draws on a real-life 1980 disaster.
When exploratory drilling by an oil rig in
a Louisiana lake accidentally punctures a
salt mine, melting its salt dome and creating a massive whirlpool, 13 people die,
including a master electrician who sent the
rest of his crew to safety. The mine’s owner,
Sapphire Salt Company, sues Doucet
Drilling, seeking millions in damages.
The suit apparently prompts Doucet’s
owner, Harvey Doucet, to take a fatal dose
of sleeping pills. But when Harvey Jr.,
known as H, learns of his father’s death, he
suspects foul play, since his parent was a
devout Catholic. As H digs into the overdose and the disaster, he upsets some powerful people and places himself in harm’s
way. Another supposed suicide—of
someone H interviewed—only reinforces
his belief that something rotten is behind
the mine collapse and his father’s death.
Adams injects the thriller plot with emotion, plausibly conveying the conflicted
feelings H has for his father, who treated
him badly in life. John Grisham fans should
take a look. (Self-published)

SF/Fantasy/Horror
Babel
R.F. Kuang. Harper Voyager, $27.99 (560p)
ISBN 978-0-06-302142-6

Kuang (the Poppy War trilogy) underwhelms with a didactic, unsubtle take on
dark academia and imperialism. After the
unnamed protagonist’s mother dies in
1830s Canton, he dubs himself Robin
Swift at the urging of professor Richard
Lovell, an Oxford sinologist who tutors
Mandarin-speaking Robin to become a
student at Babel, Oxford’s Royal Institute
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of Translation. Robin falls in love with
Oxford and his cohort: witty Calcutta-born
Ramiz Rafi Mirza; secretive Haitian-born
Victorie Desgraves; and self-righteous
Brighton-born Letitia Price. Together they
learn the magical process of capturing in
silver the linguistic nuances lost in translation—and along the way uncover the process’s ties to imperialism. This brilliant,
ambitious concept falters in execution,
reading more like a postcolonial social history than a proper novel. The narrative is
frequently interrupted by lectures on why
imperialism is bad, not trusting the reader
or the plot itself enough to know that this
message will be clear from the events as
they unfold. Kuang assumes an audience
that disagrees with her, and the result
keeps readers who are already aware of the
evils of racism and empire at arm’s length.
The characters, meanwhile, often feel dubiously motivated. Readers will be drawn in
by the fascinating, linguistic magic system
and righteous stance, but many will come
away frustrated. Agent: Hannah Bowman,
Liza Dawson Assoc. (Aug.)

The Extractionist
Kimberly Unger. Tachyon, $17.99 trade paper
(290p) ISBN 978-1-61696-376-7

Unger (Nucleation) makes hacking come
alive in this fast-paced techno-thriller centered on the Swim, a virtual reality accessed
by uploading a “persona,” or a copy of the
users mind, then downloading it again to
retain the memories of the experience.
Eliza McKay relies on her quick thinking
and the computer system wired into her
brain to make a living extracting people
who’ve gotten stuck in the Swim. When
the government hires McKay to extract
agent Mike Miyamoto, it appears to be a
normal job—except Mike’s in the Swim
on a criminal investigation, and what he’s
discovered has changed him so much that
his persona refuses to reintegrate into the
self he left behind. McKay must race the
clock to extract him—but she’s not the
only one who wants what Mike knows,
and her adversaries are willing to go to
any lengths to stop McKay from reaching
him first. VR programmer Unger mines
her expertise to create all too believable
scenarios and creative solutions, and the
novel’s at its best in the vivid, evocative
descriptions of how hacking feels to a
mind fully immersed in VR. The story

dances between two worlds just as real as
each other, pulling the reader along to an
explosive conclusion. Cyberpunk fans
won’t want to miss this. Agent: Laurie
McLean, Fuse Literary. (July)

The Grief of Stones
Katherine Addison. Tor, $25.99 (256p)
ISBN 978-1-250-81389-3

Thara Celehar’s adventures serving the
provincial city of Amalo continue in Addison’s immersive sequel to The Witness for the
Dead. Having finally grown accustomed
in his role as a Witness for the Dead, communing with the deceased to solve their
murders, Celehar is surprised when his
employers suddenly send him an apprentice, a widow named Velhiro Tomasaran,
and force him into a teaching role. Meanwhile, the Marquess Ulzhavel believes his
late wife was murdered and requests that
Celehar look into her death. But the investigation takes a turn when Celehar and
Velhiro discover an unexpected connection
to a murdered student at a girls’ foundling
school and uncover a scandal that leaves
Celehar questioning his life’s purpose.
Though the ending feels rather anticlimactic, the ride there is thoroughly entertaining. The plot masterfully blurs the line
between fantasy and mystery, and Addison
turns her brilliant character building to the
common folk of Amalo, fleshing out the
citizens with heart-wrenching backstories
and addressing and ameliorating the
world’s societal ills. New readers won’t
want to jump in with this one, but series
fans are sure to be pleased. (June)

★ The Stardust Thief
Chelsea Abdullah. Orbit, $28 (480p) ISBN 9780-316-36876-6

Abdullah’s ambitious debut, the first in
the Sandsea Trilogy, weaves an intricate
tale that draws from the legends of One
Thousand and One Nights to create something entirely new. In the sultanate ruled
from the great city of Madinne, where
magical jinn are persecuted on sight but
still prized for their miraculous blood,
Loulie al-Nazari, the mysterious Midnight
Merchant, makes a living scouring the
desert for jinn-enchanted relics to sell to
the highest bidder. After inadvertently
drawing the sultan’s attention, Loulie is
blackmailed by the crown to retrieve a
priceless artifact from the legendary lost

jinn city of
Dhahab, deep
within the
deadly Sandsea.
Accompanying
her are her
bodyguard
Qadir, who’s
secretly a jinn
himself; thief
and jinn hunter
Aisha bint
Louas; and Prince Mazen bin Malik, who’s
been coerced into magically swapping
forms with his ruthless older brother,
Omar, as part of a political scheme. As
their expedition grows ever more dangerous, with the group facing hazards
both supernatural and mundane, their
carefully guarded secrets are revealed,
threatening to change the balance of power
in the sultanate forever. Lush descriptions
bring the setting to life, while the focus on
myth and storytelling contrasted against the
characters’ harsh reality adds to the sense of
mystery and enchantment. This powerful,
intriguing adventure will leave readers
eager for more. Agent: Jennifer Azantian,
Azantian Literary. (May)

Conscious Designs
Nathaniel White. Miami Univ. $17 trade paper
(134p) ISBN 978-1-881163-70-1

With hints of The Matrix, Transcendence,
and Philip K. Dick’s “We Can Remember
It for You Wholesale,” White’s debut
sci-fi novella doesn’t break new ground
but still offers a thoughtful exploration of
technology and disability. Following an
accident, Eugene Wallace uses a robotic
ambulating exoskeleton to navigate the pain
and limitations of his physical disabilities.
Desperate to walk again, he visits virtual
reality company Conscious Designs, which
offers clients a Second Self, or a digitized
double that exists in a virtual reality known
as Arcadia. But Eugene’s wife, Corina,
pushes back against the idea of relocating
to Arcadia, and Eugene must weigh his
desire for escape against his commitment
to living. A clever mid-story twist spices
things up, but much of the plot is bogged
down by exposition about the details of
the Second Self technology. White takes an
incisive look into the nature of selfhood, but
his portrayal of disability will be divisive,
centering suffering and framed largely
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[Q&A]
PW Talks with Chelsea Abdullah

A Story Built of Stories
Abdullah’s One Thousand and One Nights–inspired debut, The Stardust
Thief (Orbit, May; reviewed on p. 57), sends a merchant, a jinn, a
thief, and a prince on a quest for a magical artifact.

©

neesa abdullah

Tell me about what inspired the novel.
I was inspired by the stories my dad
used to tell me when I was growing
up in Kuwait. Some were from The
Thousand and One Nights, and some
were tales from around the region.
When I left Kuwait to go to university
at CU Boulder, I was really homesick,
and the first thing that came to mind
were these stories that I’d grown up
with. I was overcome with this
yearning for home, and this yearning
to write something that
was like a love letter to
those stories. I sat on the
idea of writing an Arabinspired fantasy for three
or four years. Then at one
point, I very clearly saw an
image in my head of a
merchant sitting on a ship
with her mysterious bodyguard behind her. I didn’t
know anything about these
characters other than one seemed to be
a merchant, and the other was a jinn.
It felt like the opening to the Arabinspired fantasy I’d always wanted to
write, so I started weaving in the
stories from my childhood.
Storytelling is important to the novel
on both a narrative and a meta level.
How did you approach that theme?
Thinking about folktales and fairy tales
and how they’ve been adapted into so
many different things, and retold by
various people and cultures—that’s
fascinating to me. In The Stardust Thief,
because I was specifically writing a love
letter to the stories I’d grown up with, I
was thinking about oral storytelling

and how impactful it is. People think
about the power of the stories we read,
but we’re also surrounded by stories in
what we watch, the games we play, the
memories we share. They’re everywhere. Growing up in Kuwait, some
of the best stories I heard were the
ones people shared. My family has
roots in this island off the coast of
Kuwait called Falaika, and even
though I didn’t get to visit very often
when I was a kid, my father used to
keep that island life alive
by telling me and my
sister stories about his life
there, and my grandfather’s
life there. Those were all
oral stories. We kind of
take those stories for
granted, so I wanted to
emphasize how effective
oral stories can be.
It sounds as though you’ve
incorporated a lot of yourself into this.
This is one of the most personal projects
for me, because so much of it is nostalgic. And so much is based on
wanting to see more Arab-inspired
stories in the marketplace. When I
was growing up, I was always looking
for them and I felt like there was a real
lack. Recently we’ve started to see more
variety in the fantasies on the shelf,
which is really wonderful. I’m so glad
I can contribute to that in some way,
because the culture is so rich, and
more than anything I would love for
people to read my book, feel intrigued,
and want to learn more about the
cultures and traditions and stories.
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—Michael M. Jones

within a medical model that has gone out
of vogue amid social disability theory.
(“Eugene considered who he had become
since the accident. A paralyzed force. Content without form. Broken... An occasion
for suffering: that’s all he was now.”) It’s a
thorny, complicated novella of ideas, some
rather dated. (May)

The Middling Affliction
Alex Shvartsman. Caezik SF & Fantasy, $16.99
trade paper (230p) ISBN 978-1-64710-054-4

With the fast-paced first Conradverse
urban fantasy, Shvartsman (Eridani’s
Crown) delivers a laugh-out-loud, snarky
adventure, throwing out pop culture references and wry observations with dizzying
frequency. As a member of the Watch,
Conrad Brent helps keep Brooklyn safe
from supernatural threats. But he has a
dark secret: he’s a middling—a person
capable of seeing magic, but not wielding
it. The condition is considered anathema
in the magical community, subject to
persecution and even execution, and
Conrad covers it up using an array of
enchanted trinkets. After rescuing a
fellow middling from captivity, Conrad
stumbles into a sinister plot to rob gifted
mages of their powers, turning them
into middlings as well. And, when his
secret is exposed by a rival, Conrad is
expelled from the Watch and stripped of
his trinkets, leaving him with just his wits
to stop the plot and save the world as allies
and foes alike turn on him. Shvartsman
takes a kitchen sink approach to urban
fantasy, packing enough plot into this
volume to span a whole series. His supernatural New York City is vibrant and
authentic, and Conrad fits right in with
wisecracking fan favorite heroes like Harry
Dresden and Simon Canderous. The result
is a thoroughly satisfying romp. Agent:
Joshua Bilmes, JABberwocky Literary. (May)

Misrule
Heather Walter. Del Rey, $27 (464p) ISBN 9781-984818-68-3

Walter brings her debut duology to an
unhappy close with this moody, jampacked sequel, set 100 years after events of
Malice. The kingdom of Briar has fallen to
the fury of Alyce, a Vila, or dark sorceress.
With Regan, another Vila and potential
love interest, at her side, Alyce makes it
her mission to provide refuge to dark
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creatures—among them goblins, demons,
and imps—that are reviled by the rest of
the world just as she was once reviled by
Briar. Any humans who survived Alyce’s
ascension have been bound as servants,
and the remaining Graces, benevolent fae,
are imprisoned. Meanwhile, Alyce does
everything she can to try to wake her love,
the sleeping Princess Aurora—including
using the miraculous blood of the
Graces—but she refuses to consider the
one surefire way to break the curse. With
tensions rising between the Fae and the
Dark Court, Alyce finds herself caught
between her kingdom and the woman
she loves. The introduction of Regan’s
character is promising, but goes nowhere,
and the story’s ending, while logical, will
leave fans who’ve invested in Alyce and
Briar feeling cheated. Still, the many
twists and dark moral questions keep the
pages flying. Agent: Laura Crockett, Triada
US. (May)

The Cord
Jim O’Laughlin. BHC, $28 (242p) ISBN 978-164397-295-4

This high-concept sci-fi tale from
O’Laughlin (Kurt Vonnegut Remembered)
can’t quite live up to its own ambitions.
Station, an artificial mini-world geocentrically orbiting 40,000 kilometers above
Earth, can only be reached via a nauseating
five-day journey on the Cord, a claustrophobic space elevator tethered at a South
Pacific island city born in response to
climate change. In reverse chronological
order, O’Laughlin traces the struggles of
various groups to control Station. Each
section focuses on one of Station’s inhabitants, starting in the present with Imogen,
who finds peace and serenity there, and
proceeding back to the Cord’s creation. The
cast are only loosely connected, but they’re
united in their desire to fend off those who
would use Station for political, military,
scientific, or capitalistic purposes, and
their idealistic—possibly unrealistic—
hope that someday humans may learn to
live with one another in peace. The
unusual structure proves somewhat clunky
and confusing, and many of the characters’
voices feel oddly contemporary for the
futuristic setting. O’Laughlin’s hopeful
message is appreciated, but his execution
falters. (May)

Merfolk
Jeremy Bates. Ghillinnein, $18.95 (252p)
ISBN 978-1-988091-64-8

Bates’s breezy fourth World’s Scariest
Legends novel (after The Man from Taured)
sends a wealthy British scientist hunting
merfolk off the coast of Sri Lanka. Martin
Murdoch, the “MerDoc,” believes that
prehuman semiaquatic apes who thrived
along the ocean shore evolved into merfolk.
But after he appears in a documentary on
this theory that turns out to be a hoax, he
retreats from the public eye, waiting for
some real proof. He finds it in a video of
oceanographer Elsa Montero dissecting a
great white shark and retrieving a
humanoid skull from its stomach, a DNA
test of which reveals “mitochondrial DNA
with mutations unknown in any human,
primate, or known animal.” Tracking the
shark’s swimming patterns leads Marty to
the underwater caves of Demon Island, and
he convinces Elsa; his girlfriend, Radhika
Fernandez; his sonar technician, Pip Jobert;
and reporter Jacqueline DeSilva to accompany him to investigate. But Marty never
considers that the merfolk don’t want to
be found. Bates supplies just enough scientific background on the evolution of marine
animals to justify Martin’s zeal, but the plot
tends to glide along the surface of a fascinating concept without ever diving in deep.
Still, the fun expedition, eccentric characters,
and B-movie style monster action make for a
light, enjoyable outing. (Self-published)

Romance/Erotica
The Lifestyle
Taylor Hahn. Anchor, $27 (336p) ISBN 978-0593-31635-1

Hahn’s zany, high-energy debut recasts
Jane Austen’s meddlesome heroine Emma
as a 30-something New York City lawyer,
and her plan for solving everyone’s relationship issues is a foray into the swinger
scene. After Georgina Wagman discovers
her coworker and husband, Nathan,
cavorting in his office with Georgina’s
legal mentee, she takes a client’s advice
and offers Nathan the bonding experience
of attending swinger parties as a solution.
She suggests her friends Felix and Norah
(and their respective partners) join the
experiment as well, ostensibly as moral
support but actually in the hopes that the

two of them will leave their relationships
to rekindle their college romance with one
another. Hahn keeps the story firmly centered on Georgina’s narrow and self-centered perspective, and her well-meaning
but overinvolved tone is hilariously onpoint. The swinger scene is depicted with
playfulness and heart, though none of the
characters fully embrace it. Georgina’s
romance arc—a contrived re-meet-cute
with her ex Whitaker—makes sense with
the concept of fated love Hahn imports
from Austen, but their monogamous happy
ending feels distinctly less fun than the
swinging that precedes it. Still, Hahn’s plot
stands well enough on its own for those
unfamiliar with Emma to enjoy, and readers
who love contemporary resettings of the
classics will be especially tickled. (June)

Eight Weeks in Paris
S.R. Lane. Carina Adores, $15.99 trade paper
(304p) ISBN 978-1-335-62392-8

Lane debuts with a steamy, thoughtful
queer romance set in 2024 Paris. Hot-tempered film star Nicholas Madden is furious
when Instagram model Chris Lavelle is cast
opposite him in The Throne, an adaptation
of a queer period novel dear to Nicholas’s
heart. Despite Nicholas’s reservations,
however, Chris proves to be a skilled actor,
and their on-set
chemistry is
undeniable.
Nicholas’s gruff
attitude marks
him as exactly
Chris’s type,
while closeted
Nicholas is
caught off-guard
by his instant
attraction to
out-and-proud Chris’s bravery and beauty.
They eventually give into their feelings,
but the risk of being caught by production or the swirling media circus—which
Lane cleverly incorporates through excerpts
from discussions boards, social media
threads, tabloid articles, and interviews that
open each chapter—looms large, threatening their careers, privacy, and blossoming
relationship. That they’ll get together—
and that they’ll be outed—both seem
inevitable from their first meeting, so
readers will feel they spend much of the
opposites-attract slow burn waiting for
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disaster, and may be disappointed by how
comparatively little time is spent on the
aftermath. Still, Lane’s critique of celebrity is well done, and the men’s heated
connection—evidenced by a two-chapterlong sex scene—makes for scorching
reading. This smart, sexy romance marks
Lane as a writer to watch. (June)

Off Script
Ashley Marie. W x Wattpad, $16.99 trade
paper (360p) ISBN 978-1-990259-15-9

Television actors agree to a publicity
relationship in Marie’s uninspiring debut.
After hot-tempered heartthrob and
known womanizer Tristan Maxwell is
caught on camera berating his relatively
unknown costar, Jada Berklee, making
him look like a bully and her look spineless, Tristan’s agent cooks up a scheme to
pull both of them out of the scandal:
they’ll pretend to be dating. It’s not a terribly convincing setup, and Jada, who
tends to panic when having to lie (an odd
trait for an actor), only reluctantly agrees.
Through a series of cursory interactions,
Jada and Tristan forge an alliance, but a
couple of jealous exes—combined with

Jada’s anxiety and judgmental attitude—
threaten the ruse. Tristan, whose bad
behavior is explained away by mommy
issues, takes everything in stride, growing
into an empathetic hero. Jada, however,
remains immature and melodramatic
throughout. Their tug-of-war for control
over their fake relationship becomes tiresome as it drags on and hinders a muchneeded emotional connection, leaving the
romance reliant on physical attraction,
obligation, and superficial goals. Readers
will be underwhelmed. (June)

Nightwork
Nora Roberts. St. Martin’s, $29.99 (448p)
ISBN 978-1-250-27819-7

The latest romantic suspense novel
from bestseller Roberts (Legacy) is a master
class in the slow burn, blending heartrending emotion and thrills to deeply
satisfying effect. Harry Booth spends his
childhood becoming an exceptional thief
to support his ailing mother and, after her
death, builds a freewheeling and detached
life for himself as a young man. He falls in
love with Miranda Emerson during a stint
in college in North Carolina, but threats

★ A Taste of Gold and Iron
Alexandra Rowland. Tordotcom, $27.99 (480p) ISBN 978-1-250-80038-1

R

owland (Finding Faeries) delivers a breathtakingly
intimate narrative in this gorgeous fantasy, in which
the political intrigue of a kingdom serves as
backdrop to a romance between the softest of hearts.
It ought to be a happy occasion when Prince Kadou
Mahisti’s older sister, the sultan, gives birth to a daughter,
but a break-in at one of the kingdom’s guilds that
same night calls Kadou away. Already prone to bouts
of debilitating worry, Kadou spirals when a minor
confrontation with his niece’s father tragically escalates
into an incident that causes the death of several of his
bodyguards. His replacement bodyguard, Evemer
Hosşkadem, comes off as cold and rigid—and he’s terrible at concealing his sour
feelings toward a prince he thinks cowardly. Desperate to regain the perceived lost
love of his sister, Kadou throws himself into investigating the break-in, dragging
Evemer along with him, and the two are irrevocably bonded as they uncover a plot
that puts both the royal family and the stability of the kingdom itself in danger.
Rowland brings wonderful depth to the interpersonal relationships; the romance
that blossoms between Kadou and Evemer puts fun, familiar tropes alongside soulwrenching acts of devotion, and the familial bonds are just as well crafted. In
exploring what monarchs owe their people, and what individuals owe each other,
this achingly tender fantasy wows. (June)
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from vicious criminal mastermind Carter
LaPorte, whose attention Booth caught
years earlier, force him to break Miranda’s
heart to protect her. Twelve years later,
Booth encounters Miranda again, and he
realizes that to build a life with her, he’ll
need to deal with LaPorte—permanently.
The story delivers all the hallmarks that
make Roberts so beloved: charming characters, alluring settings, unconventional
chosen families, heartfelt romance, and
riveting action. The unhurried pace allows
for an organic accumulation of essential
elements as intense emotion builds, but
risks losing less patient readers. Those who
trust Roberts’s sure hand to guide them
along, however, will find themselves on an
immersive and moving outing in the company of a beguiling thief. This is a treat.
Agent: Amy Berkower, Writers House. (May.)

Beach House Summer
Sarah Morgan. HQN, $15.99 trade paper
(384p) ISBN 978-1-335-46282-4

With a poignant tale of opportunities
lost and regained, Morgan (The Christmas
Escape) proves that one can always go home
again. Joanna Whitman learns from the
news that her ex-husband, Cliff, a celebrity
chef, has been killed in a car accident that
left his pregnant teenage passenger, Ashley
Blake, gravely injured. In the media storm
that follows, Joanna takes Ashley, whose
reasons for being in Cliff’s car aren’t what
the media think, under her wing, and the
pair escape the paparazzi to Silver Point,
Calif., the hometown a heartbroken
Joanna left 20 years earlier. As both Joanna
and Ashley settle into life in the idyllic
small town, Joanna comes face to face with
Nate, the first love who broke her heart,
and must decide whether to take a risk
that might lead to happily ever after or
stay safely behind the emotional walls she’s
erected. Joanna and Nate’s heart-wrenching
path to rebuilding their relationship is
buoyed by the scrappy Ashley and Joanna’s
former best friend and Nate’s twin, Mel.
This emotional romance is an easy choice to
throw in the beach bag. (May)

Blame it on the Brontës
Annie Sereno. Forever, $15.99 trade paper
(384p) ISBN 978-1-5387-2143-8

Sereno’s sophomore rom-com (after
Helen of Troy, Illinois), while predictable,
delivers plenty of tongue-in-cheek literary
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witticism and small-town heart. It’s
publish or perish for San Francisco lit
professor Athena Murphy, who takes a
semester-long unpaid leave. While she
misses her students, this is her final chance
to save her job. So back home to Laurel,
Ill., she goes, emboldened by her plan to
uncover the identity of C.L. Garland,
author of a popular series of erotic renditions of classic works. It’s bad enough that
she has to deal with her divorced parents
and find a part-time job, but then she
learns that her ex, Thorne Kent, with
whom she shared an extremely tumultuous romance, has moved back to town
and owns the local café. He’s got his
secrets, like almost everyone in town, but
he also follows his passions—one of which
is Athena. The plot plays out exactly as
expected and Thorne and Athena’s willthey-won’t-they drags on a bit too long,
but the novel’s heart lies in its quirky,
memorable characters. Readers will find
themselves laughing through the familiar
tropes—and dying for one of Thorne’s
delicious creations. Agent: Erin Niumata
and Rachel Ekstrom, Folio Literary. (May)

Games in a Ballroom
Jentry Flint. Shadow Mountain, $15.99 trade
paper (272p) ISBN 978-1-62972-993-0

A sheltered young lady falls for a man her
father would never approve of in Flint’s dull
Regency era debut. Emerson Latham is
smitten with Olivia Wilde, best friend to
his sister, Arabella, from the very beginning. He suggests a game of tag at a ball
to get closer to Olivia, though he knows
her cruel father will never allow the match,
as he’s determined to pair Olivia with
someone with a title. Olivia comes to notice
Emerson as more than her friend’s brother,
but his too-subtle attempts to court her
leave her believing he only gives her his
attention out of pity. With the help of his
friends Northcott and Bradbury, Emerson
works to convince her of his true intent, but
her father’s demand that she marry the heinous Lord Valencourt ends their romance
before it can begin. Because their love is
both fledgling and forbidden, the protagonists’ connection is based largely on cursory
glances and unspoken words, making it difficult to see their chemistry. Their surfacelevel interactions will keep readers from
fully investing in their romance, but the
supporting characters—especially head-

strong Arabella, brooding Northcott, and
shameless Bradbury—inject some much
needed life into the story. Readers will hope
future outings focus more on them. (May)

Comics
The Third Person
Emma Grove. Drawn & Quarterly, $39.95
(888p) ISBN 978-1-77046-615-9

Grove’s debut memoir, a breezy affair
even at close to 900 pages, dives into tangled questions of identity with clear-eyed,
clean-lined assurance. Emma, a trans
woman, visits a therapist to get approval to
begin physically transitioning after a lifetime in the closet. During therapy, however,
she presents as three different people—shy
bookworm and writer Emma; outgoing,
aggressive party
girl Katina; and
exhausted workaholic Ed—with
shifting outfits
and wigs for
each persona.
The therapist,
Toby, isn’t sure
if Emma has
dissociative
disorder, a very
rare condition he’s never encountered in
practice, or if she’s putting him on. Emma’s
personalities, meanwhile, seem unaware
that there’s anything unusual about their
situation and remain focused on qualifying for hormones. “I do have separate
parts of myself,” Emma rationalizes, “but
doesn’t everybody?” As therapist and
patient talk past each other, dancing
around truths no one wants to face, their
sessions become dangerously charged.
Grove’s simple but marvelously elastic,
emotive art is reminiscent of Jules Feiffer.
Though there are glimpses of Emma’s
traumatic past and daily struggles at work
and home, the bulk of the narrative consists of therapy sessions. Yet the characters
are drawn with so much personality that
it doesn’t grow visually dull. With quiet
ease, Grove draws readers into Emma’s
world and makes them feel the complexities and contradictions of her experience.
Grove proves an impressive new voice in
comics. (May)

★ Mr. Lightbulb
Wojtek Wawszczyk, trans. from the Polish by
Antonia Lloyd-Jones. Fantagraphics, $29.99
(624p) ISBN 978-1-68396-524-4

Wawszczyk’s marvelous debut takes a
decidedly unusual approach to the familiar
story of a mopey young artist struggling
to escape his family and find his way in a
baffling and often cruel world. Set in a
generically bleak Eastern European landscape of monolithic apartment towers,
grinding poverty, and cruelty born of
impoverishment, a fabulist origin story sets
the stage for how the Polish artists’s hero
became a human light bulb. Starting in the
infancy of “Bulb boy,” Wawszczyk refracts
the stark realities of his protagonist’s parents’ lives into absurdist fantasy, with
workplace accidents turning his father into
a flattened “pancake” and nearly splitting
his mother apart, so that she walks bent
over, parallel to the ground. Bulb boy’s
accident (swallowing molten steel) burns
out his inside, leaving nothing but wires,
which he discovers allows him to project
light and heat. Rendered in over-the-top
fashion by Wawszczyk’s heavy, thick-lined
exaggerated cartooning, the story builds
steam through anxiety dreams about
cloying parents and surrealist allegory
about society’s insistence on people carrying
on no matter their damage. As Bulb boy
uses his luminary power to create art and
help others, the narrative morphs into a
Giving Tree–esque fable about sacrifice.
This masterful and darkly comic epic finds
the all-too-human reality in its fantastical
inventions. (Apr.)

SK8 Dad Summer: Ramps,
Rebellion, and Raising a Kid
Brett Hamil. Birdcage Bottom, $10 trade
paper (64p) ISBN 978-1-73315-096-5

Hamil rediscovers his love of skateboarding in a philosophical debut graphic
memoir about parenting and finding purpose. Struggling to make ends meet as a
cartoonist, and burned out by his day job,
Hamil is another “old guy heeding the call”
in Seattle to skate while his young son naps.
Then, he hits a Field of Dreams moment
when he decides to construct a half-pipe in
his backyard. The installation and maintenance of the ramp provides opportunities
to bond with his kid—and for Hamil to
become a neighborhood folk hero in the
process. The son of a preacher, his pulpit is
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Armistead Maupin, Isabelle Bauthian, and
Sandrine Revel, trans. from the French by
Lillah Campagna and Fabrice Sapolsky.
Ablaze, $19.99 trade paper (128p) ISBN 9781-950912-59-9

Bauthian and Revel (Glenn Gould) take
on Maupin’s classic story of queer folks and
alternate lifestyles in 1970s San Francisco
in this lush graphic adaptation. Mary Ann
Singleton, freshly transplanted from
Cleveland, Ohio, moves into eccentric
Anna Madrigal’s boarding house. She lands
a job as a secretary for stern Edgar Halcyon,
head of the advertising firm where her
neighbor, Mona Ramsey, works. Edgar,
terminally ill, launches an extramarital
affair with Anna while Mary Ann becomes
involved with Edgar’s son-in-law. Another
neighbor, Michael, dates a closeted gynecologist who chafes at Michael’s more open
sexuality. Mona leaves the boarding house
after her model ex-girlfriend arrives from
New York to rekindle their romance. The
comics bring the entangled ensemble to
life through their shifting relationships,
growing secrets, and painful moments,
all the way to the melancholic but hopeful
climax. Those unfamiliar with the original
may miss some key elements in the condensed version, though Bauthian maintains
the novel’s slice-of-life feel. Revel’s art
carries the softness of pastels but with clean
outlines, and her artistic color choices add
appealing layers. Whether an old fan or
newcomer to Maupin’s characters, readers
will be hooked on the drama, even if they
might go back to the original to fill in more
details. (Mar.)

PW Talks with Emma Grove

Piecing It All Together
In her debut graphic memoir, The Third Person (Drawn & Quarterly,
May, reviewed on p. 61), Grove assembles fractured memories from
therapy sessions seeking approval for gender confirmation treatment.
What made you decide to focus on
your therapy sessions?
I decided to finally write about my
transition and the transgender experience, but there was a chunk of the
story I didn’t want to think about. The
only thing I remembered from that
period was that I once brought this
book to a therapy session, and I was
talking about it to the therapist,
“Toby.” I looked down
a moment later and
the book was gone. I
decided to try to figure
out in my own mind
what happened, and
write about it, and
then The Third Person
just kind of took off.
It ended up being
about something I’d
never told anybody
before: that at one
point I had dissociative
identity disorder.
colleen wheeler

Tales of the City

[Q&A]
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the skate ramp, where he delivers homilies
on life, recovering from setbacks, and the
power of positivity. “When we’re here, we
pump each other up,” he opines, his son
laughing as Hamil takes an epic spill.
Despite envying toddlers skating on
Instagram, he embraces how his son sits to
glide on the board (musing that parenting
means realizing kids are “always gonna do
some different, weirder thing.”) The
homespun quick-sketch cartooning style
suits the stripped-down, meditative philosophy delivered as a skater dad regains
balance, both on the ramp and in life. Consider it a comics Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance for the Thrasher set. (Apr.)

There’s a theatrical structure to the
therapist/client scenes. How did you
decide how to put the scenes together?
I come from an animator’s background,
so I was thinking about them more in
terms of storyboard panels, or maybe
even animation key poses. It’s a very
simple setting, it’s two characters
sitting there talking.
The book is almost 900 pages long.
Did you have any idea it was going to
be on that scale when you started?
No, I had no idea. I started remembering things by sitting down and
doing quick sketches, starting from
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one line of dialogue that I remembered
and piecing everything together word
for word. At the end of months of doing
this, I had a stack of pages about two
feet high. Then I sat down and tried
to compile them into a narrative.
Do you feel that working on this book
helped you deal with your memories?
The entire book was an incredibly
emotional experience.
The way I described it
to my old animation
director was that it was
like running a cheese
grater over my soul. I
was writing the book
as I was remembering
things.
To be honest, I’m
not very interested in
writing about myself.
I think that’s why I
stopped working on
the book that was just
about me and my
transition. One of the things that
motivated me was the idea that by
sharing my experiences I could help
other people who are transgender, who
have dissociative identity disorder,
who have been abused. When you’re
an abuse survivor, the last thing an
abuser wants is for the abused people
to get together and tell their story—
but I think it’s the most important
thing for people who have been abused
to do. When you share your story, you
take the power away from the abuser
and put the power back in yourself,
and you can move on with your life.



—Shaenon Garrity

★ Body Language: Writers on

Identity, Physicality, and Making
Space for Ourselves

Edited by Nicole Chung and Matt Ortile.
Catapult, $16.95 trade paper (336p)
ISBN 9978-1-64622-131-8

Originally published in Catapult magazine, these lyrical and incisive essays
cover a wide range of topics related to the
human body, including birth, death, race,
gender, size, disability, and fertility. In
“The Crematorium,” Nina Riggs compares witnessing her mother’s cremation
while undergoing her own cancer treatment to “some kind of morbid test drive.”
Elsewhere, Destiny O. Birdsong offers a
harrowing account of trying to find relief
for her chronic illness within a medical
system that misunderstands Black women
and their pain; Kayla Whaley recounts
how she learned to accept her feeding tube
after losing the ability to swallow solid
food; and A.E. Osworth discusses “the
thrill of thirst trapping” as a trans person:
“When I chopped my tits off, I could
finally look in a mirror. Never before have
I wanted a photographic record of what I
saw there.” In “Little Pink Feet,” Maggie
Tokuda-Hall recalls how she sought solace
in baking macarons after undergoing
painful fertility treatments and a miscarriage, while Gabrielle Bellot’s “The Year
of Breath” reflects on the Covid-19 pandemic and “the systematic eradication of
Black and brown bodies like my own by
ravenously racist cops.” Marked by the
diversity of its contributor’s perspectives
and the vibrancy of their prose, this
anthology shines. (July)

I’d Like to Play Alone, Please: Essays
Tom Segura. Grand Central, $28.99 (230p)
ISBN 978-1-5387-0463-9

“Inside every smart-ass is the person
they’re publicly scared to be,” muses
comedian Segura in this irreverent collection of personal stories, his debut. Though
he’s performed on stage with big names
like Chris Rock, Jon Stewart, and Dave
Chappelle, Segura reveals to readers that
behind the jokes, he’s a bit of a “softie” who
still gets starstruck from time to time—as
when, on a flight to L.A., he blurted out
“you’re the greatest” to tennis star Serena
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transmasculine,” revisits
episodes of discontent and
danger: a 1990s childhood
marked by a loathing of
girls’ clothing and toys; a
confrontation with hostile
Russian women in a swimming pool changing room;
a terrifying attack in their
adulthood by a stranger on
the street; and a season of
youthful malaise working as
a kitchen hand in Belgium
while battling podiatric
warts that were miraculously cured by a folk healer.
All this swirls around the
question, “What might
gender look like written
beyond the blurring of a
male-female binary?”—an
inquiry that begets picaresque scientific and historical disquisitions on pike,
sturgeon, and eels that
change sex when they
Kevin Bludso, as seen in his Bludso’s BBQ Cookbook: A Family
mature. “Noting these
Affair in Smoke and Soul (reviewed on p. 71).
aquatic bodies” as a child,
Williams (before remembering a bit he’d
Horn writes, “helped dissolve a world I
done about her “sitting on my face” in a
found too hard.” Gleaning resonant
Netflix special). He also cherishes his
insights from the fishes’ mysteriously
solitude: the book’s title, inspired by the
mutable existences, Horn offers fascisame request from his toddler, Segura
nating piscine lore, rendered in prose
admits is “a credo I deeply believe in.” As
that’s grounded and evocative even when
he pokes fun at himself with hilarious
hallucinatory (weathering a tropical
anecdotes such as responding to social
storm, “I watched fish glide between car
media trolls as his fake assistant, Segura
tyres, suck at weed caught in hubcaps,
delivers plenty of twisted “just-kidding”
their bodies illuminated by the beam of car
jokes to make sure the readers are paying
park floodlights”). The result is a sonorous
attention, including one about spending a
meditation on living a fluid life. (June)
spring in Paris with the late infamous sex
★ Under the Skin: The Hidden
offender Jeffrey Epstein. While his brand of
Toll of Racism on American Lives
profane humor certainly isn’t for everyone
and on the Health of Our Nation
(following the Epstein gag, he archly posits
Linda Villarosa. Doubleday, $30 (288p)
that maybe the Taliban aren’t “so bad,”
ISBN 978-0-385-54488-7
but instead “guys you want to have a beer
Journalist Villarosa (Body & Soul) takes
with”), Segura’s candor is undeniably entera stunning look at the racial disparities in
taining. Fans will find this a riot. (June)
health outcomes for Black and white
Voice of the Fish: A Lyric Essay
Americans. Contending that these health
Lars Horn. Graywolf, $16 trade paper (240p)
disparities, which persist across different
ISBN 978-1-64445-089-5
levels of income and education, demonThe complexities of a trans identity and
strate “the impact of insidious discriminacontemplations of aquatic life provide the
tion associated with the lived experience
pulsating current to these ruminative
of being Black in America,” Villarosa cites
essays. Horn, a British translator who was
evidence that white physicians prescribe
born female and identifies as “nonbinary,
lower levels of pain medication to Black
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patients, that infant and maternal mortality
rates are higher among African Americans,
that Black communities bear greater costs
of environmental pollution and climate
change than white communities, and that
“toxic stress” associated with racism prematurely age Black Americans’ immune
systems. According to Villarosa, these ill
effects are not only caused by encounters
with racist
individuals, but
also by a social
structure that
deprioritizes
African Americans’ needs and
ability to access
resources that
more privileged
people take for
granted. Skillfully interweaving historical and medical
facts with empathetic profiles of people
who have been affected by HIV/AIDS,
Covid-19, and other health crises enabled
by structural racism, Villarosa delivers a
passionate call for equality in the American
medical system. The result is an urgent and
utterly convincing must-read. (June)

No Document
Anwen Crawford. Transit, $15.95 trade paper
(160p) ISBN 978-1-945492-61-7

Critic Crawford (Hole’s Live Through This)
blends artistic analysis and pensive prose
in this dreamy meditation on creation,
memory, and loss. Simultaneously an elegy
addressed to her late artistic collaborator
Ned Sevil and a call to radical action to
“keep moving, mourning, making,
joining,” Crawford’s work is organized
without chapter breaks or titles as she
shares memories of Sevil, recounting
their time at art school together and his
experience with cystic fibrosis, while
also reflecting on such works of art as the
paintings of Franz Marc, a German painter
drafted in WWI, and the films of Georges
Franju, who served in the military in
Algeria. Crawford describes her own
political actions—going to Melbourne for
a protest against a meeting of the World
Economic Forum and protesting “in solidarity with asylum seekers being held on
Manus Island”—and ponders art and
creation. Her musings are poignant; she
reflects that “art is not precious, neither is

politics, we wrote, and we meant (I think
we meant) that neither thing should be
remote from the texture of our lives or
out of reach of our making.” Politically
engaged artists will delight in these
powerful considerations. (June)

★ This Is Not a Pity Memoir
Abi Morgan. Mariner, $27.99 (224p) ISBN 9780-358-68295-0

In this raw and incandescent debut,
screenwriter Morgan reflects on the emotional turmoil and growth of rebuilding a
life with her partner after he was diagnosed
with Capgras syndrome, a rare psychological illness that made him believe she was
an imposter. When a seizure led her partner
of 20 years, Jacob, to be put into a medically induced coma for six months, Morgan
was informed that his “brain does not look
like yours... anymore.” Upon waking up,
he slowly remembered their children and
family, but not Morgan. With brutal and
hypnotic prose, Morgan oscillates between
the grueling processes of regaining Jacob’s
trust upon his return home (“One day I
suggest he quiz me... I get every answer
right”) and providing him round-theclock care while isolating due to the
Covid-19 pandemic; the beginning of
their relationship, when their passion
was immediate and intense; and her own
harrowing struggle with stage 3 breast
cancer. “What no one tells you about
proper unfolding tragedy is that it is scary,
and adrenalizing,” she writes. “But mainly
it is boring.” Delving into her “mawkish...
relationship with mishap” and desperation to preserve the ephemeral, Morgan
surfaces with a profound look at the complexities of love, even at its most mundane.
Equal parts savage and sublime, this
obliterates notions of memory and intimacy with grace and precision. (June)

Liberalism and Its Discontents
Francis Fukuyama. Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
$26 (192p) ISBN 978-0-374-60671-8

A liberalism under siege from right and
left gets a measured defense in this incisive treatise on politics and governance.
Stanford University political scientist
Fukuyama (The End of History and the Last
Man), ponders classical liberalism as a
creed that champions respect for individual dignity and autonomy, the rule of
law, economic freedom, and scientific
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rationality. Unfortunately, he contends,
liberalism has wandered into excesses,
including neoliberal economic theories
and policies that are hostile to even necessary government regulation and breed
inequality, dislocation, and soulless consumerism; divisive attacks on social
traditions in the name of personal selfactualization; identity politics demanding
that rights be invested in groups rather
than individuals; and ambitions to override property rights and redistribute
wealth. As a result, both right-wing populists and left-wing progressives are wary
of liberal ideals of tolerance, freedom,
and reasoned debate. Fukuyama’s lucid,
insightful analysis traces liberalism’s
development back to its medieval Christian
roots and forward to modern philosophical
muddles and today’s wrangles over voting
restrictions and cancel culture, offering
tart criticism for all sides: “Progressives
and white nationalists come together in
valuing raw feeling and emotion over cold
empirical analysis.” The result is an
authoritative and accessible diagnosis of
how liberalism went wrong and how it
can reclaim its best impulses. Agent: Esther
Newberg, ICM Partners. (May)

The Man Who Broke Capitalism:
How Jack Welch Gutted the
Heartland and Crushed the Soul
of Corporate America—and How
to Undo His Legacy
David Gelles. Simon & Schuster, $28 (272p)
ISBN 978-1-982176-44-0

New York Times reporter Gelles (Mindful
Work) delivers a cutting takedown of
former General Electric CEO Jack Welch.
As chairman and CEO of GE from 1981
to 2001, Gelles writes, Welch reshaped
corporate capitalism with his focus on
growth at the expense of anything else.
Gelles depicts his subject as an aggressive,
argumentative kid who grew up to be a
validation-seeking, temperamental adult.
His two decades at the helm of the electronics giant were characterized, Gelles
asserts, by a “relentless pursuit of financial
glory,” during which he fired thousands of
workers, cobbled together unrelated businesses that could turn a quick buck, and
turned GE into a company that “paid little
regard to its employees and was addicted
to short-term profits.” The CEO’s actions
sapped morale at the company, Gelles
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Eric Holder, with Sam Koppelman. One World,
$27 (288p) ISBN 978-0-593-44574-7

In this analytical call-to-action, former
U.S. attorney general Holder charts the
history of voter discrimination. Noting
that since the Supreme Court “gutted”
the Voting Rights Act in 2013, more than
two dozen states “have instituted draconian
anti-voting laws that clearly and intentionally have a disproportionate impact on
communities of color,” Holder documents
disagreements among the Founders over
whether to “expand the franchise” to propertyless whites, and details the progress and
reversal of Black voting rights after the
Civil War and the campaign for women’s
suffrage. According to Holder, the election of the nation’s first Black president
in 2008 provoked efforts by Republican
lawmakers (“aware that their agenda did
not align with the interests of a majority
of Americans”) to make it harder to vote.
Holder also delves into Donald Trump’s
attempt to overturn the 2020 election and
details how recent state laws have made it
harder to vote by mail and criminalized
giving water and food to voters waiting in
line to cast their ballots. His proposals for
fixing the problem include automatic voter
registration and passage of the John Lewis
Voting Rights Advancement Act. Lucid
history lessons and concrete solutions make
this an essential primer on a hot-button
political issue. (May)

The Black Agenda
Glen Ford. OR Books, $22 (344p) ISBN 978-168219-317-4

PW Talks with Linda Villarosa

Living Sicker, Dying Quicker
Villarosa’s Under the Skin (Doubleday, June; reviewed on p. 63) examines
the causes and consequences of the racial health gap in America.
One of the major themes of the book
comes from Arline Geronimus, who
uses the term weathering to explain
how the stress of racism can affect
people’s health. What about that
concept resonated with you?
There is a false notion that racial health
disparities in America result only from
poverty—that they are based on class
only and not race itself. Certainly, poverty makes everything worse, creating
disruption, poor living conditions, and
fear. We blame people for
their own health problems,
believing that they
wouldn’t be sick if they
were more educated and
took better care of themselves. But that doesn’t
explain why many racial
health disparities persist
across class lines—and in
some cases the Black-white
gap is wider among the
most educated people. Dr. Geronimus
helped me understand that wealth and
education do not entirely protect Black
people in America from the toxic effects
of discrimination in housing, education, and law enforcement that create a
kind of toxic stress that prematurely
ages bodies, as well as the toll of microaggressions that grind people down and
are, in some ways, killing us softly.
nic villarosa

Our Unfinished March: The Violent
Past and Imperiled Future of the
Vote—a History, a Crisis, a Plan

[Q&A]
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contends, yet his “extreme practices
became commonplace” as profits grew and
“Welchism” prevailed at more and more
companies. For businesses interested in
putting “an end, once and for all, to the
bankrupt practice of making men like
Welch our heroes” the author suggests
remedies such as sharing “wealth with our
workers” and “celebrating CEOs who...
prioritize long-term growth over shortterm gains.” Full of color and vitriol, this
is an incisive, eye-popping history. Agent:
Amanda Binky Urban, ICM Partners. (May)

Your own outlook shifted from the
1980s and ’90s to today—from promoting individual self-care and better
information as the solution to realizing that structural change is needed.
Does this apply more broadly than
the lens of health and self-care?
I get very angry when Black people

are blamed for our own disadvantages
with less interrogation into the longstanding discrimination that has
gotten baked into the structures and
institutions of America. I look at the
issue of wealth disparities in America
that are interwoven with the racial
health gap. We blame poor people of
all races for not working hard enough
without enough investigation into
the ways people, particularly Black
people, have been systematically
disadvantaged and unable
to accumulate wealth as a
result of institutional and
structural barriers over
the last 400 years—and
counting.
Where do you hope this
book will have the most
impact?
I hope it helps shatter
myths and create changes
in the healthcare system, shifting
the blame and responsibility from
individual people who should be
treated with dignity and care, and not
punished and criticized. It is not fair
that, from birth to death, Black
Americans live shorter lives in poorer
health, and it’s despicable that we are
blamed for our own health issues.
The big idea I want to communicate
is that, yes, something about being
Black has led to our poor health. But
that something isn’t race per se, but
racism. We know that income, education, and determination can help
individual Black Americans, but also
can never erase the corrosive negative
effects of centuries of discriminations
on our bodies.  —Rachel Lazerus

In this scorching essay collection, journalist Ford, who died in 2021, forcefully
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indicts U.S. capitalism, foreign policy,
racism, and policing. Showcasing Ford’s
unrepentant Marxism and “abiding concern... for the welfare of Black people,” the
collection covers the period from the 2003
invasion of Iraq through the onset of the
Covid-19 pandemic. Along the way, Ford
details how the decline in New Orleans’s
Black population after Hurricane Katrina
was presaged by the corporate-led gentrification of other “chocolate cities,”
including New York and Washington,
D.C.; castigates Black lawmakers (“a
bunch of Kente-clothed liars”) who hopped
on the “defund the police” movement in
the wake of George Floyd’s murder; and
demands “community control” of the
police and other “vital services and
resources.” Praising Black Lives Matter
organizers and others who have harnessed
“the essentially progressive instincts of
the Black public at-large,” Ford saves his
greatest opprobrium for the Congressional
Black Caucus, Barack Obama, and other
members of the “Black misleadership
class” who “contort themselves and their

agendas to seek corporate funding” and
cast doubt on the relevance of “race-based
grievances.” Marked by Ford’s visceral
disdain for the powers that be, these
provocations raise hard-to-dismiss
questions about the lack of true racial
progress in America. Progressives will
heed this full-throated rallying cry. (May)

Demolition Agenda: How Trump
Tried to Dismantle American
Government, and What Biden
Needs to Do to Save It
Thomas O. McGarity. New Press, $27.99
(352p) ISBN 978-1-62097-639-5

The Trump administration rolled back
critical environmental and worker protections that must be reinstated by President
Biden, according to this clearheaded
polemic. University of Texas law professor
McGarity (Pollution, Politics, and Power)
identifies the coalition of free market fundamentalists, corporate Republicans, and
“Trumpian populists” who carried out
this deregulation agenda, including Scott
Pruitt, the former head of the Republican

★ Bad Mexicans: Race, Empire,
and Revolution in the Borderlands
Kelly Lytle Hernández. Norton, $30 (352p) ISBN 978-1-324-00437-0

M

acArthur fellow Hernández (Migra!) explores in
this stellar history the legacy of Mexican revolutionary Ricardo Flores Magón (1873–1922) and
his magonista movement. Dubbed malos Mexicanos,
or “bad Mexicans,” by President Porfirio Díaz, the
magonistas and their political party, the Partido Liberal
Mexicano, paved the way for the 1910 Mexican Revolution, according to Hernández. Combining exhaustive
research with dramatic storytelling, Hernández chronicles
Díaz’s seizure of power in an 1876 coup and the ensuing
rush of foreign investment that saw U.S. citizens take control of the Mexican
railroad, oil, and mining industries. The exploitation of ordinary Mexicans sparked
rebellion, and some activists, including Magón, fled over the border to plot Díaz’s
overthrow. Hernández vividly details how the “brilliant and ill-tempered” Magón
“cultivate[d] the support of Anglo-American radicals” including Eugene V. Debs,
while “outrunning and outsmarting” U.S. law enforcement, and paints a harrowing
picture of the harsh treatment Mexicans faced in the U.S. Touching on long-running
themes in the U.S. government’s relationship with Latin America—including the
prioritization of corporate profits over human welfare and the propping up of
autocrats in order to protect allegedly vital economic and security interests—
Hernández offers a vital reconsideration of American imperialism and the Mexican
American experience. This is history at its most enlightening. Photos. (May)
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Attorneys General Association (“a group
that assisted energy companies in their
legal challenges to federal regulations”),
who became director of the Environmental
Protection Agency. McGarity also details
how Mick Mulvaney “took a meat axe” to
the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, which was created “to protect
ordinary folks from predatory lenders,
abusive bill collectors... and a host of
other scammers,” and notes that in 2018
the Trump administration defunded a
project to build a machine capable of
producing 1.5 million N95 masks a day
in the event of an emergency and, during
the early stages of the Covid-19 pandemic,
ignored the Obama administration’s
“playbook” for handling such an outbreak.
McGarity’s proposals for repairing the
damage include “reinvigorating government service” by boosting public sector
pay and stressing the need for government
action to fight climate change. Backed
by solid research and deep knowledge of
regulatory law, this is a persuasive argument for the power of government to
make a positive impact. (May)

★ Who Can Hold the Sea: The U.S.
Navy in the Cold War, 1945–1960

James D. Hornfischer. Bantam, $36 (480p)
ISBN 978-0-3991-7864-1

This excellent naval history elucidates
how the atomic bomb and nuclear power
shaped the geopolitical rivalry between
the U.S. and the Soviet Union. Historian
and literary agent Hornfischer (The Fleet
at Flood Tide), who died in 2021, unearths
fascinating anecdotes, noting, for instance,
that the first test of atomic bombs against
warships involved 200 pigs, some of
whom “wore standard U.S. Navy antiflash
suits and were smeared with antiflash
lotion.” He also draws enlightening character sketches of key players including
diplomat George F. Kennan, whose
“Long Telegram” from Moscow in 1946
gave rise to America’s containment policy
against the Soviet Union; and Adm.
Hyman Rickover, who developed a reliable
nuclear reactor that would fit in a normal
ship’s engine room; and Adm. Arleigh
Burke, who decided in 1956 that all
new submarines would be nuclear propelled. Recounting the blockade of
North Korea’s ports during the Korean
War, the development of the Polaris and
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Sidewinder missiles, the Suez Crisis, and
the nuclear submarine Nautilus’s transit
underneath the North Pole, among other
events, Hornfischer enlivens the proceedings with sharp analysis and lucid
prose. This impressively researched and
thoroughly accessible account fires on all
cylinders. (May)

Team America: Patton, MacArthur,
Marshall, Eisenhower, and the
World They Forged
Robert O’Connell. Harper, $29.99 (576p)
ISBN 978-0-06-288329-2

Military analyst O’Connell (Revolutionary: George Washington at War) delivers
an entertaining group biography of “the
greatest group of generals ever to serve
together in the U.S. Army, maybe any
army, any time”: George Patton, Douglas
MacArthur, George Marshall, and Dwight
Eisenhower. Born within a decade of one
another at the end of the 19th century,
they became the chief architects of U.S.
military strategy in the 20th century.
Though Patton and MacArthur saw actual
combat, all four possessed “an almost
intuitive understanding of how armies in
the millions actually functioned and
fought.” O’Connell delves into their childhoods, marriages, and early professional
achievements, detailing, for example, how
Patton designed a new sword for the U.S.
calvary and how Eisenhower successfully
battled a Spanish flu outbreak at Pennsylvania’s Camp Colt during WWI. During
WWII, they built alliances with Chiang
Kai Shek and Mao Tzedong, invaded
North Africa and Europe, recaptured the
Philippines, and bombed Japan into submission. After the war, Marshall devised a
plan to rebuild Europe, while MacArthur
clashed with President Harry Truman
over U.S. strategy in Korea. Though some
readers may find O’Connell’s frequent
sports analogies forced, he incisively analyzes these commanders’ strengths and
weaknesses and their essential roles in
transforming the U.S. Army. Military
history buffs will be enthralled. (May)

The Case of the Married Woman:
Caroline Norton and Her Fight for
Women’s Justice
Antonia Fraser. Pegasus, $28.95 (304p)
ISBN 978-1-63936-157-1

Historian and novelist Fraser (The King

and the Catholics) delivers an informative
biography of author and women’s rights
activist Caroline Norton (née Sheridan,
1808–1877). Married to Tory MP George
Norton at age 19, Caroline’s sardonic wit
and exotic beauty made her one of London’s
most popular salon hosts. Though George
relied on Caroline’s social connections to
help advance his political career, he grew
jealous of her many male admirers,
including prime minister Lord Melbourne,
and physically assaulted her. When the
marriage fell apart in 1836, George sued
Lord Melbourne for damages due to
“criminal conversation,” or adultery.
Though he lost that case, English law
entitled Norton to full custody of the
couple’s three children and the proceeds
from Caroline’s writing. In response,
Caroline launched a vociferous campaign
on behalf of the rights of married women,
helping to win passage of the 1839 Infant
Custody Act and the 1857 Divorce and
Matrimonial Causes Bill, which shifted
divorce rulings from ecclesiastical to
secular courts and allowed separated
women to “hold property in their own
names and sign contracts.” Fraser’s vivid
character sketches and incisive analysis of
legal, political, and rhetorical matters
result in a winning study of an indefatigable crusader who turned a personal
tragedy into a public triumph. (May)

A Lynching at Port Jervis: Race
and Reckoning in the Gilded Age
Philip Dray. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $29
(272p) ISBN 978-0-374-19441-3

The shocking 1892 lynching of a Black
man in a small town 65 miles northwest
of New York City is recounted in this
vivid and well-researched chronicle from
historian Dray (There Is Power in a Union).
“Seen as a portent that lynching, then
surging uncontrollably below the MasonDixon Line, was about to extend its tendrils northward,” the case helped spark an
antilynching crusade, according to Dray.
He meticulously reconstructs the events
leading up to the murder, detailing how
Lena McMahon, the manager of a local
confectionery, was seen struggling with a
light-skinned Black man on the bank of
the Neversink River; how hotel worker
Robert Lewis, who was apprehended on a
“slow-moving coal barge” headed out of
town, allegedly told his captors that

Lena’s white
boyfriend,
Philip Foley,
had “urged him
to commit the
act”; and how a
mob “wrested
control” of
Lewis before he
could be turned
over to the
police, and
slipped a noose over his head “within
seconds.” Dray also delves into the history
of Port Jervis, profiles bystanders who
tried to stop the lynching, recounts the
inquest that acquitted eight men of
assault and incitement to riot, and doggedly sorts through theories about what
really occurred between McMahon, Foley,
and Lewis. The result is an illuminating
and distressing look at America’s history
of racial violence. (May)

Critical Revolutionaries: Five
Critics Who Changed The Way
We Read
Terry Eagleton. Yale Univ., $28 (336p)
ISBN 978-0-300-26448-7

Literary critic Eagleton (Tragedy)
explores in this erudite survey the work
of five literary critics who developed and
popularized a form of analysis built on a
belief that “the close reading of literary
texts was a profoundly moral activity
which cut to the heart of modern civilisation.” He starts with T.S. Eliot, the
only American-born of the group, who
advocated for a criticism that involved
“severing the work from its producer,” in
which “a reader’s interpretation may be
quite as valid as the author’s own.”I.A.
Richards developed ideas of literary
theory and the practice of “practical
criticism,” sharing Eliot’s belief that the
reader’s emotional response was just as
important, if not more so, than their
intellectual experience. Richards’s student
William Empson, “perhaps the cleverest
critic England has ever produced,” argued
for judging poetry by the same “rational
standards of argument,” and F.R. Leavis
built an international reputation through
his magazine Scrutiny. The book closes on
Raymond Williams, who evolved the
ideas of his predecessors from literary
criticism into a new discipline: cultural
W W W . P U B L I S H E R S W E E K LY. C O M
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★ The Church of Baseball: The
Making of Bull Durham: Home Runs,
Bad Calls, Crazy Fights,
Big Swings, and a Hit
Ron Shelton. Knopf, $30 (272p) ISBN 978-0-593-31977-2

I

n this spectacular debut, screenwriter and director
Shelton reflects on the deeply personal passion that
brought his canonical sports film, 1988’s Bull Durham,
to life. Rather than fall into the trappings of a tell-all
about “lies, clashing egos, and bloodshed”—which he
regards as routine in the making of any film—Shelton
produces a work that’s humanizing and intimate. He
chronicles the movie’s indelible impact: on the residents of Durham, N.C., who,
even after 30 years, still credit the film for revitalizing the city; on its memorable
cast—Kevin Costner, Susan Sarandon, and Tim Robbins—who were at that point
three Hollywood newcomers Shelton tirelessly advocated for despite “deflating pushback” from Columbia Pictures; and, most of all, on his own career in filmmaking,
which he recounts in vivid detail. In addition to his fascinating analyses of the
script’s genesis—including play-by-plays of character development that went into
every baseball sequence (“Nuke begins pitching better because he’s not thinking
about pitching; he’s thinking about Annie”)—readers will revel in Shelton’s own
accounts of playing baseball professionally in the minor leagues in the 1960s. As
he writes, it was the “fragile and absurd... wondrous and thrilling” world he discovered there that ignited his dreams to write the film. The result is an immensely
moving look into the mind behind the masterpiece. (July)

studies. Along with shrewd analysis,
Eagleton exhibits great wit, describing
Eliot, for example, as an “unstable compound of bourgeois stuffiness and literary
saboteur.” This will delight scholars and
students alike. (May)

Traitor King: The Scandalous
Exile of the Duke and Duchess
of Windsor
Andrew Lownie. Pegasus, $32 (416p)
ISBN 978-1-63936-141-0

This gossipy dual portrait of Edward
VIII and his American wife, Wallis
Simpson, opens with Edward’s abdication
in 1936 in order to marry Simpson, who
was recently divorced from her second husband. Biographer and literary agent Lownie
(The Mountbattens) explains that as WWII
loomed, the British government saw the
Duke of Windsor as a “security risk” due to
his pro-German sympathies, and notes that
the royal family was not allowed to attend
the couple’s June 1937 wedding. While
Edward and Wallis hobnobbed with Nazi

officials, rumors swirled that Edward was
bisexual and that Wallis was the only
woman who could “satisfactorily gratify”
his sexual desires. Universally described as
“ambitious,” the Duchess was extravagant
and demanding of her staff, while the Duke
was perceived as aimless. After appealing to
Prime Minister Winston Churchill for an
assignment, he was appointed governor of
the Bahamas, where he befriended Nazi
sympathizers and presided over the flawed
police investigation into the murder of
mining magnate Sir Harry Oakes. Lownie
gathers convincing evidence of Edward’s
collaboration with Germany and amasses a
wealth of new material, including intimate
details about the Duchess’s affair with
American socialite James Donahue. Royal
watchers will be riveted. (May)

★ Trailed: One Woman’s Quest to
Solve the Shenandoah Murders

Kathryn Miles. Algonquin, $28.95 (320p)
ISBN 978-1-61620-909-4

In 2016, Miles (Quakeland: On the Road
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to America’s Next Devastating Earthquake)
became obsessed with the unsolved case
of Julie Williams and Lollie Winans, a
couple in their 20s who were murdered
in 1996 while hiking in Virginia’s
Shenandoah National Park, leading her
to spend four years researching this
engrossing account. Through extensive
investigations and the help of attorney
Deirdre Enright and her Innocence
Project students, Miles discounted the
National Park Service rangers’ and FBI’s
theories that Darrel David Rice was the
murderer. Rice, in prison for assaulting a
female cyclist in Shenandoah Park in
1998, was indicted for the double homicide in 2002, but the case was dismissed
in 2004 when DNA evidence ruled him
out. The loss of evidence by the time the
crime scene was investigated and park
service efforts to keep the deaths quiet
for fear of losing tourists hampered the
inquiry, but Miles makes a convincing
case that serial killer Richard Marc
Evonitz, who died by suicide in 2002 as
police closed in on him, was the likely
culprit, though the FBI declined to connect him to the Williams and Winans
murders. Along the way, Miles takes a
comprehensive look at police procedures
in federal parks and violence against
women in rural areas. This fascinating if
often grim story is a must for true crime
buffs. Agents: Wendy Strothman and Lauren
MacLeod, Strothman Literary. (May)

25 Million Sparks: The Untold
Story of Refugee Entrepreneurs
Andrew Leon Hanna. Cambridge Univ., $19.95
(220p) ISBN 978-1-00-918149-5

Refugees are “the most extreme entrepreneurs on the planet,” according to
this uplifting survey from Hanna, the
founder of the social enterprise business
DreamxAmerica. As evidence, the
author follows three Syrian innovators in
Jordan’s Za’atari refugee camp: there’s
Asma, the founder of a children’s storytelling initiative; Yasmina, the owner of
a wedding dress shop and salon; and
Malak, whose provocative art challenges
the stereotype of refugees as being
“merely victims.” Throughout, Hanna
stresses that one-dimensional portrayals
dehumanize refugees and overlook that
they are “a valuable source of innovation
and economic growth.” Refugees, he
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argues, are in fact uniquely suited to
entrepreneurship: Malak, for example,
found “art was her refuge” in her early
days at the camp and “like many entrepreneurs... had to be scrappy about the way
she improved her skills,” while “during
the worst period of Asma’s life,” she found
“a renewed sense of potential in miserable
Za’atari” and began teaching. Hanna periodically zooms out to capture the wider
refugee entrepreneurial movement, and
he closes with concrete ways to support it,
including investing in refugees’ businesses
and donating to local immigrant welcoming
centers. Readers will gain a new appreciation of a community that’s, as Hanna writes,
“turning unimaginable pain into beautiful
reinvention.” (May)

Generation Dread: Finding Purpose
in an Age of Climate Crisis
Britt Wray. Knopf Canada, $24 (336p)
ISBN 978-0-7352-8072-4

Journalist Wray (Rise of the Necrofauna)
offers advice on balancing personal and
planetary wellness in this compassionate
guide. Her focus is on managing the
“tidal waves of grief, anxiety, pessimism,
and existential dread” that come as a
result of acknowledging climate change,
and on seeing activism as an “internal”
process, too. The counsel comes in three
parts: first is “feel it all,” in which Wray
defines such terms as “ecological grief”
(sadness tied to ecological losses), “Anthropocene horror” (terror about an ominous
sense of threat), and “global dread” (the
anticipation of an apocalyptic state). Part
two, “connect inward to transform oneself,” teaches ways to reframe grief as a
“natural consequence of love”; and the
final section, “connect outward to transform the world,” advises on confronting
the emotions—one’s own and others’—
that come as a result of talking about the
climate crisis. Along the way, Wray
recalls struggles with her “own ecoemotions,” as when she and her husband
thought about having a kid, but she
wasn’t sure if she wanted to raise a child
among so much doom. Throughout,
Wray proves to be consistently empathetic. Climate activists feeling near the
end of their rope will find this full of
wisdom. Agent: Martha Webb, CookeMcDermid. (May)

Don’t Trust Your Gut: Using Data to
Get What You Really Want in Life
Seth Stephens-Davidowitz. Dey Street,
$28.99 (304p) ISBN 978-0-06-288091-8

“Big Data can help you” make better
decisions, suggests New York Times op-ed
contributor Stephens-Davidowitz
(Everybody Lies) in this snappy guide.
Taking a “Moneyball for your life”
approach to self-help, the author uses data
set analysis to advise on such areas as
professional success, athletic talent, happiness, and love. On choosing a partner,
the author examines data from dating
sites to reveal that good partners tend to
be happy, conscientious, and possess a
growth mindset, but are not necessarily
conventionally attractive. Research on
educational and economic outcomes show
that the most consequential decision most
parents can make about their children’s
future is where to raise them, the author
posits, and IRS tax data indicates that
those looking for financial success should
aspire to run such competition-limited
businesses as car dealerships. The author’s
exploration of a massive happiness study
reveals a mix of the expected (people like
sex) and the surprising (people don’t enjoy
computer games much). Stephens-Davidowitz maintains a breezy, conversational
style that lends a lighthearted touch to all
the wonkery. Whether confirming or
debunking conventional wisdom, the
smooth presentation and quantitative
detail bring a welcome analytical rigor to
the self-help genre. (May)

Philosophy for Passengers
Michael Marder, illus. by Tomás Saraceno.
MIT, $15.95 trade paper (232p) ISBN 978-0262-54371-2

Marder (Green Mass), a philosophy professor at University of the Basque Country,
Spain, whisks readers away in this heady
meditation on
what it means to
be a passenger.
The author
remarks that “in
the twenty-first
century, the
experience of
passengers is
experience itself,
well beyond the
sphere of public

and semipublic means of transport.”
Marder elaborates elliptically on this idea
(“The train of existence does not run on
time, because time does not run on time”),
reaching peak obliqueness with musings
on metaphor as a, well, metaphor for
transportation. He posits: “We draw the
entire world into the vortex of passengerhood” through travel, as human movement
through a landscape physically changes
it, setting it on its own trajectory. This
process has social, mental, moral, and
ecological implications, Marder claims:
treating travel as a nonentity, one objectifies oneself and instrumentalizes nature.
Saraceno’s images of fractal-like spiderwebs accentuate Marder’s attention to
how living things create networks and
relate to their environment. Marder’s
loopy but perceptive prose and mindbending observations test the limits of
language and abstraction, making for an
intellectually rich reconsideration of
being in transit (“Passages are peculiar
transfer stations between architectural
structures and reading activities”). This
is an excellent metaphysical guide, as
applicable to traveling through the Great
Plains as the astral plane. (May)

Lifestyle
Cooking

★ Snackable Bakes: 100 Easy-

Peasy Recipes for Exceptionally
Scrumptious Sweets and Treats

Jessie Sheehan. Countryman, $28 (240p)
ISBN 978-1-68268-737-6

Sheehan (The Vintage Baker), the selfanointed “queen of easy-peasy baking,”
brings the irrepressible enthusiasm of
her viral TikTok videos to a sumptuous
collection of sweet treats designed to be
made in under an hour. As someone who
“despise[s] cleanup,” Sheehan’s recipes cut
out the fuss, most often coming together
without creamed butter or stand mixers
(“except when making... the best no-bake
cheesecake you’ve ever had”). To streamline preparation, she sensibly suggests the
sacrilege—mixing wet and dry ingredients together rather than separately—a
technique that precludes over-mixing.
Other clever tips include dropping half
the required blackberries atop the batter
for a lemon yogurt loaf cake instead of
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folding them in (for better fruit distribution), and adding sweetened condensed
milk to crisped rice squares for extra
chewiness. Notable standouts among her
timesaving brownies, cookies, bars, and
cupcakes include a 20-minute raspberry
crumb-topped
pie with a pressin dough crust,
and fried
summer peach
fritters that can
be assembled in
the time “it
takes your oil to
come to temp.”
Sheehan’s confectionery devotion extends
beyond the oven to the likes of no-bake
orange cream pie, no-churn peppermint
stick ice cream, and a pillowy fool (whipped
cream layered with fruit and cookies)
flavored with nectarines and thyme. This
excellent guide would satisfy just about
any sugar craving. Agent: Judy Linden,
Stonesong. (May)

Breadsong: How Baking Changed
Our Lives
Kitty and Al Tait. Bloomsbury, $30 (304p)
ISBN 978-1-63557-804-1

In this uplifting work, the British dadand-daughter duo behind Oxfordshire’s
Orange Bakery fold innovative recipes
into a moving testament to the healing
power of baking. In alternating perspectives, they chronicle how, after a year of
struggling with anxiety and despair,
14-year-old Kitty found refuge in “the
magic” of baking bread with her father.
“Something so dull had transformed into
something so brilliant,” Kitty recalls. “And
so I did it again and again.” Eventually,
the Marmite-laced “comfort” loaves that
Kitty began churning out turned into a
subscription service and, later, a successful
social media–driven business. Her unique
road to mental wellness serves as the emotional through line to numerous recipes,
including a no-knead overnight loaf with
a “crunchy crust and pillowy crumb,” and
a soda bread composed of malted grains
soaked in Guinness. An informative

★ Fabulous Modern Cookies:
Lessons in Better Baking for NextGeneration Treats
Paul Arguin and Chris Taylor. Countryman, $25 (360p)
ISBN 978-1-68268-659-1

T

aylor and Arguin (The New Pie), two scientists who
fell in love and married thanks in part to a shared
affection for baking, whip together their passion
and smarts in this delicious and dazzling volume.
Employing rigorous techniques and innovative flavor combinations, they offer
100 boundary-pushing takes on cookies, from dropped and rolled confections to
ones shaped like mustaches and bananas. Riffs on both American and international
classics rely on unconventional ingredients to boost flavor. Bronze butter chocolate
chip cookies, for instance, use dry milk powder to deepen toffee notes, while the
addition of red curry paste to peanut butter cookies yields a Southeast Asian–
inspired twist. Insightful intros to sections feature expert ingredient and equipment
guides (perfectionists will especially relish the detailed breakdown of scoop sizes
and “proper portion placement” for drop cookies). To balance the seriousness, the
authors sprinkle in cheeky rhyming headnotes—“The addition of fig/ Is something
you’ll dig,” they declare before introducing their fig and maple nut slices—and
nods to cultural touchstones, including the rye and honey–based Everybody Ryes
(an homage to the late Stephen Sondheim) and heart-shaped Stonewalls that get
their rainbow speckles from Fruity Pebbles. For cookie fanatics, this one’s sure to
be a hit. Agent: Joy Tutela, David Black Literary. (Apr.)

chapter on sourdough takes bakers from
starter to finish with recipes for Kitty’s
“ultimate” sourdough bead, an excellent
focaccia, and “Ulla’s Rye Bread” (named
after the “Danish granny” who mentored
Kitty), while a section on sweets feature
fluffy buns made from all-purpose dough
and topped with cinnamon or cardamomorange glaze. Whether dabbing CBD caramel over a Happy Bread doughnut loaf,
or slathering brownies with miso fudge,
Kitty’s passionate creativity is as irresistible as her creations. Bakers will have no
trouble devouring every bit. (May)

Sam the Cooking Guy: Between
the Buns: Burgers, Sandwiches,
Tacos, Burritos, Hot Dogs & More
Sam Zien. Countryman, $30 (240p) ISBN 9781-68268-688-1

In this pleasing follow-up to Recipes
with Intentional Leftovers, YouTube chef
Zien does away with utensils to offer an
assemblage of literally handy recipes.
Tacos filled with Nashville hot chicken or
Korean short ribs prove that if it fits in a
tortilla, then it’s a taco (or at least “not not
a taco”). Burgers come thick, thin, or
stuffed; ground from beef, poultry, or seafood; and plated as bite-size sliders or
two-handed whoppers such as the Luther
burger—whose buns are replaced by a
halved glazed doughnut. Sandwiches run
the international and gastronomic gamut
from a grilled PB&J with potato chips for
extra crunch, to a Japanese chicken katsu
on white bread, and a traditional grilled
Cubano. A brief lesson on the art of tortilla
folding precedes a selection of nine burritos, plus a fish stick burrito that Zien
admits is probably the “dumbest recipe in
this book,” but is redeemed by way of a
tasty salsa fresca and chipotle lime sour
cream. Wiener fans will lunge for the
souped up hot dogs that come smothered in
mozzarella and mini pepperoni, or Cheese
Whiz and chili, or bacon and mayo. Meanwhile, a sampling of sides, sauces, and
frickles (fried pickles) round things out
with flavorful flair. It all adds up to a fingerlicking, family-friendly affair. (May)

A Year at Catbird Cottage:
Recipes for a Nourished Life
Melina Hammer. Ten Speed, $32.50 (304p)
ISBN 978-1-984859-70-9

“Nature has become my partner in
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crafting menus,” writes Hammer (Kid
Chef) in this delectable collection inspired
by the culinary creations of her B&B in
Hudson Valley, N.Y. A fervent forager,
Hammer employs the bounties of the seasons to deliver recipes that serve body and
soul. Stocks in the spring are made with
asparagus trimmings, and winter features
ginger and bone-infused options fortified
with immune-boosting wild ingredients
such as ground elder and Dryad’s saddle.
A pictorial listing of forageable plants
includes where to find them—along
roadsides, in forest walks, and backyard
gardens—how to harvest them (“only
take one third to one half of your discovery and leave the rest for nature”),
and ways to use them. Elderberry flowers
and berries go into syrups and jellies,
including a gelée that’s served alongside
pâté and pickled ramps, while lambsquarters leaves are mixed with “just-picked”
tomatoes and sweet raw corn. Showcasing
her skills as an accomplished food photographer, Hammer composes dishes that are
visually stunning yet simple to prepare—
including a delicate ceviche of thinly
sliced scallops, purple shiso, plumcot,
and pickled pearl onions—and helpfully
indexes them according to “lifestyle”:
gluten free, vegan, no-cook, make ahead,
one pan, crowd friendly. The great outdoors beckons in these rich and innovative
dishes. Agent: Adriana Stimola, Stimola
Literary. (May)

Vegan Richa’s Instant Pot Cookbook:
150 Plant-Based Recipes from
Indian Cuisine and Beyond
Richa Hingle. Hachette Go, $27.99 trade
paper (384p) ISBN 978-0-306-87503-8

Recipe developer Hingle (Vegan Richa’s
Indian Kitchen) returns with an appetizing
collection that ably proves the Instant Pot
isn’t just for “cooking lentils and beans.”
To showcase how versatile it is, she presents a wide array of vegan dishes that
includes Indian comfort food, crispy
Mexican crunch wraps, and desserts, and
arms readers with the techniques, substitutions, and cooking times to create them,
no matter where one lives (readers living
at higher altitudes will particularly
appreciate the adjustments made to
accommodate). A golden spinach dal ideal
for those with an allium allergy employs
nigella seeds for an oniony flavor, while a

savory glutenfree saag aloo
made of sweet
potato and chard
comes together
in mere minutes.
Indeed, cooks
crunched for
time will find
no shortage of
quick and flavorful recipes, as evidenced by
a “dump-and-done” fried rice, spicy peanut
noodles that take less than 15 minutes to
make, and a lentil Bolognese perfect for
batch freezing. To satisfy one’s sweet tooth,
a carrot halwa (think an Indian “carrot cake
crumble”) surprises as an unexpectedly
decadent treat. For delicious meals that can
be made in a pinch, Hingle is a wise and
unwavering guide. (May)

The Cook You Want to Be:
Everyday Recipes to Impress
Andy Baraghani. Ten Speed/Jones, $35
(336p) ISBN 978-1-984858-56-6

Baraghani, formerly of Bon Appétit’s
viral test kitchen videos, debuts with an
enthusiastic if unwieldy collection that
melds the flavors of “the Persian food I
grew up with, the restaurants I’ve worked
at, or dishes I’ve tasted while traveling.”
With a generous dash of insouciance, he
touches on everything from personal
anecdotes about singing Alanis Morissette in drag to the resemblance between
baked egg whites and snot. A section
titled “Mind Your Veg” features a digressive ode to the elusive cardoon—a thistle
that’s essentially “concentrated artichoke”—with instructions for preparing
it, and broccolini with warm anchovy
dressing. In a chapter on snacks, barelythere recipes such as fruit sprinkled with
nori and sesame seeds are saved by more
substantial offerings like garlicky fried
tomato toast. While Baraghani draws on
his Iranian heritage for such dishes as
crusty rice and herby kuku sabzi (don’t
call it a frittata), he goes further afield
with pork larb from Thailand, a riff on
Vietnam’s cha cá lã vong (cod with turmeric noodles), and panna cotta in a slim
chapter of desserts. Unfortunately, recipe
introductions can often ramble—the
kuku sabzi is a two-pager—and are rife
with sarcasm and interjections (“Then
call your mother and tell her you love

her”) that distract more than entertain.
It’s a dizzying spin through a bright
culinary mind. (Apr.)

Bludso’s BBQ Cookbook:
A Family Affair in Smoke and Soul
Kevin Bludso with Noah Galuten. Ten Speed,
$29.99 (288p) ISBN 978-1-984859-55-6

The flavors of California and Texas are
fired up and served with Southern pride
in this top-notch debut from chef and
restaurateur Bludso. Drawing from the
stories and meals of his childhood in
Compton, summers in Corsicana—where,
growing up, he worked at his great-aunt
Granny’s “bootleg BBQ stand”—and his
L.A. barbecue joint, Bludso’s book is free
of artifice, and so is his food. A brisket rub
consists only of garlic salt and pepper
(with an admonition to “do what the fuck
you wanna do”), while other offerings go
bold: rib tips are smoked, fried, and
doused in Buffalo sauce; gravy is enriched
with brisket drippings; and mac and
cheese incorporates more than five cups of
shredded cheese and two sticks of butter.
Though Bludso knows his way around a
smoker (and offers clear instructions for
using a grill in its stead), his recipes reach
beyond barbecue in a hearty breakfast
chapter that includes fluffy buttermilk
pancakes, and a section of holiday fare
that features his restaurant’s famed fried
turkey. Sweets like bread pudding and
cobbler, meanwhile, feel more nostalgic
than they do innovative (and, like most of
Bludso’s recipes, aren’t for the cholesterol
cautious), but they’re delicious, nevertheless. Barbecue lovers are in for a treat—
make no bones about it. (Mar.)

Hobbies & Crafts

100+ Cross Stitch Patterns
to Mix and Match: Motifs and
Borders, Plus 21 Alphabets
Jane Greenoff. Stackpole, $24.95 trade paper
(144p) ISBN 978-0-8117-7028-6

Designer Greenoff (Everything: Cross
Stitch) encourages readers to create their
own “masterpieces” by combining the
dozens of patterns she offers in this beautiful volume. First, she briefly covers
useful tools and stitching basics, such as
how to create rice stitches and French
knots and how to finish off a project. The
cozy assortment of motifs include Dutch
stitch patterns with crowns and antique
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keys, cottages,
lots of colorful
floral options,
farm animals
and butterflies,
and some seasonal ones, too,
such as
Christmas
stockings and
wreaths. Each pattern has its own easy-tofollow chart with a color key, along with
an image of a finished sample for reference.
Then comes a wealth of alphabet font
styles to choose from, such as “olde world,”
“quirky,” and “little boat” (a sailboat adorns
each letter). Greenoff also offers a couple of
helpful “Jane’s tip” boxes in the beginning
sections that offer suggesetions for determining the best needle size and avoiding
marks in fabric. Seasoned crafters will enjoy
the endless possibilities on tap. (Apr.)

Conscious Crafts: Knitting—
20 Mindful Makes to Reconnect
Head, Heart & Hands
Sicgmone Kludje and Vanessa Koranteng.
Leaping Hare, $18 (144p) ISBN 978-0-71126604-9

Kludje and Koranteng, cofounders of the
Black Girl Knit Club, showcase projects to
soothe the mind in this charming pattern
book. They set out to “enhance and bring
out various types of experiences as you
create these 20 makes for different areas of
your life that will spark joy and value your
inner calm” and easily succeed with
simple yet attractive projects for one’s
home and wardrobe. They cover the basics
of necessary tools and intro stitches, then
get into the projects: there’s an earthtoned striped bath mat, a creative red and
white pom-pom Christmas wreath, some
colorful plant-pot cozies, as well as striped
mittens, a rib-twist headband, and a
unique fringed scarf. Each pattern comes
with a positive affirmation—“I seek
progress over perfection, and community
over competition,” for instance—and all
are accompanied by photos. The authors
do newbies the favor of outlining each
step from cast-on to finishing techniques,
and first-time knitters will feel confident
in getting started. This is perfect for
readers looking to use crafts as a break
from the daily hustle and bustle. (Mar.)

Home & Garden

Big Veg: My Tips for Growing Veg
to Be Proud Of
Gerald Stratford. Mobius, $19.99 (224p)
ISBN 978-1-4722-8701-4

Stratford, a Twitter-famous gardener,
debuts with a winsome take on the gardening life. Born in a farmworker’s cottage in 1948 England, Stratford writes
that gardening has been a passion of his
since childhood: “This book is my way
of sharing that knowledge and experience.” He begins with a section on
growing vegetables for show, with 10
chapters each dedicated to a single crop,
in which readers will learn, for instance,
that wilting carrots can be revived with
Epsom salts, and onions for show can get
up to 8.5 kg. The most useful information
comes in the second section, in which
Stratford offers a month-by-month look
at gardening tasks. His approach is
gentle, and intended more to get readers
to start up and have fun than to pursue
vegetal perfection. Stratford can ramble
at times—an outline of what sorts of
hats he likes to wear in January feels
extraneous—but for the most part, his
tangents are in line with the lighthearted
nature of the book. It’s a delightful primer
more than a strict guide, sprinkled with
funny anecdotes, such as how his brother
earned the nickname Rebel: by running
away and falling asleep “among the
runner beans.” Readers who are thinking
about getting started digging will find
this a comfort. (Apr.)

Go Gently: Actionable Steps to
Nurture Yourself and the Planet
Bonnie Wright. Harvest, $26 (304p) ISBN 9780-358-64555-9

Making one’s home “gentler on the
planet” is a breeze thanks to this thoughtful
guide from climate activist and actor
Wright. As she writes, “We can’t do
everything, and we certainly can’t do
everything at
once,” and, as
such, the tips
that follow
focus on small
but sustainable
changes. In the
kitchen, Wright
advises on
storage strate-
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gies to cut back on food waste (choosing
reusable silicone bags over plastic ones
is a good idea) and explains composting;
in the bedroom, shopping secondhand
is the focus; and in the bathroom, soap
bars rather than liquid soap and bamboo
toothbrushes are nice fixes. Readers will
learn to make some household recipes
(including essential oil–infused insect
repellent balls and homemade toothpaste), as well as some for plant-based
milks and veggie burgers that are
“designed with our bodies and the planet
in mind.” Throughout, Wright sprinkles
in interviews with other climate advocates: Greenpeace USA’s executive
director Annie Leonard suggests “we can
make a difference and have fun doing it,”
and urban farmer Manju Kumar urges
readers to get gardening. Beautiful color
photos and whimsical drawings are a fun,
lighthearted bonus. This one-stop shop
for getting greener will leave readers
feeling ready to address the climate crisis
at home. (Apr.)

Parenting

Raising Antiracist Children:
A Practical Parenting Guide
Britt Hawthorne with Natasha Yglesias. Simon
Element, $17.99 trade paper (224p) ISBN 9781-982185-42-8

Anti-bias consultant Hawthorne and
editor Yglesias (Wild Witchcraft) offer a
graceful guide to creating an environment
in which children can “naturally take to
anti-biased and antiracist ideals.”
Focusing on five aspects—getting on the
same page, healthy bodies, radical minds,
conscious consumption, and thriving
communities—the authors encourage
parents to “model the attitudes, language,
and actions” they’d like their kids to
show, and to start by teaching kids how
to set and enforce boundaries. Parents
can start young with such prompts as,
“We’re all unique. Do you know what
that means?”—and with age, they can
focus on analyzing media (watch out for
inspiration porn, she warns, a “genre of
media depictions of disabled people”
which “assumes that disability is always a
tragedy”). Hawthorne enriches her own
point of view with those of outside
experts: author Aja Barber, for example,
writes about raising her kids to be conscious consumers, and educator Tiffany
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★ Arrival Stories: Women Share Their
Experiences of Becoming Mothers
Edited by Amy Schumer and Christy Turlington Burns. Dial,
$28 (240p) ISBN 978-0-593-23028-2

T

he maternal experience is varied, “rough and
beautiful” according to this intimate collection
from actor Schumer and model Burns. The highpower contributors include activists, athletes, authors,
entertainers, entrepreneurs, and professors, and the
pieces feature them “at their most primal, and their
most resourceful,” Burns and Schumer write in their
introduction. In “I Ran for the Delivery Guy’s Wife,”
Olympic runner Alysia Montaño writes of running a
race at 34 weeks pregnant, declaring, “I was a mother, but I was still an athlete.”
In “A Third Chance,” entrepreneur Shilpa Shah recounts her pandemic delivery in a
hospital that was like a “ghost town,” while philanthropist Adrienne Bosh mulls
perinatal depression in “Recovery From Perfectionism.” In “The Advocate,” doula
Abby G. Lopez recounts watching her client, from Nicaragua, encounter discrimination during labor. Across the board, the collection avoids sentiment and opts for
candid reality: complications, abortion, and miscarriage are all dealt with as part
and parcel of a woman’s reproductive life. The stories are consequential, the voices
delightfully direct, and the collection’s greatest strength is in its embrace of all
mothers, whether they are single, coupled, straight, queer, or chose adoption.
This anthology triumphs by making motherhood feel anything but lonely. (Apr.)

Jewel explains how her family ditched
their white-centric Montessori school for
a more diverse education at a public
school. Hawthorne’s emphasis on “selflove” for parents makes this a resource
worth returning to. Parents looking to
“reimagine how homes will become liberated spaces” would do well to start
here. (June)

Reading Together: Share in the
Wonder of Books with a ParentChild Book Club
Noah Brown et al. Chronicle, $19.95 (208p)
ISBN 978-1-79720-515-1

Five mothers who formed a “neighborhood parent-kid book club” in 2008
hold forth on how readers can start their
own child-focused reading group in this
spot-on guide. Their advice comes in
two parts: the first covers getting started,
including whom to invite (kids who are
already friends will make things easier),
how to land on an optimum group size
(meetings are livelier with a bigger
crowd), setting up a meeting structure
(factor in fun time), and procuring books

without
breaking the
bank. The
second is a rich
resource of
book recommendations
that includes
the 100 books
the club has
read, with a
description of each as well as some additional classifications that cover age
group and whether any given title is
good for “reluctant readers.” The book’s
bright graphic design—sidebar comments from kids and parents dot the
pages, as do illustrations and lots of
color—is a plus, as is the authors’ mindfulness toward diversity and inclusion:
“It’s crucial to keep in mind that having
people with a variety of viewpoints and
experiences in your group will make your
book club better.” Parents and teachers
hoping to foster a bookworm’s spirit need
look no further. (May)

Religion/Spirituality
Resilient: Restoring Your Soul in
These Turbulent Times
John Eldredge. Thomas Nelson, $26.99
(256p) ISBN 978-1-4002-0864-7

Biblical counselor Eldredge (Get Your
Life Back) delivers a jocular if vague
spiritual “survival guide” full of “tools for
strengthening heart and soul.” Lamenting
the Covid-19 pandemic’s toll on mental
and physical health, the author urges
readers to take the “path toward recovery
and resilience” laid out by “the Creator
and Redeemer.” One way to do so involves
finding resilience in “God’s presence within
us,” and to that end Eldredge recommends
picking a quiet place, tuning out distractions, and loving God, which opens one “to
the reality of his presence.” The author also
advises on “converting the ‘unconverted
places’” in one’s mind, suggesting readers
confront unholy impulses (bitterness and
lust among them) and ask Jesus what one
should do to reduce such thoughts. Each
chapter takes inspiration from a story of
resilience, including St. John of the Cross’s
imprisonment and explorer John Muir’s
brush with death while climbing Mount
Shasta. The author’s tendency toward
abstraction can hamper the usefulness of
his advice (“Enter your primal longing for
things to be good again, and in that place
start loving God”), but his humor keeps the
proceedings upbeat (“unflappable Jesus,
the most level-headed guy ever”). The
result is a timely if somewhat opaque
volume on cultivating resilience. (June)

Tell Me the Stories of Jesus: The
Explosive Power of Jesus’ Parables
R. Albert Mohler Jr. Thomas Nelson, $26.99
(256p) ISBN 978-0-7180-9916-9

In this provocative interpretation of
Jesus’s parables, evangelical pastor Mohler
(The Prayer That Turns the World Upside
Down) examines the moral messages of the
stories. “Jesus’ parables reveal nothing
less than the kingdom of heaven and the
power of almighty God expressed in both
judgment and grace,” Mohler writes,
offering commentary on every parable
from the well-known (the good Samaritan, the prodigal son) to the more obscure
(the 10 virgins). The author contends, for
example, that Jesus compares the growth
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of a humble mustard seed with heaven to
imply that small acts of faith can have big
consequences: “Never underestimate the
kingdom.” The parable in which a crooked
manager connives his way into keeping his
job despite notice of imminent dismissal,
Mohler argues, urges Christians to be “as
shrewd for the sake of the kingdom of
heaven as criminals are for the kingdom
of darkness.” Mohler lucidly restores the
Roman context of these parables, making
their meaning accessible to modern
readers, but his digressions attacking other
churches’ theology will limit his appeal.
Though evangelical readers may appreciate
the historical perspective, Mohler’s pugilistic style will alienate others. (June)

The Race-Wise Family:
Ten Postures to Becoming
Households of Healing and Hope
Helen Lee and Michelle Ami Reyes.
WaterBrook, $17 trade paper (224p) ISBN 9780-593-19395-2

Lee (The Missional Mom), associate
director of strategic partnerships and initiatives at IVP, and Reyes, vice president of
Asian American Christian Collaborative,
deliver in this pragmatic guide Christian
parenting strategies for combatting
racial injustice. The authors outline 10
approaches or “postures” with which to
“pursue a biblical vision of human flourishing in the home, the community, and
the nation,” including “seeing color,”
“journeying towards racial healing,” and
“raising kingdom-minded children.” To
practice “addressing privilege,” the
authors posit, one should acknowledge
one’s advantages and commit as a family to
sharing with those in need. Another posture
advocates “valuing multiethnicity,” which
the authors find support for in God’s creation of cultural difference in the tower
of Babel story. Each chapter concludes
with activities to help parents bestow
these postures on their children, including
helping them identify trustworthy news
sources and introducing them to histories
by marginalized voices. The authors’ downto-earth approach prioritizes practicality,
lending the recommendations a specificity
that parents will appreciate (five appendices
include family-friendly media suggestions
and a kid-friendly glossary to explain
racism). This is a thoughtful volume on
raising Christian, anti-racist children.

Agent: Don Gates, Gates Group. (May)

ONLINE ONLY

www.publishersweekly.com

Religion and Generation Z: Why
70 Per Cent of Young People Say
They Have No Religion

FICTION

Edited by Brian Mountford. Christian
Alternative, $17.95 trade paper (168p)
ISBN 978-1-78904-931-2

NONFICTION

These timely if inconsistent essays
assembled by Mountford (Church Going
Gone), a fellow at Saint Hilda’s College,
Oxford, contemplate the decline of religiosity among Generation Z in the U.K.
Citing a 2017 survey that found 70% of
18- to 25-year-olds claim no religious
affiliation, Mountford compiles a variety of
perspectives seeking to explain this trend
away from religion broadly and the Christian church specifically. Tara Lee’s “Age of
Uncertainty” raises the common theme
that “religion has become heritage,” dull
and uncompelling with outdated views on
sexuality and politics. Christopher T. Bennett interprets young people’s indifference
to religion as “indicative of [its] fading significance in the modern world, rather than
pig-headed antitheological arrogance.”
Other contributions focus on Christianity’s
history of misogyny, the friction between
religion and science, and the failure of
clergy to address climate change, alongside
more personal reflections on receiving
pushback from secular college classmates
and finding hope in musical liturgy. The
essays vary widely in tone, ranging from
academic to confessional, and for that reason
can feel tenuously connected at times,
though the perspectives on offer frequently
enlighten. These sometimes unfocused
reflections offer valuable insights into the
present and future of the church. (May)

A Love-Stretched Life:
Stories on Wrangling Hope,
Embracing the Unexpected, and
Discovering the Meaning of Family
Jillana Goble. Tyndale Momentum, $16.99
trade paper (288p) ISBN 978-1-4964-5340-2

Goble shares guidance from her life as a
“foster, biological, and adoptive mom (in
that order)” in her bittersweet debut.
“Difficult and worthy are not mutually
exclusive—they are often intertwined,”
Goble notes, recounting the sleepless
nights, innumerable court dates, and
pleasant surprises that came along with
raising five children. When Goble and her
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Listening Still Anne Griffin. St. Martin’s,
ISBN 978-1-250-20061-7, Mar.

The First Amendment Lives On: Conversations Commemorating Hugh M. Hefner’s
Legacy of Enduring Free Speech and Free
Press Values Stuart N. Brotman. Univ. of
Missouri, ISBN 978-0-8262-2260-2, Apr.

★ The Life of Mark Twain: The Final Years
1891–1910 Gary Scharnhorst. Univ. of Missouri,
ISBN 978-0-8262-2241-1, Mar.
★ Ma and Me: A Memoir Putsata Reang. MCD,
ISBN 978-0-374-27926-4, May
Parenting and Parashah: A Family Discussion
Book Yisroel Boruch Sufrin. Gefen, ISBN 978-9657023-78-5, Mar.
Render unto Caesar: The Struggle for
Christ and Culture in the New Testament
John Dominic Crossan. HarperOne, ISBN 978-006296-493-9, Mar.

★ What We Wish Were True: Reflections on
Nurturing Life and Facing Death Tallu Schuyler
Quinn. Convergent, ISBN 978-0-593-44290-6, Apr.

husband were
25, they decided
to “put our faith
into action” and
take in foster
children; she
discusses how
navigating the
foster care
system taught
her to celebrate
small victories,
and how the challenges of adopting a son
with fetal alcohol spectrum disorder helped
her realize that one can thrive without
having everything figured out (“There are
times when simply putting one foot in front
of the other can be a holy act”). To stay
centered, Goble recommends journaling,
counseling, resting, and learning to ask for
help. With forthrightness and a sense of
humor, the author crafts a poignant portrait
of motherhood, replete with hard-earned
wisdom (“Avoiding pain is not the ultimate
prize of a life well lived”). This uplifting
memoir exemplifies the power of faith,
hope, and steadfast love. Agent: Kathryn
Helmers, Creative Trust Literary Group. (May)
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Children’s/YA

acrylic settings, which show multiple perspectives of the pond’s emerald green waters
streaked with rays of sunlight from above.
While it’s not clear whether Alphonso has
sworn off minnows entirely, at the very least
he’s discovered that a little delayed gratification can mean a great fishing story. Back
matter offers more detail on Alphonso’s
species. Ages 4–8. (May)

Picture Books
★ Baby Squeaks
Anne Hunter. Tundra, $17.99 (40p) ISBN 9780-7352-6909-5

The gift of gab proves deeply funny in
Hunter’s (Where’s Baby?) earnest portrait
of early language acquisition. Baby Mouse
starts out as a quiet infant, but after the
diminutive mammal utters a first word,
then a second, language flows suddenly
and inexorably forth. Speech balloons of
varying sizes, comically filled with typewritten lines that repeat only the word
“squeak,” emanate from Baby Mouse as
the youth is fed, carried, and tucked in to
bed. When Mama, seemingly in need of a
moment’s peace, places her child outside
their tree home, the mouse is unfazed.
“Baby talked and talked... and talked,”
encountering various animals who turn
tail, and finally, a young fawn who simply
conks out in the face of Baby Mouse’s
chatter. In a full spread, elegant ballpoint
pen and colored pencil images—which
follow finely cross-hatched, grayscale figures atop a sky blue background—show
Baby Mouse relaxing upon the snoozing
fawn’s back, an enormous word balloon
floating above them. When Mama Mouse
awakens, panicked, from a nap of her own,
Baby Mouse’s squeaks lead her straight to
her child’s location—gently instigating a
moment of silent succor, and a final image
that honors, without judgment, both parties’ realities and needs. Ages 3–7. Agent:
Rosemary Stimola, Stimola Literary. (May)

Music Is a Rainbow
Bryan Collier. Little, Brown, $18.99 (48p)
ISBN 978-0-316-53742-1

Before Daddy leaves for work, he hugs
his young child and whispers, “Son, life is
full of holes. You may want to close them
up to keep out the storm. But make sure
to leave room for that rainbow to find
you.” The boy’s mother’s affections are
equally ardent, “sweet like penny candy.”
But on the boy’s seventh birthday, Momma
gets sick and has to go away, and the
child’s world comes apart—until he hears
a piano playing on the other side of his
bedroom wall. Moving through the air in

Music offers hope and joy to one child in Collier’s
new picture book (reviewed on this page).

undulating rays of color, his neighbors’
music envelopes him, just as his parents’
hugs and kisses did, in “a rainbow of love.”
And instead of joining his friends, “known
in the streets as the South Side bandits,” in
mischief, music—at the movies, from a
piano—allows the boy to “relax. He could
shine, and he could dream.” Working in
watercolor and collage on canvas, Collier
(We Shall Overcome) blends realism with
expressionistic fantasy, and painterly
portraiture with a documentarian’s eye for
detail. The book’s watchful protagonist,
who is Black, moves through the world
with an endearing tentativeness, making
scenes in which the boy connects clearly
to music all the more joyful and hopeful:
“The rainbow had found him. And then
that feeling lasted forever.” An author’s
note concludes. Ages 4–8. (June)

A Mouthful of Minnows
John Hare. Greenwillow, $17.99 (40p)
ISBN 978-0-0630-9322-5

Alphonso is an alligator snapping
turtle, a species with a wormlike tongue
that attracts unsuspecting fish. He’s not a
baddie (an opening scene establishes that
he has plenty of turtle pals), just hungry—
and as per usual, he parks at the bottom of
the pond with mouth open wide and
tongue wriggling, waiting for breakfast
to swim in. But when a school of minnows
decides that the “worm” would make a
perfect birthday present for their friend
Big Betty, and she shows up with all her
children and grandchildren (“This is the
very best birthday I could ask for!”),
Alphonso is so overcome that he not only
loses his appetite, he also saves Big Betty
from getting caught on a worm-clad fishing
hook. Hare’s (the Field Trip Adventures
series) spot-on characterizations are matched
by the beauty of the book’s digitally finished

Sunday Pancakes
Maya Tatsukawa. Dial, $17.99 (40p) ISBN 9780-593-40663-2

The goal is to eat pancakes for Sunday
breakfast—but to do that, a lavender cat
and its friends, a teal rabbit and pink bear,
have to actually make them. First, Cat
realizes that the fridge lacks both eggs and
milk. Rabbit has eggs, though, and also
arrives bringing fresh-picked blueberries
and carrots; Moonbear brings milk and
some special honey. Chaos quickly follows
when Rabbit spills ingredients on the floor,
Moonbear slips on a carrot, and the freshly
opened flour covers everyone (“POOF!”) in
a cloud of white. But the trio’s affection for
one another runs deep; they quickly recover
from the mishaps (flour-covered Bear
embraces a polar bear mien, letting out a
jokey “GRRRR!” as the others giggle).
And when Rabbit makes a misshapen
pancake, the friends immediately realize
that it resembles Moonbear’s head, and
intentionally make two more pancake
portraits with blueberry eyes: “TA-DA! It’s
us!” With characters who resemble plush
toys, a cheery pastel palette, and off-thecuff-sounding dialogue, Tatsukawa (The
Bear in My Family) creates a hanging-outin-the-kitchen mood that embodies the
essence of home cooking’s joys. The pancakes are conveyed as indeed delicious (the
characters make more for dinner), but for
readers, they’re really just icing on the cake
of witnessing characters who make each
other feel cozy and welcome. A pancake
recipe concludes. Ages 4–8. Agent: Wendi
Gu, Sanford J. Greenburger & Assoc. (May)

Fiction
Brand New Boy
David Almond, illus. by Marta Altés. Candlewick,
$18.99 (320p) ISBN 978-1-5362-2270-8

A child questions life’s routines and
predictabilities in Almond’s (Annie
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Baby-Led Reading
New picture books celebrate newborns.

First Morning Sun: A Book of Firsts
Aimee Reid, illus. by Jing Jing Tsong. Beach Lane, $18.99 (40p)
ISBN 978-1-5344-3884-2

Via concise rhymes, Reid narrates a series of childhood
firsts, beginning with a newborn’s “First morning sun./ First
day begun,” in this joyful ode to milestones both mundane
and major. Moving chronologically through traditional yearone signposts such as speech, steps, and a birthday, the book
quickly ventures into toddler territory and beyond, celebrating
events including “First feeling brave” during a seaside dip and
“First scraped-up knee” thanks to a scooter tumble, up until
the arrival of “First sibling new/ More firsts for two.” In jubilant scenes, Tsong’s digital illustrations layer thickly outlined,
rough-hewn figures with largely fanciful skin tones atop
vibrant batik-like patterns. When three kids swing gaily on a
tire swing (“First taking flight”), they practically fly off the
page. Similarly unadorned and emphatic, text and prose aptly
focus attention on many affecting moments of early childhood.
Ages up to 8. (May)

Welcome Home
Aimee Reid, illus. by Rashin Kheiriyeh. Beach Lane, $17.99 (32p)
ISBN 978-1-5344-3886-6

Relatives welcome their newest family member in this
moving picture book in rhyme. From mother and father to
siblings, grandparents, extended family, and neighbors, a
jolly crew of friendly faces sociably greet a tan-skinned, rosycheeked infant with reiterative phrasing: “ ‘Welcome home,’
say the sisters,/ excited to see/ the adorable baby/ atop Mama’s
knee.” Oceanic blues, peachy pinks, and sunny yellows infuse
Kheiriyeh’s whimsical multimedia paintings, which depict
relations of varied skin tones (including the baby’s Black and
white siblings) and exaggerated body proportions lavishing
attention on the eager, active newborn. As the busy domestic
meet-and-greets build, segueing into a cheerful walk in the
park, an idealized and irresistible picture of community is
formed, amplifying the book’s message of earnest affection
and welcome. Ages up to 8. (Jan.)

How You Came to Be
Carole Gerber, illus. by Sawsan Chalabi. Rise x Penguin Workshop,
$17.99 (32p) ISBN 978-0-593-22573-8

Starting from the moment “a wiggly little cell from another/
joined with a round little cell from me,” and written from the
intimate perspective of a gestational parent speaking to their
fetus, this fact-filled, lyrical book takes young readers month
by month through the stages of prenatal development. Gerber
leans on comparisons of gestational age to fruits and veggies;
at first “lighter than a raindrop,/ softer than a feather,” the
embryo soon grows “as big as a pea” in month one, then a
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kidney bean, lime, and so on until month nine sees the fetus,
“big as a melon—/ finally, you were large enough/ and strong
enough/ to come out into the world.” Chalabi’s bold digital
renderings stand out against black backdrops; paired with large,
shapely graphics of produce such as pineapple and butternut
squash are miniatures of faceless parents-to-be with varying skin
tones and growing bellies. A loving and encouraging intro to
birth for kids. Back matter includes a glossary, facts about gestation and birth, and a selected bibliography. Ages 2–4. (Apr.)

I Am a Baby
Bob Shea. Candlewick, $17.99 (40p) ISBN 978-1-5362-1832-9

Shea offers a slyly humorous take on life with a newborn in
this wry picture book, pitched as much to parents as to kids.
Clad in a blue sleeper and narrating via simple observations,
a goldenrod-skinned baby obliviously repeats self-centered
explanations of cause and effect. “Mommy is sleepy/ because
I am a baby,” reads an early line as an
exhausted mother, also portrayed with
goldenrod skin, narrowly keeps the
child from falling headfirst off the bed.
“Daddy is clumsy,” is the announcement
as the tan-hued father slips on a toy
car. Similarly, Kitty’s “hiding” status,
Mommy’s thirst (quenched with water
and wine), and Grandma’s smiles are all reasoned as resulting
“because I am a baby.” Digital drawings with a retro vibe
contrast the infant’s gleeful disruptions with the haggard
expressions of the beleaguered parents—humorously, if
accurately, picturing the mixture of exhaustion and joy that
defines early parenthood. Ages 2–5. (June)

I Was Born a Baby
Meg Fleming, illus. by Brandon James Scott. HarperCollins, $17.99
(40p) ISBN 978-0-06-315721-7

Pups, calves, chicks, cubs, and other young announce themselves to comedic effect in this polished picture book, which
tugs at the seeming illogic of nomenclature. Starting with a
human child with dark brown skin, different youths present
themselves (“I was born a baby./ I was born a colt.// I was born
a piglet./ I’m a billy goat”), but a challenge arises when some
discover they share a name. After a dog claims to be a pup,
for example, a seal pipes up (“No way, no how!/ That can’t be
true!”) as do a bat, beaver, and shark (“I’m a pup!/ I’m a pup!//
I’m a pup, too!”). Though an end page might be read as comparing skin color and species, Scott’s digitally rendered critters
are wide-eyed and full of personality, and scenes vividly capture
the absurdity afoot, echoing Fleming’s rhythmic prose, which
emphasizes the silliness of language and introduces vocabularybuilding terms, such as hoglet and puggle. Ages 4–8. (Apr.)

Review_CHILDREN’S
Lumsden, the Girl from the Sea) gently existential telling. When new kid George
shows up at Darwin Avenue Primary
Academy in the last week of term, no one
knows quite what to make of him. The
11-year-old is small, pale, emotionally
distant, and when he speaks, barely
moving his mouth, he either delivers dry
facts (“Mam is the colloquial name for
mother”) or solves complex math; moreover, an adult called Miss Crystal seems
always on hand, observing his every move.
Nevertheless, George is soon accepted by
his classmates, including white narrator
Daniel, who yearns for the freedom of the
outdoors and hopes to “discover brandnew worlds” like explorers discussed in
class, and his exuberant Black best friend
Maxie. Even while questioning George’s
true nature, they encourage him to join
in their everyday activities, including
lunchtime football. And when they learn
that George is a prototype robot destined
for replacement, they launch a plan to
free their new friend. A wide-ranging
narrative voice, by turns humorous,
hopeful, and triumphant, traces the
friends’ attempts to help George transcend his own seemingly limited nature,
while exploring impulses of imagination
and creative freedom alongside classroom
rigidity. Black-and-white illustrations
from Altés (New in Town) portray the
racially inclusive cast’s interactions. Ages
8–12. (May)

Twelfth
Janet Key. Little, Brown, $16.99 (368p)
ISBN 978-0-3166-6931-3

Beginning with a cast list and alternating between perspectives in the 1940s
and 2015, Key’s debut mingles a rich
tradition of theater history and superstition with a Berkshires camp setting and
a summer production of Shakespeare’s
“Twelfth Night.” In 2015, rising seventh
grader Maren Sands, her family’s “smartypants,” is experiencing quickly changing
circumstances. With her musician father
frequently on the road and her mother busy
in Boston with her college-age sister
Hadley, who is navigating depression,
Maren is sent to Charlotte Goodman
Theatre Camp—where Hadley once flourished, but where Maren feels out of place.
It quickly becomes clear that the 60-yearold camp’s future is uncertain, thanks to

the arrival of determined developers,
and Maren soon falls into a mystery
surrounding a fire, a missing diamond
ring, and the camp’s late namesake,
Charlotte “Charlie” Goodman. Alongside
the puzzle, Maren navigates the murky
waters of peer relationships, particularly
with nonbinary bunkmate Theo Templeton, cued as Latinx, who lives life to
the fullest. Deftly comparing past and
present, the novel explores themes of
gender identity and sexual orientation
during Hollywood’s “Lavender Scare” and
today. Most protagonists read as white;
back matter offers real-life facts behind
the novel and discusses gender diversity.
Ages 8–12. Agent: Heather Rizzo, Rizzo
Literary. (May)

★ Family of Liars
E. Lockhart. Delacorte, $19.99 (320p)
ISBN 978-0-593-48585-9

Lockhart returns for another look behind
the privileged Sinclair family’s gleaming
facade in this absorbing prequel to 2014’s
We Were Liars. Centered on the original
Liars’ mothers as teens in 1987, the story

is narrated by
Carrie, the
eldest of the
three surviving
Sinclair sisters,
in response to a
request for
details about
“the absolute
worst thing you
ever did, back
then.” The bulk
of the action unfurls on and around Beechwood, the wealthy family’s private island
off the Massachusetts coast. Though the
rest of her family seems to have moved on,
17-year-old Carrie still grieves for her
youngest sister, Rosemary, who drowned
the previous summer at age 10. Numbing
herself with prescription codeine and
filched sleeping tablets, Carrie finds
comfort in visits from Rosemary’s palpable, talkative ghost. When the siblings’
uncle and cousin show up with surprise
guests—three charismatic teen boys—
Carrie is swept into a romance with one of
them, dishy but careless Lawrence “Pfeff”

★ I Kissed Shara Wheeler
Casey McQuiston. Wednesday, $19.99 (368p) ISBN 978-1-250-24445-1

I

n her YA debut, McQuiston (One Last Stop, for adults)
spins a multifaceted plot narrated by sardonic high
school senior Chloe Green. In False Beach, Ala.,
bisexual Chloe, who has two moms and moved relatively recently from L.A., is the only out person at
Willowgrove Christian Academy, a school that she
attends for its AP program and theater budget. The
action is set in motion when Shara Wheeler—the
beautiful, universally beloved daughter of the overbearing principal, and Chloe’s rival for valedictorian—
suddenly kisses Chloe, then, during prom, disappears.
The departure kicks off a scavenger hunt that embroils
Chloe; Shara’s boyfriend, quarterback Smith Parker; and Shara’s neighbor, stoner
Rory Heron, all of whom Shara kissed before splitting. Chloe spends the last
weeks of high school ignoring her close-knit friend group and responsibilities
to puzzle together the clues. Slowly, the teens’ high school hierarchy–subverting
alliance helps break down barriers created, in part, by the school’s particular
brand of shame culture and prejudice. In a novel brimming with classic YA
plotlines, crisp writing, humorous asides, and fully fleshed characters and relationships—many queer—keep things fresh, leading to a genuinely hopeful
ending that centers themes of authenticity and autonomy. Chloe and Shara are
white; Smith has dark brown skin; Rory is biracial (Black and white). Ages 13–
up. Agent: Sara Megibow, KT Literary. (May)
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Pfefferman. In the weeks that follow, she
learns several ugly family secrets as events
stress-test the sisters’ bonds. Lush language
and a setting full of breezy glamor provide
an easy entry point into this layered,
atmospherically tense exploration of jealousy, love, and family loyalty. Characters
read as white. Ages 12–up. Agent: Elizabeth Kaplan, Elizabeth Kaplan Literary.
(May)

Together We Burn
Isabel Ibañez. Wednesday, $18.99 (368p)
ISBN 978-1-250-80335-1

Olive-skinned flamenco dancer Zarela
Zalvidar, 18, and her father, renowned
“Dragonador” Santiago, are staging a
show to celebrate the 500th anniversary
of their family’s dragon-fighting arena,
La Giralda, when tragedy strikes. Several
dragons somehow escape the dungeons
and attack the crowd, killing 13 people
and injuring dozens more—Santiago
included. Zarela’s mother was herself
killed by a dragon one year earlier, which
means that La Giralda’s fate now lies with
Zarela. The head of Hispalia’s dragon
guild, who despises Santiago for unknown
reasons, will seize control of the arena
unless it can safely and profitably reopen.
Repairs and victim restitution leave
Zarela with enough money to purchase
new dragons, but not to hire a new Dragonador, so she persuades handsome, surly
dragon hunter/tamer Arturo Díaz de
Montserrat, 20 and amber-skinned, to
train her for the job. Meanwhile, Zarela
must stop the saboteur she suspects is
targeting her family. Shallow character
work and underdeveloped fantasy elements weaken this standalone from Ibañez
(Written in Starlight), but readers will
savor the plentiful action; richly textured,
medieval Spain-inspired backdrop; and
Arturo’s efforts to change attitudes
toward dragons. Ages 13–up. Agent:
Sarah Landis, Sterling Lord Literistic. (May)

Comics
Growing Pangs
Kathryn Ormsbee, illus. by Molly Brooks.
Random House, $20.99 (256p) ISBN 978-05933-0128-9; $12.99 paper ISBN 978-0-59330131-9

Rising sixth grader Katie can some-

times feel like a “weirdo homeschooled
kid,” except when with best friend Kacey,
with whom she attends a homeschool
co-op and shares a love of Annie. But when
the pals leave for sleepaway camp, Katie
experiences increasingly anxious thoughts
and a heightened “buzzing feeling in my
brain,” conveyed visually as a large bee
that compels her to complete tasks: “You
gotta make your worries stop. Move that
zipper.” Ormsbee (Candidly Cline) juggles
competing plot threads that contribute to
Katie’s intrusive concerns: new friendships
that awaken
misgivings and
joy in Katie and
jealousy in
Kacey, fears
about a potential
tongue surgery,
and an awareness of her
adolescent
appearance,
including pimples and a new haircut. In
thick, angular brushstrokes, Brooks (the
Sanity & Tallulah series) renders the white
protagonists with simplified features and a
warm palette. Tracing Katie’s earnest tack
to navigating friendships old and new, her
growing interest in the theater, and a burgeoning understanding of her obsessive
compulsive disorder—detailed respectfully throughout—the creators lend flashback-level realism to a story of one child’s
world growing larger with age and experience. Secondary characters are racially
diverse; back matter discusses Ormsbee’s
and Brooks’s experiences growing up with
OCD. Ages 8–12. Author’s agent: Beth
Phelan, Gallt & Zacker Literary. Illustrator’s
agent: Sara Crowe, Pippin Properties. (May)

Miss Quinces
Kat Fajardo. Graphix, $24.99 (256p) ISBN 9781-338-53558-7; $12.99 paper ISBN 978-1-33853559-4

New Yorker and aspiring graphic novelist Suyapa Gutiérrez, the protagonist of
Fajardo’s solo debut, would rather spend
her 15th birthday reading manga than
dancing in a “weird poofy dress” at a
quinceañera. But on a family trip to visit
her mother’s family in Honduras, Sue
learns that her mother has already planned
the celebration—with a pink princess
theme—and invited 100 guests. Sue’s
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★ All My Rage Sabaa Tahir. Razorbill, ISBN 9780-593-20234-0, Mar.
All That’s Left in the World Erik J. Brown.
HarperCollins/Balzer + Bray, ISBN 978-0-06305497-4, Mar.
All the Right Reasons Bethany Mangle. S&S/
McElderry, ISBN 978-1-5344-9903-4, Feb.
Boys of the Beast Monica Zepeda. Tu, ISBN 9781-64379-095-4, Mar.
Great or Nothing Joy McCullough et al.
Delacorte, ISBN 978-0-593-37259-3, Mar.
Kelcie Murphy and the Academy for the
Unbreakable Arts Erika Lewis. Starscape,
ISBN 978-1-250-20826-2, Mar.
Troublemaker John Cho. Little, Brown, ISBN 9780-7595-5447-4, Mar.

★ The Words We Keep Erin Stewart. Delacorte,
ISBN 978-1-9848-4886-4, Mar.

beloved artist
grandmother
proposes a
compromise:
if Sue has the
quinces of her
mother’s dreams,
she’ll get to
attend sleepaway
camp with
friends. But as
the family prepares, her grandmother’s
health takes a turn, making for a very
different kind of ceremony. Choppy-haired,
bespectacled Sue, who prefers black to pink
and longs for more independence than
her protective parents allow, embodies
challenges that will be recognizable to
many. Fajardo is sympathetic to the
entire extended family: Sue’s parents
make concessions to the individual she’s
becoming (she receives a pair of construction boots, not pumps, for the celebration’s
shoe ceremony), and Sue learns to cherish
family tradition en route to appreciating
her Honduran heritage. A slightly redundant travelogue, Sue’s creation for class,
concludes; Fajardo closes with photos from
her own quinces and a glossary. Final art not
seen by PW. Ages 8–12. Agent: Linda
Camacho, Gallt & Zacker Literary. (May) ■
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A Touch of Light

PICTURE BOOK

Markertown

Thiago Abdalla| Alterian Press
437p, e-book, $4.99, ISBN 978-1-95723700-8

Amanda Fox | MetaInk Publishing
40p, hardcover, $18.99, ISBN 978-0578-80031-8

Abdalla imagines a memorable
larger-than-life adventure in his
debut fantasy novel, dropping
readers into the imaginative
world of Avarin, where political
and religious strife stirs a clash
between the Domain and the
clans to the south. As those in
the Domain hold tight to their
belief that the Seraph watches
over them and will one day return to raise the preserved dead,
those in the clans follow an opposing doctrine and their custom
to return their dead to the Earth. But when a mysterious illness
known as “the Madness” spreads through the land, transforming those in its path into wild ravenous creatures with a lust
for blood, the Domain and the clans must work together and save
their world before the sickness claims them all.
Three rich storylines will enrapture fans of thoughtful fantasy.
Prince Adrian of Othonea takes center stage as he struggles to
live up to the memory of his deceased brother. Nasha, a fierce
female protagonist, believes herself to be cursed and wants
nothing more than to be respected as a member of the Ronar clan.
And Lynn, whom we first meet in a prison cell of her own choosing,
seeks redemption and seizes the opportunity to prove her value
when the Madness spreads throughout the land. These characters find themselves battling their internal conflicts while struggling to survive the chilling
illness, enduring vivid battles
and heartbreaking betrayals
that will keep readers glued to
the page.
The depth and scope of
Abdalla’s fantasy handily earn
the “epic” designation. In the
end, Abdalla will leave fantasy
fans thirsty for more.

At the end of the school
day, all the markers and pens
have to find their way home
to Markertown in Fox’s
entertaining debut. Each
marker returns to a unique
home: the “classics” live at
Colorful Court, the flair pens
have an artsy resort, and dryerase markers roam around
Whiteboard park—a black and white carnival perfect for erasable
pens. But when Glitter loses her cap on the way home, she
wonders where the other capless markers go to live, and more
importantly, what will happen to her now that she doesn’t belong.
Accompanied by Fox’s dynamic and lively illustrations,
Markertown is a heartfelt and encouraging story about embracing
your inner worth and finding new ways to showcase your talents.
The kaleidoscopic pages render a beautiful and rambunctious
marker world, at times at the expense of the text, which occasionally fades into the background and fights to be seen. The size and
placement of Fox’s whimsical font frequently clashes with the
busier scenes, causing the plot to lose momentum in places—and
in some instances, such as when Pink is yelling alliterative insults
at Glitter, the page becomes overcrowded and challenging to
read. That being said, the collage of hues and activity will give
younger readers plenty of space to exercise their imaginations.
The story more than makes up for these design issues in
heart and joy. The rhyming
narrative offers a fun readability, and kids will enjoy
lingering over the small
details bursting out of each
page. Readers will be inspired
to pick up their own markers,
and Fox features kids’ illustrations throughout. This
Great for fans of
cheerful and inspiring story is
Drew Daywalt’s The Day the
an ode to the joy of self-confiCrayons Quit, Diane Alber’s
dence and will make a creative
Snippets.
addition to any shelf.

Fantasy readers
fascinated by religious and political
strife and rich
characterization will
savor this epic.
Great for fans of
Tanith Lee, Aliette de Bodard.

PRODUCTION
GRADES:

Cover: A- | Design & typography: A | Illustrations: A
Editing: A | Marketing copy: A

Artists and misfits
alike will appreciate
this story’s heartfelt
message and colorful world.

PRODUCTION
GRADES:

Cover: A- | Design & typography: B | Illustrations: A
Editing: A | Marketing copy: A
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Not Book Club Material

Terriers in the Jungle

Aaron Zevy
154p, trade paper, $10.99,
ASIN B08TF9L5GC

Georja Umano | Atmosphere Press
209p, trade paper, $17.99, ISBN 978-1639-88106-2

Wry, self-deprecating humor
is the highlight of this delightful
collection of drawn-from-life
short fictions, the third from
Canadian Zevy (The Bubbe
Meise and Other Stories). With
prose and a warm, incisive
comic spirit reminiscent of the
likes of Arthur Bradford or
Ruskin Bond, Zevy’s vivid
vignettes find inspiration in people the author meets during
the course of his days, everyday activities like going for a walk
or meeting friends for a meal, or discussing rejection slips at
Starbucks. But behind these quotidian happenings and their
hilarious descriptions, these stories also gently illuminate
human foibles and follies.
“The Pitch” is not just about a day in the life of a marketing
and PR person, but also a satire that inks organized religion to
brilliantly thought out marketing campaigns. “Silver
Tweezers” and “Jaffa Oranges” offer beautiful depictions of
the father-son bond through shared activity, while “Ten
Houses” and “My Imaginary Girlfriend” adeptly paint loss and
loneliness. Among the several stories about friendship, especially male friendships, “Shwartzman’s” and “The Reminder”
stand out for sheer hilarity and ‘Stocking the Pond’ for never
once slipping into mawkishness. “The Rumor” and
“Shprintza” effectively bring out horrors of the early twentieth
century–life in a dictatorship and the Holocaust–by just
alluding to them. “Theory of Relativity” and “Theo and Me”
sketch the ups and downs of being a writer, the struggle to get
traditionally published, and the joy and exhilaration of being
accepted and appreciated, all in a lighter vein.
The language is casual and
engaging, with the inviting
feeling of being in the
company of close friends, after
a good meal, relishing a welltold anecdote. This highly
enjoyable collection will not
only capture readers’ hearts
with its humor, it will also
leave them feeling more charitable and magnanimous
towards this world, which
Great for fans of
Zevy makes seem a touch
P. G. Wodehouse, David
brighter.
Sedaris.

A pair of rambunctious terrier
mixes star in this conservationminded debut by Umano. Romeo
and Roxie, two dogs adopted
from the pound by their owner,
Kate, are enjoying a perfect life
near the Pacific Ocean when
Kate decides to pack up the
family and head to Kenya–
where she can finally help
conservationists in their efforts to save African elephants from
poaching. Romeo and Roxie are up for the adventure, as long as
they get to stay with Kate, whom Romeo fondly describes as the
first person to teach him “how to be part of a family and to be
loved.” But the trip turns out to be more than everyone
bargained for, as both the dogs and Kate are forced to draw on
their inner resilience to survive.
Animal lovers will immediately fall in love with Romeo and
Roxie and their curiosity-driven hijinks in Africa. When
baboons move into their home area, the dogs waver between
fear and sympathy after locals tell them the only safe way to get
rid of the troop is to kill their leader–and Roxie’s run-in with a
mother baboon protecting her baby is as much comical as it is
sweet. Romeo, who never falls short on bravery, is also an intuitive cross-species communicator: after the trio meets their first
elephant, and Kate astutely says “All the animals and people
are connected,” Romeo leads canines and pachyderm in
howling song.
Umano strikes a nice balance between action and feel-good
moments throughout the story, and even the heartbreaking
sections circle back to her overarching theme of connectedness.
Multiple illustrators have contributed black and white renderings of the story’s animals and happenings, bringing different
African species, as well as Romeo and Roxie, to life. Readers
with a soft spot for wildlife will
appreciate the list of conservationist organizations Umano
includes at the end.

PRODUCTION
GRADES:

PRODUCTION
GRADES:

These comic vignettes, drawn
from life, create the
feeling of being
regaled with a
friend’s best
anecdotes.

Cover: A | Design & typography: A | Illustrations: –
Editing: A | Marketing copy: A
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Two terriers take on
the wilds of Africa in
this spirited tale of
conservation and
animal protection.
Great for fans of
Brian Doyle’s Mink River;
Barbara Gowdy’s The White
Bone.

Cover: B | Design & typography: A | Illustrations: B+
Editing: A- | Marketing copy: B
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Three Questions

Star Revelations

E. Aly | Marshwinds Press Company
210p, e-book, $9.99, ISBN 978-1-73411701-1

Steven Paul Terry | Hero Acts, LLC
344p, e-book, $6.99, ASIN B09L7GQRMM

Stagnant relationships,
betrayal, and the pain of selfdoubt distinguish this collection
of short stories from Aly (Change
Happens). In “Young Love,”
hired house hand Isabella falls
prey to the seduction of Shepard,
a fellow worker with a plan to
unseat the property’s owner by
way of murder. When Isabella
steals money from their employer at the behest of her lover, she
is quickly and unwittingly swept into his plans to use arsenic as
a means to his own end. “Be Careful What You Pray For”
follows a widower caught up in the illegal business affairs of his
best friend as he turns to witness protection in exchange for
valuable information, only to discover he can’t outrun his past.
Aly’s often dark, aching tales ooze humanity and will leave
readers unsettled and contemplative. In “The Mentor,” retired
professor Rodman leaves cryptic clues for his godson,
Sabastian, to uncover his network of activists and locate the
funds he has embezzled from his work with unnamed racketeers. Unfortunately for Sabastian, his impatience and shortsightedness leave him high and dry, putting himself, and his
family, at risk. Aly’s prose is direct and economical, and he
leaves welcome space for readers to connect the dots and mull
over connections, outcomes, and ironies.
The title story takes a sharp turn, with a heartening narrative
centered on Ralph Bixner, a suicidal man who encounters troubled student Stephen Elwood and shares his wisdom with the
boy, in the process experiencing an epiphany about his own
woes: “Whatever my problems are, other people are carrying
just as heavy a burden as I am.” Readers will catch the thread
of angst that weaves through each story, none more so than
Anita in “Beach Walk,” who ruefully wonders if her flagging
marriage will be revitalized by
a couples vacation–“Can two
miles of beach change the
course of life?” The result is a
moving revelation of the ties
that bind us all.

An accomplished
story collection t
hat finds human
feeling in desperate
scenarios.

Diana Willis, a TV journalist,
travels through time and space
in this mind-bending paranormal odyssey, discovering
secrets about herself she never
even suspected. When Diana
ends up in a helicopter crash
after pursuing a story, she inexplicably survives–and starts a
journey in which she learns she
was kidnapped and brainwashed as a child by a shadowy group looking to exploit her
special psychic talents. With a secret cabal of generals and
industrialists aware of her powers, Diana starts to realize she
can trust almost no one and tries to connect with the mysterious John Herald—a former member of the cabal who may be
able to help her—as she fights to find out who she is and what
her fate will be.
Terry does an effective job of setting wide-ranging scenes.
The prologue skillfully introduces a haunting, fantastical
tableau and then jumps nimbly to the world of high-flying TV
journalists, with attractive descriptions of the work hard / play
harder crowd. At times, the overall plot—along with various
characters’ motives—can be a little unclear, but the individual
scenes are affecting and suspenseful, guaranteeing readers
will keep turning the pages.
Although the focus is mostly on plot and theme, Terry brings
Diana to life, alongside her small coterie of supporters. It’s
fascinating to watch her transition from sharp investigative
reporter to a sojourner trying to figure out how she relates to
the surreal new world she finds herself in. Diana is ably partnered with former colleague Gabe, who is also facing mysterious changes, but he and Diana form an earthy friendship that
provides a welcome and
believable anchor to the
story’s more fanciful elements.
Readers who appreciate
strong female leads in paranormal thrillers will eagerly
race to the end to see how the
courageous Diana will avoid
her enemies and fulfill her
mysterious destiny.

Thriller fans hungry
for a touch of the
paranormal alike
will delight in watching this supernatural
mystery unfold.

Great for fans of

Great for fans of

Claire Vaye Watkins’s
Battleborn, Laura Lippman’s
Seasonal Work.

Stephen King’s Firestarter,
Nathan M. Farrugia’s The
Chimera Vector.

PRODUCTION
GRADES:

Cover: B- | Design & typography: A | Illustrations: –
Editing: A- | Marketing copy: B
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Cover: A- | Design & typography: B | Illustrations: –
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Preacher Raises the
Dead: An Evan Wycliff
Mystery

Masquerade

Gerald Everett Jones | LaPuerta
Books and Media
266p, trade paper, $15.99, ISBN 978-1735-95025-9
The third entry in Jones’
thoughtful Evan Wycliff mystery
series follows the itinerant
preacher and part-time detective Wycliff as he stumbles into
surprising fame and a full-time
job as a preacher in a small
Midwestern town, thanks to his reputation, won in Preacher
Fakes a Miracle, as a faith healer–a rep Wycliff resists, to little
avail. Wycliff has his hands full with his new wife, Loretta, and
his old nemesis, Stuart Shackleton, a sinister banker who helps
Wycliff in his hour of need but has ulterior motives. When Loretta
slips into a coma after a car accident, Wycliff gets wrapped up in
desperate machinations, though, for all the scheming and
secrets, the mystery that most urgently powers Jones’ ruminative novel proves to be the nature of human consciousness.
This time, Wycliff proves a somewhat passive protagonist. His
scrupulous honesty makes him a perfect mark for Shackleton,
who uses Wycliff to aid his congressional campaign, even
getting the renowned preacher to baptize him for a secret viral
video. Shackleton builds a superchurch for Wycliff, funds
Loretta’s recovery, and even expands the preacher’s reach into
television, all for mysterious reasons. Wycliff, meanwhile,
knows that “plagues come in sevens” and faces losing everything he cares about, as he struggles with the ethics of taking
money from someone he knows is unworthy, especially when
others are depending on that money.
Contemplative, character-rich, and written with insight and
power, Preacher Raises the Dead edges toward literary fiction,
meditating on belief, consciousness, and guilt, while attentive
to the lived-in detail of small-town life. The story’s first half
largely deals with the
emotional fall-out of the
previous book, meaning its
nuances and emotional impact
will most resonate with readers
already familiar with the series,
though Wycliff’s moral rigor
and unflagging humanity made
for an unusual and engaging
Great for fans of
hero, especially as he rebuilds
Julia Spencer-Fleming’s In the
in the climax.
Bleak Midwinter, Brad

This cerebral, philosophical mystery
focuses on hard
choices made by
complex characters.

Reynolds’s Cruel Sanctuary.
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Stephen W. Hiemstra | T2Pneuma
Publishers, LLC
172p, e-book, $12.95, ISBN 978-1-94219940-3
The first novel in debut
novelist Hiemstra’s high-stakes
Christian thriller series, tells the
story of Luke Stevens, a financial
engineer for the United States
government, and his father, Phil
Stevens. While on a blind date,
Luke foils a group of terrorists
attempting the abduction of the
daughter of Ling Xiu, the premier of China. Luke appears to die in
the dustup, and Phil, a pastor, is tasked with impersonating his
son in order to help the CIA flush out the terrorists. Phil reluctantly agrees, but is concerned about his former congregation
and the impact of the mission on his own family, including the
ex-wife he is struggling to forgive.
At just over 200 pages, Masquerade is fast-paced and packed
with action, though that’s not all that’s on Hiemstra’s mind. Phil,
the lead character for the majority of the book, often reflects on
Christian values, and the narration and dialogue are often distinguished with Christian themes, including occasional quotes
from scripture; readers who enjoy reading about the faith will
likely enjoy this respectful treatment of a pastor who doubles as
a CIA agent. The plotting offers strong echoes of Cold War spy
craft, with double identities, a switcheroo funeral, and Phil’s
physical transformation, and the prose, while often driven by
dialogue, carries a lot of energy.
Some of that dialogue is, at times, stilted, and readers might
face some confusion at the narrative choice to refer to the undercover Phil as “Luke.” Perhaps intended to suggest the delicate
complexity of switching identities, that decision has the effect of
distancing readers from the protagonist’s emotions and motivations. Lei Han makes an effective heavy, and the exciting adventure eventually involves the vice president, Air Force Two, a trip
to China, and a jolt of an
ending, likely to be picked up in
future books. Christian readers
of thrillers will find much that’s
engaging here.

This short, fastpaced Christian spy
thriller sends a
pastor undercover–
as his own son.
Great for fans of
Diane and David Munson,
Joel Rosenberg.
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How to Spot a
Psychopath

Annihilation

MQ Webb | TBR
394p, $19.99, trade paper, ISBN 978-0645-35201-6

Kaylin McFarren | Creative Edge
Publishing, LLC
493p, e-book, $4.99, ISBN 978-1-68564056-9

An intricate psychological
thriller, this debut and series
kickoff introduces Oscar de la
Nuit, forensic psychiatrist and
the director of Whitner
Psychiatric Hospital, as he
treats–and gently questions–
journalist Jessica Green, a
woman suspected of kidnapping
a four-year-old girl who went missing while playing hide-andseek with her daughter. Jessica, already labeled a “baby killer”
and found guilty by the court of public opinion, has been placed
in preventive detention at Whitner Hospital until investigators
can conclusively link her to Mia’s disappearance. Still reeling
from his divorce and the death of his son Riley, Oscar sets off to
discover the truth about Jessica’s involvement in the disappearance of Mia Edwards.
From the opening pages, Webb’s story teems with intrigue,
mystery, and enticing uncertainty. Readers are thrust into
Oscar’s anxiety-stricken world as he awaits Jessica’s arrival.
Time-alternating chapters between Jessica’s then and Oscar’s
build suspense and provide critical background information,
while revealing character and teasing out the pleasingly layered
and perplexing truth, especially once Oscar gains a bit of her
trust and realizes that Jessica’s silence and unwillingness to
cooperate in the investigation might not be a sign of guilt, but
her way of protecting someone close to her.
A reluctance to reveal their true selves thematically connects
the two characters, and Webb’s short, crisply written chapters,
most building to moments of decision or excitement as past
catches up to present, reveal their experience in counterpoint
while inviting readers to unravel their secrets. “We’re all a little
afraid of what we are,” someone tells Jessica. Webb also takes
full advantage of the opportunities for engaging subplots
offered by the world of Whitner
Hospital and its environs, such
as Oscar’s budding relationship with colleague Hale, while
trouble with the backstabbing,
envious Charles Aston
increases the stakes with
Great for fans of
workplace drama that is sure to
Alex Michaelides’s The Silent
keep readers engrossed in the
Patient, Lisa Socttoline’s
story.
Every Fifteen Minutes.

McFarren’s twisty cosmic
epic, the second in her Gehenna
series, again takes flight on the
conflict—and surprising
romantic longings—between
angels and demons, this time in
the aftermath of the death of
Lucifer. Heaven and Hell
tremble, with our mortal plain
caught in the middle, as Queen Lucinda, Lucifer’s daughter and
now the rule of the infernal realm, prepares for the Red War, and
forces of often complex or shifting loyalties move against her and
each other, among them Crighton Daemonium, the goodhearted “Soul Seeker” Nephilim whom Lucinda loves with
consuming passion, his soulmate Ariel, the young demon
Samara, and factions like the Black Crows.
Opening with dishy romantic entanglements and a hellish
slaughter, Annihilation proves, for all its significant heft, a brisk,
engaging sequel, plotted with the restless playfulness of an
author who understands that readers know every genre convention and is admirably committed to upending them. As befits the
material, the story at times can be darkly upsetting—Lucinda
and co. are obsessed with “seed” and will do what it takes to
extract it—but never gratuitously explicit. In fact, readers on its
wavelength will have a ball: McFarren gleefully mixes
pantheons and mythologies—the Gehenna saga features
Cerberus, Hecate, shapeshifters, angels in the bodies of
demons, and many more surprises—as well as genres, blending
fantasy, horror, and romance into a singular whole, all laced
together with a welcome, often salty, wit. (She’s especially
funny on the administrative aspects of ruling Hell.)
The action is crisply described, the horrific and infernal
elements vivid but not lingered
over, and the dialogue often
comic. Readers are advised to
start with the previous book,
Soul Seeker, as Annihilation
moves fast and assumes a
familiarity with its worlds, but
lovers of daring fantasy with
occult elements and an interest
in the gray between good and
evil will find this a feast.
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Fans of mindbending psychological thrillers will
appreciate this
tangled tale.
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A vigorously inventive fantasy sequel
that finds fresh
surprises and romance in the war
between heaven
and hell.
Great for fans of

Debra Dunbar, Kate Griffin.
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The Empathy Academy

Treating Food Allergies
With Modern Medicine

Dustin Grinnell | Atmosphere Press
246p, mass market, $17.99, ISBN 978-1639-88220-5
Grinnell’s (Without Limits)
thought-provoking thriller
balances action and contemplation. High school senior Monty
Hughes is concerned he may one
day be like his father, who fraudulently promoted a miracle
cancer drug based on bogus
data. As a preventative
measure, Monty sneaks into
Woodward Academy, an experimental summer school for
students who have a genetic predisposition for unethical
behavior. As he struggles to come to terms with his father’s
actions, Monty begins to realize that Woodward Academy may
not be what it seems. Faced with challenges both inside and out,
Monty must discover who he is and who he will become.
The book’s Nantucket setting offers an atmospheric
oceanside backdrop to Woodward Academy, and Grinnell
skilly weaves it into the story with exciting scenes on the
water and subtle, but meaningful, nautical references that
symbolize Monty’s growth. Monty’s deep desire to be an
ethical person often makes his actions somewhat predictable,
but nevertheless, Grinnell tests his character in surprising
ways. Similarly, some secondary characters are simple archetypes–most of Monty’s classmates are defined only by their
vices, and the story’s antagonist has the feel of a supervillain–
but others, like his teacher Dr. Reid, face tough choices and
learn from their mistakes.
Monty’s father is also a complex and evolving creation, and his
relationship with Monty reflects both characters’ difficult
personal journeys. It also prompts readers to ponder larger
questions even beyond nature versus nurture: What does it
mean to be a good person? How should we deal with the faults
in ourselves and others? Should we stop loving people if they do
bad things? Grinnell widens
the lens on these topics by
including references to related
books and psychological
experiments. This story’s
action-packed plot will keep
readers guessing, and the
energy it infuses into the deep
questions at its core will keep
Great for fans of
them thinking.
A.G. Riddle’s The Atlantis

Students of psychology, philosophy and
ethics will appreciate the depth of
this exciting thriller.

Gene, Allison Larkin’s The
People We Keep.
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Elizabeth Muller, Elizabeth
Hawkins, Sanjeev Jain | Palmetto
160p, e-book, $7.99, ISBN 978-1-63837880-8
This helpful and extensive
guide compiles information from
current studies, recent medical
trials, and personal experience
to provide a well-rounded and
highly accessible account of
current trends and treatments
for what they term a new
“epidemic.” Coming from a medical doctor, a clinical psychologist, and a parent of children with severe allergies, Treating
Food Allergies with Modern Medicine walks readers through
options for treating allergies. Offering up-to-date medical
expertise and clear-eyed reports from real life, this practical
resource offers clear options and advice for caregivers and
anyone facing the challenges of food allergies.
The authors bring a personal touch to the material,
threading medical knowledge with pragmatic accounts of
family journeys through food allergen treatment planning. The
majority of the book is written from the perspective of
Elizabeth Muller, a parent of children with extensive food
allergies, while her co-authors offer authoritative explanations and guidance, covering both the expected medical information and the emotional and behavioral impacts of living
with food allergies. Explanations or types of treatment are
quite specific, even about costs, though at times they can be
demanding to read. A basic understanding of allergy treatment will be helpful, although introductory advice about treatments to avoid are welcome, informative, and written in clear
and inviting language.
Readers will find encouragement and solidarity within these
pages. The authors make clear how complex and emotionally
taxing it is to live with food allergies, and they acknowledge
that research and treatment
can be tedious and
demanding. The authors are
clear that this book is a
companion to professional
treatment rather than a
substitute, and readers facing
a choice of treatments will find
themselves equipped with the
Great for fans of
competency to talk with their
Ruchi Gupta’s Food Without
doctors about broader plans
Fear, Scott H. Sichere’s Food
and the confidence to ask hard
Allergies.
questions.

A practical, helpful
resource offering
straight-talk and
facts about treating
food allergies.
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SELF-HELP

Politics of Being: Wisdom
and Science for a New
Development Paradigm

Beyond the Visible Edge:
A Grieving Mother’s
Pilgrimage While
Walking the Dog

Thomas Legrand | Ocean of
Wisdom Press
500p, e-book, $9.90, ISBN 978-2-95775831-9

Betsy Kelleher | WestBowPress
162p, trade paper, $13.95, ISBN 978-1973-62210-9

Calling for a collective awakening to heal the “spiritual
disease” threatening the very
survival of humanity, this
forward-thinking synthesis
binds together scientific and
spiritual approaches to facing
the world’s continual crises. In the face of climate change, rising
fanaticism, and self interest, Legrand, an economist and social
scientist, not only urges for a wisdom-based, science-guided
evolution of humanity–he also endeavors to show how to make it
happen within a generation.
The title refers to a vision of a politics dedicated to the “fulfillment of all beings,” a phrase that might sound pie-in-the-sky, but
probably not as much as it would have just a few years ago.
Legrand argues, with some rallying power, that the shift he advocates has already begun in global populations battered by relentless catastrophes and the shared realization that “not only our
economic system was dysfunctional but all aspects of society.”
The path forward, he suggests, is inward, as individuals—and
then the political bodies representing them—reorient on an
“inward path toward sustainability,” focused on a set of spiritual
values including love, peace, happiness, and “light,” which
describes a connection, often spiritual, to one’s true purpose.
Separate chapters address those values in detail. Setting
Politics of Being apart from less rigorous utopian visions is
Legrand’s thoroughness and clarity, and especially his careful
consideration of how to
achieve this species-wide
awakening and what in practice it would look like. Drawing
as much on sociological,
economic, and political
thinkers as on spiritual ones,
Legrand examines the impact
the politics of being could have
on our health and diet, on
nature and economics, on
justice and governance. As
Great for fans of
much a guide as a vision,
Sulak Sivaraksa’s Wisdom of
Legrand’s work will inspire
Sustainability, John Edward
futurists, idealists, and other
Carroll’s Sustainability and
readers at the intersection of
Spirituality.
planning and spiritualism.

Walking her dog while reeling
from the death of her adult son,
Bob, Kelleher stumbled upon a
wetland preserve. There,
among the grasses, flowers,
and solitude of what she would
come to call her “healing
place,” Kelleher felt her way toward processing her losses—of
her son, her beloved terrier, her friend, and even a marriage.
Kelleher opens up about her raw emotions and the experiences that led her to these contemplative walks on the
wetland path, as well as the solace, healing, and renewed
perspective she found there. She treats the prairie and her
canine companion as gifts from God, seeing her journey as
something of a pilgrimage in which she found the strength and
peace to face traumatic loss.
Kelleher’s story is told with disarming frankness, aimed at
Christian readers for whom the sentiments about seeking
peace over grief in prayer and scripture, or in the conviction
that God has a greater plan, will resonate. Kelleher describes
herself throughout as a steadfast believer who dedicated
herself to the Bible and prayer in order to maintain a relationship with–and to understand–God. The Arlington Wetlands of
Illinois, which she calls a “‘Holy Land’ of weeds,” offered
opportunity to deepen that connection, and she describes it
with passion. Readers looking for answers from outside the
faith, however, should seek elsewhere.
Kelleher’s genuine character and questions of faith will
connect with believers. Her tone is earnest, thoughtful, and
appreciative, and she writes
with slow candor, suggesting
the drift of mind of her walk,
often meandering into deeper
thought and capturing memories of a life well-lived. Beyond
the Visible Edge makes clear
on each page that she loves
God, nature, family, dogs, and
the life she has devoted to
being a Christian.
Great for fans of
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This daring vision
for global, humancentered change
blends scientific
approaches and
ancient spiritual
wisdom.
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On a wetland walking path, a grieving
mother feels her
way toward healing
in this Christian
memoir.
Steve & Sharol Hayner’s Joy in
the Journey, Gary Roe’s
Shattered.
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Love and Honour?:
Marriage for Peace

Poetic Gems

David D.E. Evans | BalboaPressAu
60p, trade paper, $8.99, ISBN 978-1-98229073-3

Elsie D. Morris|
50p, e-book, $3.99

Haunted by the question of
“why would parents kill their
own children,” Evans reports on
years of study of what he calls
“Romeo and Juliet-style”
romantic tragedy–and the
human tendency to kill one’s
own in the name of honor.
Drawing on myth, literature, and
all too tragic real life incidents, Love and Honour? focuses on the
areas of Northern India and Nepal in recent decades, especially
cases between Hindu and Muslim lovers and their families,
recounting shocking instances of romantic relationships and
their attendant violence that have only increased since the ratification of India’s democratic constitution in 1950. This brief but
wide-ranging book introduces and defines the romance tragedy
phenomenon and, through pained presentation of specific
cases, endeavors to illuminate a path toward progress–and to
aid in the reconciliation process for Hindus and Muslims.
Evans’s terms “love” and “honor” stem from the romantic
relationships between caste or religious sects, where the term
“honor” (or questioning one’s honor) comes from societal and
traditional expectations surrounding marriage and family.
Evans questions what it means to honor, and what can be
changed when relationships inspire violence and “[echo]
themes found in legendary stories.” He sees telling these
stories–and spreading the word that nonviolence is an acceptable alternative–as a step toward ending the phenomenon.
Stemming from his research that led to a PhD, this compact,
approachable volume reads a
bit like a thesis, though Evans,
who is not a resident of the
region, rather than just document a phenomenon, urges
action, arguing what needs to
be done to stem honor killings
and suggesting that there’s a
clear path of “stepping stones”
leading to “progress.” Those
interested in peace, justice, and
reconciliation issues will find
Great for fans of
this book of interest, and those
Minoo Alinia’s Honor and
with
a particular interest in reliViolence against Women in
gious studies, myth, and law
Iraqi Kurdistan, Ayşe Önal’s
will also find much of Evans’
Honor Killing.
research compelling.

Distinguished by their
warmth, their engaging
metric tug, and a surefooted epigrammatic
clarity, Morris’s inviting
devotional poems hark
back to an earlier of age of
popular American verse,
when general interest
magazines ran lively
poetry crafted to appeal to
all ages. More a treasury than a collection, this volume, first
published in 1980, opens with a preface in which Morris explains
that she selected the title “Poetic Gems” out of the conviction
that its selections are precious, as they praise and honor her
God, and that reading them will “cheer the soul of every reader.”
For Christian readers, poems like “Don’t Grow Weary” (“Remain
faithful to Christ in all that we do”) or “Giving” (“Let’s give our
time, talent and treasure/ In service to God each day”) fit that
bill, though Poetic Gems also ranges into general-interest territory with titles like the bicentennial celebration “A Tribute to
America,” “Rainy Days,” or the irresistible “Stray Dog,” which
rhymes “It’s time you had a feeding” with “A bath is what you’re
needing.”
Morris’s voice is conversational yet conversational, touched
with song, nursery rhyme, scripture, and the occasional “o my,”
all in what used to be called “the American grain.” Her poems
are often upbeat, even insistent, on commonsensical truths like
good manners and the Golden Rule. She urges cooperation (in
“Cooperation”), moving past “foolish prejudices’’ (“Get
Involved”), and treating people well (“A Friend” advises “Prove
yourself friendly and you’ll have a friend.”)
Her devotional work, by contrast, acknowledges “Dark Days”
and the “interruptions and disappointments” that make perseverance a challenge. Yet even
as she faces troubled times,
Morris finds and shares
comfort: “God is not to blame /
For man’s course of action,”
she notes, and reminds
believers “So don’t let trouble
get you down/ Remain faithful
and wear a Crown.” Her faith,
Great for fans of
optimism,
and championing of
Leland Ryken’s The Soul in
simple
gifts
is especially
Paraphrase, Jay Hopler and
refreshing all these decades
Kimberly Johnson’s Before
later, when such voices are
the Door of God.
vanishingly rare.
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A compact, approachable treatise
on the phenomenon
of honor killings
and forbidden love
in Northern India
and Nepal.
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Devotional verse and
celebrations of the
everyday, all in the
commonsensical
American grain.
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The Silk Road: Lucy
and Dee

Lessia: Eluramance
Chronicles, Book One

Kirsten Marion | Common Deer Press
214p, hardcover, $13.95, ISBN 978-1988-76166-4

Lucas Maloney | Eluramance
Media, Inc.
370p, e-book, $3.75, ISBN 978-1-77717072-1

Marion launches a striking
fantasy series with her debut,
introducing resourceful tweens
Lucy Banks and Dee Ringrose in
an adventure that offers middle
grade readers rich emotional
reality as the heroes enter a
magical world. Lucy’s bedroom
is plastered with maps and her
bookshelf stocked with National Geographics; Dee built a laboratory in his Aunt Delia’s house to experiment with chemical
compounds, often resulting in stinky, messy catastrophes.
Lucy’s desire to escape her modest, disordered family home
has heretofore only involved running down the street to Delia’s
mansion, as she does on a pleasant Saturday afternoon after
hearing an explosion in Dee’s lab.
But it’s the summer solstice, and Delia’s assertion that “the
veil between the worlds appears exceptionally thin” appeals to
Lucy, whose imagination roves to distant lands. When they
encounter a mystical bird encircled by fire, the impetuous Lucy
leads her skeptical best friend into a hidden world with a
dismissive, “Come on, what could go wrong?” Plenty, Marion
correctly notes, and soon this engaging, imperfect duo are
tasked with protecting Yidi, the arrogant, ineffectual young
emperor of Sericea. This pre-industrial realm is ruled by a medieval political structure and powerful magical forces, especially
those wielded by Yidi’s evil stepmother, Queen Xixi.
Utilizing familiar elements of fairy tales and fantasy, The Silk
Road features a brave girl, brainy boy, and heartened prince
who follow the colorful road
and long for the safety of
home. But Marion doesn’t
make the “chosen” Lucy and
Dee into saviors, only role
models of loyalty, kindness
and resilience for the sheltered Yidi. The Silk Road will
engage young readers eager
for an exciting quest on the
uncertain path to maturity,
where hard-won knowledge is
a given, and a happily-everGreat for fans of
after is not.
Ted Sanders’s The Keepers,

Likably fallible
tweens embark on a
fantasy adventure
that offers young
readers both thrilling
escapism and
insightful
self-reflection.

Lloyd Alexander’s The
Chronicles of Prydain.
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The first installment in this
traditional fantasy series spins
an emotional coming-of-age tale
as young Lessia, frustrated that
she hasn’t manifested magical
powers, trails behind other children her age, toiling as her
blacksmith father’s apprentice.
When her powers at last reveal themselves, when she comes
to the aid of miners trapped in a tunnel, Lessia is sent to the
Academy of Magic to hone her gifts. There, as a young
Luxmancer, a mage who can control light, she’ll be tested as
she joins a band of mercenaries in a quest to overthrow Zavus,
the dark lord bent on destroying the dragon forces that protect
the land of Eluramance.
Maloney shows promise in his eye for detail and character
and his investment in creating an immersive fantastical world.
Despite working within the traditional confines of the fantasy
quest, he has built the tale around some freshly imaginative
concepts: Eluramance boasts wonders like glass trees, voidbags, and Komeyu, a shining sword crafted from a dragon’s
tooth. An intricate mythology and creation story gives nuance
to a tale that otherwise risks familiarity, and Lessia is a likable
protagonist, whose above-average abilities are tempered by a
wide-eyed eagerness.
However, Maloney plays it safe by integrating stock tropes:
Eluramance is peopled with elves, dwarves, and orcs who
behave as one would come to expect, and expository dialogue
slows the pace at times. Future installments may benefit from
an appendix to help young readers keep track of characters
and magic essentials to firmly ground them in the series. Still,
there is a touching emotional weight to the tale that will keep
readers invested. The
Eluramance Chronicles does
not yet break new ground, but
a spirit of enthusiasm, adventure, and conviction distinguishes this series kickoff. It
will appeal to young readers
new to the genre or older ones
who favor tradition.
Great for fans of

A young woman
learns to master her
own magic in this
traditional but promising fantasy quest.
Marie Lu’s The Young Elites
series, Sue Lynn Tan’s
Daughter of the Moon Goddess.
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Soapbox
“Sighted authors create blind characters, but to blind readers,
they are almost invariably suspect.”

How to Tell a Smile

An author discusses the challenges of writing sightless characters
By Adrian Spratt
How does a blind person experience the
broadening mouth and widening eyes
of someone else’s smile? How does a
blind fiction writer like myself convey
a blind character noticing that smile?

T

here is almost no mainstream
fiction with blind characters
written by blind authors. As far
as I can tell, you won’t find any by Jorge
Luis Borges or James Thurber. James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist
as a Young Man (1916) is a questionable exception, while Edward
Hoagland’s In the Country of the Blind (2016) is the only indisputable
non–young adult example in recent decades.
Sighted authors create blind characters, but to blind readers,
they are almost invariably suspect. In Anthony Doerr’s otherwise admirable All the Light We Cannot See, a 16-year-old blind
girl implausibly detects the tiniest objects with touch, and yet
needs her father to help her bathe, an even more implausible
claim that is excruciating to read for anyone familiar with blind
people. To walk around town, she counts steps, which sighted
people may view as a logical strategy, but that, as a practical
matter, makes no sense. Our strides change length with
changing moods and energy levels, and concentrating on
counting distracts from critical clues about the environment.
In my novel Caroline, I present a mainstream story whose
first-person narrator is a young blind lawyer named Nick. The
focus is on his relationship with charismatic but mysterious
Caroline as he fitfully establishes himself in his chosen career.
The novel is set in New York City, during that stimulating
period when it was emerging from the financial crises of the
1970s. And yes, Nick’s disability plays a prominent role as he
figures out how to get things done in a sighted world and
navigates relationships with sighted friends, colleagues, and
office heads.
A question that often comes up among fellow writers and
editors is how a blind character can possibly know this or that.
For example, when a sighted character sees another character in
a novel show amusement, it’s sufficient for the author to write,
“She smiled.” However, when I have a blind narrator observe a
smile, critics will ask something along these lines: “How can he
know? He doesn’t see.” I’m forced to reword my sentence like
this: “He could tell from her tone of voice that she was smiling.”
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The trouble is that emphasizing
differences in manners of perceiving
sets blind characters apart. In doing so,
it subordinates hearing and intuition to
the power of sight. Although in real life
I can’t see a person smiling, I always
know when they are from tone of voice,
context, and other similar clues that I
process without thinking. Visual observation of a smile is at least as complex as
auditory recognition, but an elaborate phrase for a blind character’s recognition suggests a less natural process. Besides, while the
processes might differ, the results are mostly the same.
The question becomes how do I convey a blind character’s
experiences without constantly highlighting differences like
these. The method I’ve adopted in the case of smiles is, the first
time around, to employ the labored tone-of-voice formulation,
but afterward to write simply, “She smiled.” By that point, I
trust the reader has absorbed the point. Indeed, readers of
Caroline have commented that although they began the novel
with a heightened awareness of Nick’s blindness, it dropped
partway through into the background.
I don’t wish to oversimplify. A feature that attracts me to novels
is the fact that their authors can explore complexity. Tasks can be
more difficult for blind people. The way sighted people react to
blind people ranges from unquestioning acceptance to incurable
skepticism. Loss of sight means loss of sensory experiences that
mainstream society takes for granted. My ultimate answer is that
we’re all in this together, whether sighted or blind, and we all lack
certain experiences had by others. Most people will never know a
quarterback’s joy from launching a 50-yard pass, while the beauty
of mathematics will be lost to someone with a number phobia.
Still, the details are, like the devil, in the details. Although
secondary to Caroline’s main story line, the depiction of Nick’s
journey through a visually oriented society should be riveting
in its own right.
If Caroline reaches a mainstream audience, I will be happy. I
doubt I need to insert an emoji here to show what that reaction
■
would look like.
Adrian Spratt practiced law for 20 years before returning to his first love,
fiction writing. Retinal detachment led to his loss of vision when he was 13.
His new novel, Caroline, was published in February.
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